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Abstract

To explore the idea of education to close the ingenuity gap I use

Thomas Homer-Dixon's work to define ingenuity. The notion that the

supply of ingenuity to solve our technical and social problems is not

keeping pace with the ingenuity required to solve those problems is

called the ingenuity gap. Man-made technological developments are

increasing the density, intensity, and pace of globalisation. People must

reorganise decision-making organisations and problem-solving methods

to pragmatically combat the growing ingenuity gap. John Dewey's work

illustrates the fundamental attitudes for the thinking and judgment

associated with educating for ingenuity. Howard Gardner's idea that

truth, beauty, and morality ought to form the core values and tenets of

the philosophy of educating for ingenuity is integral to this thesis. The

act of teaching facilitates the invitation to the communication necessary

to foster ingenuity. John Novak discusses the five relationships of

educational leadership that enhance an environment of ingenuity. The

International Baccalaureate (IB) is an existing model of global education,

one that defines some of the school experiences and academic

development of core values of educating for ingenuity. Expanding upon

the structure of the IB and other research within this thesis, 1 speculate

upon what my school, where educating for ingenuity so as to close the

ingenuity gap is the goal, would be like.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION V

1.1 Thesis Statement

In this thesis I examine the concepts of ingenuity and the

ingenuity gap as described by Thomas Homer-Dixon. Further, I explore

how an educational system to close the ingenuity gap could be

established. An educational philosophy based on ingenuity theory is

presented. As well, a discussion of the International Baccalaureate

provides insight into the operating mechanisms and philosophy of a well-

established and successful global model of education. A possible school

for ingenuity, based on research and personal experience, is presented. I

conclude this thesis with an examination of some good news and a

personal story relevant to education and closing the ingenuity gap.

The discussions in this thesis about ingenuity and the ingenuity

gap are based on the work of Thomas Homer-Dixon, as presented in the

book The Ingenuity Gap (2000). Using the works of educational

philosophers John Dewey and Howard Gardner, John Novak's LIVES

educational model, and the International Baccalaureate, in this thesis I

explicate Homer-Dixon's ideas regarding ingenuity and the ingenuity gap,

and create a model of educating for ingenuity. Tools and possible

methods to implement ingenuity gap-narrowing measures are examined

within the spirit and context of education on individual and institutional

levels.





There are infinite possibilities and connections on our finite planet;

they define our world, our lives, our options. The often-indecipherable

links and unintended or unanticipated effects of interconnectedness

cause problems. Influencing one aspect of a relationship usually

produces ripple effects that cause other changes. Human and

technological facility to alter the social and natural systems of our planet

has increased greatly. Our ability to comprehend the problems and solve

the effects of our evolutionary inventiveness has declined as machines

and human-organised structures become more complex. Technological

and organisational processes can be difficult to understand. Small-scale

adaptations and policy changes created by and within entities can lead to

massive and uncontrollable large-scale problems. Once these results

become integrated and entrenched within natural and social systems,

the scale of these problems can multiply staggeringly. When making

choices, international and domestic leaders and decision makers are

usually unaware, or choose to ignore the warnings of potential problems.

The complexity of the resulting situations exacerbates humain inability to

understand, manage, adapt, and adopt better solutions for the future.

Evidence presented to illustrate these arguments in this thesis is based

on Homer-Dixon's The Ingenuity Gap.

Not only is this a cognitive problem; people are also overwhelmed

with the emotional complexity of living their personal, professional, and

philanthropic lives in the context of an increasingly interdependent and





interconnected world. Poor human functioning on individual levels,

whether due to lack of sleep, dirty water, bad diet, polluted air,

unsatisfying work, or inappropriate behaviour derived from the pace

expected of people in their world and societal relationships, intensifies

already-established problems.

Humans have, for the most part, adapted well to the environment

of their times. Have we gone beyond a saturation point where people

cannot detect how to successfully engineer answers, or understand that

problems are not able to be adapted to, or at least, cannot be patched-up

superficially? How can we better read evidence about cultural and

climatic sustainability? Regardless of all possible human machinations

and machines, are problems irresolvable now? What are the fundamental

problems requiring immediate attention? These are the questions that

motivated Homer-Dixon to create ingenuity theory.

1.2 What are Ingenuity and the Ingenuity Gap?

The word around which Homer-Dixon chose to organise answers to

these questions is ingenuity. What is ingenuity? Thomas Homer-Dixon

defines ingenuity as "sets of instructions that tell us how to arrange the

constituent parts of our physical and social worlds in ways that help us

achieve our goals" (personal communication, March 29, 2002). Or, in

simpler terms by Homer-Dixon, ingenuity is "practical solutions to the

problems of new conditions" (2000, p. 18). For societies to better manage





tJieir affairs and improve tiieir well-being tJiey need "more ideas for

solving their technical and social problems" (p. 1). Societies, poor and

rich, and the corresponding decision-making organisations are unable to

supply the ingenuity they need at the right times and in the right places.

The ingenuity gap is described as the shortfall between a society's rapidly

rising need for proper and timely solutions and the society's inadequate

supply of ideas to succeed in these new conditions (p. 1). I use Homer-

Dixon's development of ingenuity theory, based on these two concepts, as

the structural foundation and underpinning of this thesis.

Being able to clearly define and understand problems so as to be

able to solve them is paramount to closing the ingenuity gap. How can

education provide people the wherewithal and impetus to create the

individual and societal cognitive, technological, and lifestyle tools and

habits to close the ingenuity gap? This is the question that I explore in

this thesis.

1.3 Methodology

Several readings of The Ingenuity Gap (2000) were required for me

to gain my simple understanding of ingenuity and the ingenuity gap. Also

critical to this thesis is a discussion I had with Homer-Dixon on March

28, 2002. My understanding of ingenuity theory was undoubtedly

influenced and bettered by being able to discuss the book and recent

developments in ingenuity theory during a visit to the University of





Toronto. I was able to query Homer-Dixon about possible educational

aspects and applications of ingenuity while he directed the flow of our

conversation. Further correspondence between Homer-Dixon and me

included a copy of his presentation about the ingenuity paradigm, which

was forwarded to me on March 29, 2002. This was a valuable tool that

allowed me to reference more recent work about ingenuity theory.

Homer-Dixon's style also influenced me. He often included

personal stories and experiences in The Ingenuity Gap, keeping the book

readable while staying academically rigorous. This was a good way to

explain ingenuity theory. It is important that we all find in our personal

histories the experiences that allow powerful memories to resonate in a

positive way. Experiences can engender personal commitment to

ingenuity. People can appraise and use these experiences in order to

craft ingenuity as an applicable pragmatic and scientific theory that can

be measured. Individuals must energise and implement the culture of

ingenuity.

Homer-Dixon also understands that he must make ingenuity

tractable for it to survive as a valued and reusable academic concept. In

this thesis I am unable to provide specific measurements and tests for

ingenuity. Ingenuity is examined through personal skills and teachable

experiences that can become the conceptual standards for developing an

educational philosophy and system of facilitating ingenuity for

individuals and organisations. Accordingly, Homer-Dixon has stated that





the measuring techniques for organisational ingenuity must still be

devised (personal communication, March 28, 2002).

Explaining in a balanced way the necessity of personal experience

and group development, as well as comparing the importance of

widespread scientific applicability with the need to develop a strong

sense of the more-than-human world so as to be able to educate for

ingenuity, was difficult. Using the educational concepts that will help

individuals learn and leaders promote and facilitate ingenuity, I explain

the needs of educating for ingenuity. Possible operating structures and

communication processes for schools and organisations that can help

create the environment for the problem solving required for closing the

ingenuity gap are discussed. That this is not enough to make ingenuity

tractable, I am aware. In all these areas I have tried to emulate Homer-

Dixon by using personal experience to show the significance and

importance of creating a personal wealth of attitudes, skills, and

experiences that can develop ingenuity. If I have overstated my personal

experience, it is my fault for this overexuberance. My zeal for personal

experience is a testimony to good and fortunate events that have

bolstered my life.

1.4 The Dilemma of the Ingenuity Gap

A dilemma is a severe problem where options do not provide clear

and viable solutions. Sometimes the options involve the selection of the





lesser of two evils ratJier than choosing something that will make things

better. The problems explored in this thesis about the ingenuity

paradigm are not simple. These are huge and planet-wide problems.

When I use the term problem in this thesis I am referring to things that

affect the quantity and quality of our life and our planet. The dilemma of

the ingenuity gap is that we must hurry up our planning amd actions,

even rush, in order to slow down these spiralling problems and the pace

of our lives. The urgency with which we must try to begin closing the gap

could intensify the problems we have already created. Although hurrying

up in order to slow down is a statement at odds within itself, it well

describes the pace and attitude that people must work to close the

ingenuity gap. If people do not get on to solving the problems around

them and on the planet, then human life itself, even the planet's viability,

could be compromised. As the secret to problem solving is slowing down

the pace of our lives, then the frenetic pace with which people must get

started so as to solve these problems of the ingenuity gap makes life

more complicated. The dilemma of the ingenuity gap is that societies

must make a concerted effort to craft, implement, and habitualise

solutions, but the speed at which people must do that probably

contributes to the very problems themselves.

To state it another way, the planet and the world of relationships

within it is complex, complicated, and fast-paced, yet we can only accrue

experiences, and gain the wisdom of them to problem solve, slowly. In
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order to solve tJie problems of the ingenuity gap decision makers, .

teachers, and leaders must be able to facilitate experiences. Having lived

meaningfully is beneficial. It is difficult to ask youthful leaders to explain

and explicate the needed wisdom when they are living their own lives

that are still, more often than not, ambiguous and uncertain. Perhaps

many of the people that will lead for ingenuity must be older; they will

have experienced life and have garnered the wisdom that ought to be

mined by the public. Fundamentally, it is my belief that people can and

do learn from their mistakes. Ingenuity theory and corresponding

initiatives to close the ingenuity gap are positive notions that can

overcome those who proclaim we are destined to an inevitable human

cause of planetary and self-destruction. The natural extinguishing of the

sun may be something uncontrollable, but we are not fated to repeat the

errors of human historical folly.

I also discuss the spirituality of ingenuity. Understanding that the

term spirituality has intangible aspects associated with it, I use

spirituality as a sense of reverence and responsibility to the earth and

the people within it. The planet is our home; we must guard it and also

survive by using it. Spirituality of ingenuity is neither a religion about

the earth, nor adherence to strict dogma associated with the rules of

protecting the planet or people first. It is awareness that people must not

separate their habits from the effect that those habits have upon the

planet and others. Solving the problems of the ingenuity gap will not .





allow people to compartmentalise actions and effects, beliefs and r> :

consequences. Moral and ethical habits must pervade decision making.

The spirituality of ingenuity is living, contemplating, and acting

responsibly to self and the planet. It is also teaching and encouraging

others to do the same.

In The Ingenuity Gap we are given two options. The first is to face

up to the reality of our problems and try to solve them through better

thinking and the creation of more effective decision-making structures

and organisations. Allowing the speed and pace of our lives to control us

so that the ingenuity gap grows irreparably is the other option. As the

scale of problems magnifies and the boundaries between global entities

disappear or merge into new relationships, the role of the individual is

harder to define. The dilemma of asking individuals to become better

through education while emphasising the need for organisational reform

is another conundrum of the ingenuity paradigm. While good decisions

must be made multilaterally, educating for ingenuity involves calling

upon individuails to gain the wherewithal to craft more reflective and

long-term effective decisions. How can enlightened individuals make

ingenuity gap-reducing decisions in orgamisational settings?

To be the first to understand and publicly discuss a problem facing

us, on a planetary or community scale, often creates the impression that

the speaiker is radically removed from the average citizen's normal

desires and lifestyle. In many instances, leading advocates for better
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awareness and methods have had to come from outside the boundaries

of mainstream groups precisely because their ideas could not get aired in

traditional forums. As Homer-Dixon bases his work on personal

experiences and research, he understands that a realist perspective is

necessary to accommodate the ideas of the ingenuity paradigm. This

inclusion of realism in the theoretical equation makes a study of power,

and the relationships of power, important. Ever-changing and more

powerful technology, and the complex societal relationships that have

evolved within society, allow independent or individual actors to harness

great power to bypass large organisations. Yet technological development

and modem social malaise have increased the ability of large

organisations to manifest more dominant control in many aspects of

society. This is also a dilemma. If we despair about understanding the

relationships between technological development and socio-psychological

feelings of connectedness, there is a possibility that the growth of the

ingenuity gap may already be too overwhelming for people to try to

believe they can decrease the gap.

It is also important to note that the personal experiences Homer-

Dixon describes in the book are not those of your average citizen. He has

had good experiences and been graced with the ability to decipher, take,

and build much from them. Another dilemma of closing the ingenuity

gap is maiking the required experiential aspect of educating for ingenuity

available on a wide scale. How will societies provide the opportunities?
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Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner write about the importance

in education of having students feel they can disagree and comment

upon something that they feel adversely affects their own society. It is

important to let people and organisations broach the problems of the

ingenuity gap so to be able to freely discuss possible solutions. Postman

and Weingartner write in Teaching as a Subversive Activity (1969) that

this ability, called "crap detection" (p. 3), is the most important thing to

teach students. Youth must be "educated to recognize change, be

sensitive to problems caused by change, and have the motivation and

courage to sound alarms" (p. 3). This spirit of democratic and civil non-

capitulation and unfettered thinking is eroding. It is a concern. People

must be "allowed to be a part of a culture £ind also out of it to be able to

review activities objectively" (p. 4). These insightful words of Postman and

Weingartner are intrinsic to the idea that we can narrow the ingenuity

gap. Encouraging crap detection is the first step to show people that

looking at a problem from a different perspective may often mean rocking

the boat. Furthermore, courage is required to try to move the

conversation forward to create awareness. Societal forums, where all

stakeholders can meet and share these ideas freely, must be created. We

all share the same planet; we are all part of a local aind international

community. Potentially important ideas and new information must not

be ridiculed.
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Before we can begin to look at how we can get to this stage of new

and better forums, the word "ingenuity" itself must be examined. Where

did it come from and how did this ingenuity gap come to be?

1.4.1 What Would You Do?

Could you use your own skills and cognitive tools to survive and

help others if you were suddenly thrust to the controls of an out-of-

control airplane, truck, car, or bus? If only you could bring the vehicle to

a safe stop, what would you do? What do you believe you would be able

to do? Even if the vehicle was simplified, make it a bicycle or a toboggan,

there are a certain number of actions and decisions a person must take

after making an initial read of the environment and tools available. Some

of the tools you have access to are your knowledge, physicad skill set, and

understanding of the environment around you.

Crises are not the only examples where we must rely on our selves

and our tools. Imagine beginning to live and work in a different culture or

group. These instant immersions can be overwhelming and ignite

dilemmas for any person. How would you introduce yourself, let alone

thrive? How would you go about implementing a better medical system,

and implementing it within the web of technology, unions, economics,

research, politics, capital infrastructure, and human compassion? What

would you do to home teach your child? What would you do on the

second day?
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To begin tJiinking about any of these problems, ingenuity is n

required. Often problem solving cannot be about making or

implementing the right or best solution, but it is about doing the best

with what you have, being able to express your ideas in a new way, using

the social tools and technological skills available within your world of

imaginable and intellectual possibility. Importantly, it is not only about

making a more ingenious solution, but it is also about understanding the

problem itself, with more clarity, dedication, and most imperatively,

empathy.

1.5 The Onion

To explore the nuances and resonance of the implications of why

educating for ingenuity is a priority, it is important to first understand

the questions that need to be asked about our lives on this planet and

the associated options. I use the analogy of an onion to describe the

richness and depth of these questions. This onion analogy illustrates

how we think about the world and ourselves, as well as how we relate to

each other and our existence on the planet. The analogy of the onion

consists of three layers of questions that describe important things about

life. The questions are a means for us to become more aware of these

things. I find this an appropriate analogy, one that I refer to throughout

this thesis.
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I first stumbled upon this analogy at the University of Leeds. The

onion and its questions were coincidentally reinforced and referred to

during a presentation in an International Baccalaureate Theory of

Knowledge class. Thomas Homer-Dixon also mentioned that he was

aware of it during our discussion. Understanding all three layers of

questions and what they represent is important. Teaching the ability to

ask core (third layer) questions is significant in order to be able to

educate for ingenuity.

Differences in an onion's layers are visible and tangible. The

surface skin is quick to peel away, it is thin, and breaks easily. This

outer layer is the first layer of questions we pose as we interact in the

world. These questions are, as the skin is, the coating on and of our

lives. These areas usually concern popular culture, design, style, fads,

gadgets, daily commuting, and the news of the hour. They are not

usually associated with deeply meaningful matters of existence or

spirituality. I am not insinuating that art, sports, or awareness of current

events is feckless. Indeed, the superficial, ever-changing stimulation of

these popular questions and facts play a huge role in today's society.

People tend to get a charge from the immediate emotions of such news

and trends, but they cannot sustain us for long. In an interview on CBC

Radio One, artist Robert Bateman stated that the average Canadian high

school student knew 1,200 marketing slogans or logos, but could identify

only eight species of bird (Luecht, 2002). The preponderance of media
,
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saturation and t±ie predominance of television in our lives have combined

for some unworthy and unhealthy effects. This should not be overlooked

as a source of inability to ask and answer core-defining questions.

Remember there were great advocates of television who felt that it would

become a great educational medium when it was starting to become a

popular tool of mass communications. More recently, television has been

described as a vast wasteland. It remains to be seen what will become of

the Internet as it evolves.

This outer layer could be considered a defence mechanism too; it

can protect us from overzealous seriousness. Preventing the overuse and

overstatement that dominate the questions of the surface layer from

penetrating to the next two parts of the onion is difficult. When

discussing the questions of this outer layer, leaders must encourage

reflection upon the meanings of these questions. We must learn to

understand the differences between the questions we ask in this external

layer and questions from inner ones. Unwieldy consumption trends of

this layer have tended to dominate a large part of our societal psyche.

While they may fulfill certain short-term desires, they do not allow us to

get into the long-term questions about our life and planet.

After peeling away that first skin, we find the onion denser. Layers

appear more tightly wound together. In this analogy the second layer is

society's spot to consider the questions of our norms and values. Norms

are what we consider to be right and wrong, while values represent what
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is good and bad. We must have a mutual sense of understanding in how

to act and the manners people ought to use every day for a society or

organisation to function well.

Our norms and values are defined by laws and social conventions.

They are necessary rules of interaction and civility. Questions we ask in

this middle layer define our laws and justice, the democratic rules that

govern our society, and the rules of discourse and respect. How we ought

to deal with one another, whether in our family, our community, or on

the planet, are identified within the questions we ask in this layer of the

onion. These questions are really about creating a sense that there is a

process for creating awareness about the others with whom we share this

planet. Whether international economic agreements or civil rights, we

must understand the norms for engagement with others at home and

abroad. This awareness will allow us to better understand and thrive in

our environment. Making people aware of this code of conduct allows the

forums of problem solving to create a manageable approach to developing

a structure for the implementation of ingenuity gap-reducing policies.

The innermost layer of the onion is the core. It is the layer we are

least in touch with, yet it is the one we ought to be aware of best. Here,

the fibres of the onion are packed tightly. The onion is at its densest as

pieces peel off in big chunks. Tugging one way completely affects the

whole core of the onion. This part deals with the aspect of life most

essential to us. Questions we ask here define us. Why are we here? How
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should we exist? What is our relationship with nature and the planet?

These are the deep and basic assumptions about how we, as individuals,

ought to handle everyday dilemmas. Yet we generally do not ask these

questions, or encourage children and youth to start a dialogue about

them. These are the questions, although unanswerable in the sense that

there may not be a proper or final answer, which start an individual's

dialogue with her or himself. To promote reflection and the promise that

awareness of self can bring a sense of stability in this restless world, we

must encourage discussion about, especially the asking of, these big and

debatable questions.

Alan Lightman, in the annual University of Toronto Hart House

Lecture (personal communication, March 27, 2002) said if we do not stop

to ask these questions, "if we cannot feel our blood," then we cannot ask

the big questions that define us. With individualism and globalism

tugging at us in conflicting directions, Lightman asked, "How can we not

know ourselves and purport to speak and act as a unified one in the

world?" (personal communication, March 27, 2002). We must know our

self so as to be able to sense our place in the world.

One afternoon a good friend and I were chatting about the idea of

the onion. He was quick to point out, "Don't forget Paul, onions rot from

the inside out." As we marvelled at his brilliant stretch of the analogy, a

person who was listening in from another table interjected, "Remember,

they germinate from the inside as well." It was an optimistic note; we can
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create good things by encouraging these questions. As this thesis will

explore the questions we must ask to close the ingenuity gap, it is

important to reiterate, individuals make decisions, and individuals are

the engines of institutions and inventions. John Dewey (1933) wrote, "no

separation can be made between impersonal abstract principles of logic

and moral qualities of character" (p. 34).

Children often show us that questions of the core are easy to

compose. They come out so simply for children, who seem open to any

wonderful possibility and are usually yet to be bound to self-imposed

restriction. Children often think and act in an unstructured or undefined

way, whereas we, as adults, are somewhat programmed to think in a

straight line, or logically. It is important to nurture the curiosity and

innocence of childhood from which these questions abound, so as to

build the enthusiasm to create the experiences of a life. This type of

childlike thinking and reasoning can aid in problem solving. However, it

is important not to confuse simple questions and simplistic questioning

techniques of childhood with the disciplined inquiry of adulthood.

Thinking about a problem from a different perspective, in combination

with rigorous expertise, will help people solve problems and define the

core of their onion. Experiences build the stage upon which an individual

can stand and hopefully act in a principled, just, and moral way, in order

to develop the core of our onion and solve the problems of the ingenuity

gap.
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Learning to question from the core develops our human

capabilities that will be used along with technological tools to close the

ingenuity gap. Instilling ethical leadership as a valued and well-identified

aspect of decision making in all areas of society is an important facet of

educating for ingenuity. Developing an individual and social sense of the

core questions of the onion encourages definition and awareness about

important considerations of life, and what they ought to be. Each of us

must reflect on these considerations in order to be able to solve the

problems of ingenuity in our society.

1.6 The Supply and Requirement of Ingenuity

An important aspect of ingenuity theory is the following: We must

understand that we are not only trying to stimulate our supply of

ingenuity, but also understand where ingenuity is required.

Requirements for ingenuity are based on the intrinsic difficulties of

problems themselves.

To differentiate between supply and requirement, "problems and

solutions are reduced to a common, but independent and objective

yardstick of comparison: ingenuity" (Homer-Dixon, 2001,

www.ingenuitygap.com). Homer-Dixon wants to break the components of

ingenuity down and make ingenuity a tractable problem. By measuring

ingenuity people can understand the causes of the ingenuity gap better

in order to do something about the problems created by it. Examining
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t±ie changing world and our ever-evolving cognitive landscape will help

explore human attempts at adaptation to the problems. By creating a

rule of measurement, ingenuity theory can articulate whether the gap is

widening or narrowing. On www.ingenuitygap.com Homer-Dixon

discusses the fact that he has not refined his ideas on how to measure

the quality and quantity of ingenuity. There are some interesting ideas —

calculating the number or simplicity of instructions in a solution to

measure ingenuity is one of them. Figuring out the amount of new data

that must be created in a solution is also an intriguing possibility. Both

could make ingenuity theory a more cogent and tractable discourse. In

this thesis though, I present no ultimate answers about measuring

ingenuity. It is important to remember that Homer-Dixon does recognise

tractability as an important part of the question of the ingenuity

paradigm; it is also imperative to be able to measure the veracity and

relevance of the questions at the core of the onion,

1.7 Summary of Introduction to Ingenuity

There are many words that are frequently interchanged with

ingenuity in popular and conversational lexicon. It is important to

recognise that ingenuity is neither synonymous with creativity, nor

innovation, nor cleverness. These three words pop up regularly whenever

I discuss this thesis and the ideas of ingenuity. Creativity aind innovation

seem to be more about a newness of ideas. They are buzzwords in
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business. Certainly tJiis idea is important when creating better solutions

to problems, yet Homer-Dixon's ingenuity goes deeper. Ingenuity theory

speaks of intrinsic ties to the environment and the human factors of

living within a solution, while creativity often suggests a superficial or

technological patch-up (I know many artists would disagree). "Thinking

outside the box" may be an exciting way of looking at old data freshly, yet

it lacks rigorous principles to be applied when decisions are made. As

much of our thinking must be done in organisations or teams, whether

local or international, it behoves us to have good decision-making

systems in place. In other words, we must be concerned about the

nature and shape of the box too. Ingenuity is not about breaking

everything down, or smashing the box to pieces. I suppose if the book

had been entitled "The Cleverness Gap" perhaps the same philosophical

and empirical intent would apply. However, cleverness can imply a sense

of cheeky individualism or being different for sarcasm's sake rather than

as an effort to try to make a distinction. For purposes here then,

ingenuity is the word: It is about a deep awareness of information and an

ethical responsibility to include, along with reason and analysis, the

commonality of shared human emotion in decision making.

Ingenuity is ultimately about creating a spirit of responsibility from

which evidence is examined, new inventions are made, and decisions

applied. Our roles within society and how we use technology must be

explored and discussed more deeply. Using this spirit of ethical and
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moral responsibility to define our goals is essential to reduce the

ingenuity gap. Acknowledging our common humanity is foremost in

developing the sense that personal, national, global, and natural

interests are shared ones. Using emotional awareness to enhance

reasoned analysis of practical problems helps define the goals and create

the pragmatic solutions that close the gap. Educating for ingenuity can

illustrate for people that making things better for those who need help is

imperative. Ingenuity can help define the goals of our society and

contribute to ameliorating the growing pressures upon us. This may

provide a sense of purpose and some spiritual meaning for each of us in

our fast-paced world and hectic lives.

1.8 Structure of the Thesis

I begin this thesis with a discussion of Homer-Dixon's work on

ingenuity theory. Exploring The Ingenuity Gap is imperative to get an

appreciation of ingenuity, the ingenuity gap, its background, and

implications. Using Homer-Dixon's four building blocks, certain concepts

and educational philosophers are selected to articulate a possible

operating philosophy that will form the basis for educating for ingenuity.

After examining the concept of ingenuity as it is discussed in TTie

Ingenuity Gap, I analyse recent developments in Homer-Dixon's ingenuity

theory, which are based on a discussion with Homer-Dixon. I follow with

an examination of a possible philosophy for slowing down, based on the
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Slow Food organisation. It is imperative to illustrate the merit of slowing

down because the speed and pace of our lives, combined with

complexity, is directly affecting our ability to solve problems. This is a

major cause of the growing ingenuity gap. Following this, the works of

John Dewey and Howard Gardner are used to provide the philosophical

backbone for the idea that society can educate for ingenuity. These

abstract concepts are used as the basis for discussing a concrete

educational philosophy and system, one where I articulate the processes

of educating for ingenuity. John Novak's LIVES model is used to

illustrate possible operating methods for creating the interpersonal spirit

that must define the individual and collective attitudes necessary for

ingenuity. Skills and methods will be illustrated that show ways and

processes through which people can interact to make better decisions.

The flow of the thesis then turns to examine the International

Baccalaureate (IB), a worldwide system of education. The IB has a well-

defined educational philosophy; it is good to examine it in light of

ingenuity because there has been much research about the IB and

actual implementation of a rigorous curriculum and teaching strategy

based on global awareness. Following a look at the IB, the next chapter

allows me an opportunity to imagine a school where educating for

ingenuity would be central.
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1.8.1 Chapter 2 ;
• .

In chapter 2 of t±iis t±iesis I explicate the concept of ingenuity. Reasons

why ingenuity and the ingenuity gap are intrinsic and integral topics for,

not only this thesis, but also for decision makers and leaders at all levels

in our society are discussed in chapter 2. Problem solving is the essence

of ingenuity theory. It is necessary to create a prudent social will in order

to develop systems and structures that better analyse, understand, and

resolve the issues of today so they do not become irreparable in the

future. Producing and properly using meaningful knowledge and creating

better operating conventions in organisations are imperative measures

required to decrease the growing ingenuity gap.

The building blocks of ingenuity theory are, as follows: one, the

increase in complexity and the threshold effects of nonlinearity continue

to befuddle analysts, scientists, leaders, and affect all people. How can

humans be more intelligent in understanding the evidence we gather,

and using it to solve problems? Two, the genetic and evolutionary

implications of the human brain on thinking is examined. Will the brain

allow more inventiveness within the rapidly changing social and

technological world, and how does it adapt? Three, the idea that

experiences allow thinkers the ability to create "cognitive maps" (Homer-

Dixon, 2000, p. 186) is discussed. Cognitive maps are the mental

blueprints that allow thinkers to structure the wheres, whys, and hows

of questioning. Does intuition play an integral role in ingenuity? The
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fourth building block of Homer-Dixon's ingenuity theory I examine in this

thesis is, perhaps, of greatest consequence yet inherently difficult to

quantify. Placing prudence in our collective consciousness enables

people to slow the pace of their individual place in this complex world.

Homer-Dixon argues that prudence must be recognised as imperative

and central to the debate. Can we create and adopt a spirituality of

ingenuity that will inspire the personal and collective changes required to

close the ingenuity gap?

1.8.2 Chapters

In order to understand the idea of ingenuity in the context of

education, I discuss, in chapter 3, several aspects of education based on

the works of John Dewey and Howard Gardner. I compare the concepts

articulated by Dewey and Gardner to the ideas of the ingenuity gap and

examine the possibility of using them as philosophical pillars of ingenuity

education. Can education create the experiences needed to produce

ingenuity? What are the tools that must be taught so people can access

their experiences to create awareness of ingenuity? Using the concepts of

Dewey and Gardner, chapter 3 focusses on the educational philosophies

and structures that must be better facilitated and overcome if people

wish to stimulate the social will to develop better conventions and

technological inventions to ameliorate the problems of now and the

future.
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The chapter begins with a look at Homer-Dixon's recent work

about the philosophy of ingenuity theory. From this, a discussion of the

need to develop a sense of a slower pace of life as integral to educating

for ingenuity follows. The organisation Slow Food and its philosophy are

the first attempt in the thesis to articulate a philosophy for ingenuity.

Slow Food, as a possible structure for ingenuity, is illustrated by its

operating philosophy and educational activities. John Dewey and Howard

Gardner are then examined in this chapter. Dewey was a seminal thinker

and prolific writer for six decades during the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries. His works are practical and resonate strongly today.

Dewey discussed the importance of the individual's attitude in and about

education in How We Think (1933). Three attitudes described by Dewey

as integral to education ~ open-mindedness, whole-heartedness, and

responsibility ~ are tested in light of the causes and problems of the

ingenuity gap raised by Homer-Dixon. Following this discussion, Dewey's

treatment of thinking and judgment are explored.

Howard Gardner, in The Disciplined Mind (1999), wrote about the

diligence needed to become an expert. In this work he examined the

traits associated with extraordinary talent. The traits Gardner describes

to create disciplinary expertise are explored in light of educating for

ingenuity. Gardner also explores three tenets of education that must be

taught and learned if society is to create people who are emotionally and

intellectually able to deal with the complex problems of modernity. Truth,
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beauty, and morality are tJie tenets of Gardner's educational philosophy.

Are they the conceptual bricks of educating for ingenuity? I briefly

discuss the responsibility of the educator and leader to find the entry

points that invite students to want to learn about a topic. Entry points

must be appropriate for each individual and allow the learner to self-

motivate. People do not expect people to be exact copies of each other;

educators cannot expect students to learn the same way. Finding the

correct entry point will aid learners in developing their own disciplinary

expertise.

1.8.3 Chapter 4

In chapter 4 I articulate some processes that can help educate for

ingenuity. A major portion of the chapter focusses on the LIVES model,

as described in John Novak's 2002 work Inviting Educational Leadership.

LIVES is an acronym for: L — leaders, the concept of self in education; I
-

- interpersonal relationships, how they affect our educational world; V —

values and knowledge, the process of gaining, creating, and using

information; E —educational community, the structural and institutional

systems of society; and S ~ social will, defining and shaping the goals

that prescribe the educationed relationships of the informed direction of

the world. Using these five relationships, the concept of ingenuity and

the ingenuity gap illuminates directions for all areas of educational

existence and leadership.
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Throughout the thesis, I use the term leadership interchangeably

with educational leadership. Educational leadership is the chosen term

because it implies that people and problem solvers will use self-

correcting behaviour as they continue to learn throughout their lives.

Using their experiences of decision making, leaders will develop an

awareness about leadership that is associated with ingenuity.

How people better understand and adapt to the changes in the

complex systems that affect our world is one of the important questions

to ask of a possible theory of education to close the ingenuity gap.

Complexity, the brain, experience, and prudence are the four building

blocks from The Ingenuity Gap. Along with Dewey's attitudes and

Gardner's tenets, they form the basis of the questions I ask to explore the

five leadership relationships of the LIVES model. Novak defines two

applications and methods of communication and problem solving that

can help people understand problems so as to solve them more

effectively.

First, Novak illustrates processes for bettering communication that

aid individuals and organisations. The six Cs ~ concern, confer, consult,

confront, combat, and conciliate ~ represent a way to resolve conflict.

The six Cs are presented as a leadership tool that will facilitate

communication between diverse stakeholders involved in the problem-

solving process. The second problem-solving application described by

Novak are the five Ps. Illustrated as a method to examine the five
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intrinsic-for-success areas of functioning of a school, the five Ps can also

be used to examine and make a difference in the operation of any

organisation. People, places, policies, programmes, and processes are the

five theoretical and practical areas of an organisation that can be

examined independently. Yet, it is imperative for leaders to deftly manage

and co-ordinate the five Ps for organisational success.

1.8.4 Chapter 5

An existing international and rigorous educational model — the

International Baccalaureate (IB) — is examined in chapter 5. I describe

the structure of the IB and illustrate several facets of the IB curriculum.

Important to remember is that in classrooms around the world this

programme attracts many of the brightest teenage scholars. I sense that

the International Baccalaureate Organisation (IBO), local educators, and

the parents of these scholars believe that these youth will be the

international decision makers, technology creators, and the planetary

organisers of the twenty-first century. The tools that will hammer the

energy to close the ingenuity gap may be forged in this forum.

1.8.5 Chapter 6

A possible international educational model is presented in chapter

6. This model describes a school that would provide the intellectual and

practical experiences necessary for creating personal and planetary
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awareness. Hopefully, this awareness tJien contributes to understanding

and resolving problems better than we have been able to previously; this

would close the ingenuity gap. This school model is based on personal

experiences and research I did for this thesis. This chapter differs from

the earlier chapters in the thesis, as I am not limited to theoretical

implications, traditional applications, and academic principles. I build on

the earlier work of the thesis and imagine an educational setting that

incorporates practical aspects of schooling into a somewhat structured

environment that will stimulate and encourage youth to become

contributors who close the ingenuity gap. Trying to develop an

educational forum that encourages students and others to develop

awareness through experience, study, sharing, and responsible

commitment, I aim to stimulate a conversation about getting such a

school to be an integral part of the educational landscape.

1.8.6 Chapter?

In Chapter 7 I summarise the ideas explored in this thesis. I

conclude with a story of hope that is close to my family and me.





CHAPTER TWO: INGENXHTY THEORY
]

2. 1 Chapter 2 Statement

The purpose of this chapter is to explicate the four building blocks

of Homer-Dixon's ingenuity theory. The following are the four building

blocks of the theory: complexity and nonlinearity, the limitations of the

brain, experience, and prudence. It is vital to comprehend them in order

to be able to understand ingenuity theory. Problem-solving techniques

and the educational system of the school presented in chapter 6 are also

based on the ramifications of the four building blocks of ingenuity

theory.

The four building blocks are crucial to ingenuity theory because

they deal with our supply of ingenuity and how we access that supply.

Also, they illustrate where and why our requirement for ingenuity is

increasing. Finally, all four building blocks describe how we, and the

tools we use, interact within the planet and affect our natural

environment. The new conditions, which evolve from ongoing interactions

on the planet, continuously affect the demand and supply of ingenuity.

Complexity creates requirements for ingenuity. The discussion of

complexity deals with several issues, including the ecological world and

its processes. The cognitive side to complexity is also discussed. As the

amount of accessible information grows, grasping complexity becomes

more difficult. Complexity is a phenomenon with different ramifications
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on individual, social, cultural, technological, ecological, and planetary

levels. The level of complexity is deepening as people find it more difficult

to grasp scientific implications of problems as well as explain personal

and spiritual aspects of their life.

The brain is part of our supply of ingenuity. Understanding the

workings of the brain is integral to enhancing educational opportunities

and learning environments. Youth and adults, at different stages of

learning and awareness, must be able to better develop their personal

capabilities in order to take advantage of the tools and educational

opportunities that are available to them so as to close the ingenuity gap.

The brain is the depository of experience. Wide-ranging experiences

are the tangible assets stored in the brain that help create knowledge

and wisdom. These experiences often supply a reflective reference point

that aids leaders in decision making. Experience ought to be a decisive

factor as people deal with new information and new dilemmas within the

complex world. Our experiences dealing with previous problems should

also enlighten us as to what further requirements for ingenuity could be.

Where our needs lay and what those requirements are should be starting

points for generating the ingenuity to begin closing the ingenuity gap.

Experience also helps hone physical skills. Turning the power of the

brain into action and decision is enhanced by experience.

The idea of reflection based upon experience and new information

leads to prudence, the fourth building block in this examination of
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ingenuity. It is neither strictly a part of supply, nor requirement; it is a

characteristic that we gain and that education must do more to develop

and enhance so we become more aware of what we are lacking. Prudence

ought to induce a sense of humility and awareness as humans try to

define, develop, and establish their shared place in the world. Prudence

is necessary in order to comprehend our role in, and how to understand

the beauty of our more-than-human existence. Awareness that we are

partners on a more-than-human planet is essential to developing the

partnerships and conventions that will close the ingenuity gap.

The question of this thesis is: How can individuals and society

educate for ingenuity? Using the four building blocks of Homer-Dixon's

theory, I discuss a possible educational philosophy and model for

developing and enhancing ingenuity. From this, people will theoretically

be able to create the individual wherewithal and international forums

that better understand and develop our supply of ingenuity.

Concurrently people will have developed appropriate and timely

awareness of where the ingenuity is required and must be implemented.

2.2 Ingenuity and Globalisation

Ingenuity has been described by Thomas Homer-Dixon as being

"not only of ideas for new technologies like computers or drought-

resistant crops but, more fundamentally, of ideas for better institutions

and social arrangements, like efficient markets and competent
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governments" (p. 2). Homer-Dixon surmised tJiat decision-making

systems have not addressed the increasing interconnected

interdependence of our world, and the associated problems and

opportunities. The concept of this imbalance is described as, "the critical

gap between our need for practical and innovative ideas to solve complex

problems and our actual supply of those ideas" (p. 1).

People are severely affected by worldwide developments. Regardless

of the scale of disruption or invention, events or changes that originate

from a seemingly disconnected location on the planet can affect

everybody, whether environmentally, politically, socially, or economically.

Globalisation is an unregulated process, defined by Jones (1998) as,

"transcending the taxation and regulatory discipline which is

conventionally the concern and responsibility of national governments"

(p. 144).

Thomas Friedman (2000), in The Lexus and the Olive Tree,

describes globalisation as being made up of six dimensions. These

dimensions are, as follows: culture, ecology, finance, politics, security,

and technology. Friedman describes globalisation as a new state of

affairs that must be seen, understood, and explained in a fundamentally

new manner. According to Friedman, it is imperative to "assign different

weights to different perspectives at different times in different situations,

but always understanding that it is the interaction of all of them together

that is really the defining feature of international relations today^ (p. 23).
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Friedman cites teachers of strategic thinking, Paul Kennedy and John

Lewis Gaddis, when he describes great strategists and their strategies.

By keeping the forest in view as well as the trees, these generalists

"understood that the world is a web, in which adjustments made here

are bound to have effects over there ~ that everj^ing is interconnected**

(p. 26). Although they do not use the term ingenuity gap, Kennedy and

Gaddis go on to describe problems and how they develop within a

segment of the current education system. Emanating from an over

reliance on ever-narrow specialisation, within universities

a higher premium is placed in functioning deeply

within a single field than broadly across several.

And yet without some awareness of the whole —

without some sense of how means converge to

accomplish or frustrate ends — there can be no

strategy. And without strategy, there is only drift, (p.

26)

This drift could be called the ingenuity gap. Friedman illustrates

that globalisation has intensified the six significant dimensions —

culture, ecology, finance, politics, security, and technology — of

international relations. This overwhelming tide of globalisation has

furthered human inability to understand, see, and explain the associated

problems. Specialisation in education has not encouraged all-

encompassing strategic planning.
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Homer-Dixon describes the manner in which humans create •

strategies to problem solve. The planet has been undeniably affected by

humanity, and humanity by the planetary environment. Effects have

caused a change within the physical nature and structure of the natural

and human systems of the planet. Homer-Dixon uses the concept of

fitness landscapes and peaks as a metaphor for the evolutionary growth

of people in relation to the self-organising and complex-adaptive systems

of the natural and human-created world. A fitness landscape includes

peaks and valleys ~ peaks are a point where a system is well adapted to

its environment ~ a valley is the time when people in a complex system

are adapting within or to a new relationship. People and systems can be

caught on less-than-optimal peaks as there are many possibilities

"representing different potential adaptations to the environment at hand"

(p. 305). It is an unwieldy balance for systems to remain adaptive. The

best and

most adaptive systems tend to maintain themselves

on the cusp of order and chaos; they are random

and adventurous enough to strike out in new

directions looking for a better life, but they are also

conservative and orderly enough to take advantage

of improvements once they find them. (p. 305)

The political and social will to solve human-created problems

seems miniscule in comparison to the scale of detrimental human
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activities. Describing the present complexity of the planet as a white-hot

landscape, Homer-Dixon writes that

the brain is extraordinarily well designed to cope

with rapid changes in the fitness landscape,

because it evolved at a time of rapid change and

fluctuation. But perhaps we're now changing our

fitness landscape too fast for even our own brain's

astounding adaptability, (p. 309)

People, organisations, and ecosystems are overwhelmed, yet there

seems insufficient individual and collective resolve to remedy the

threatening changes to our world and demands on our lives. As with the

frog not responding to the gradual increase in temperature until it is too

late to escape death from the now-boiling water, are we destined to a fate

of inaction?

Homer-Dixon describes the need for times of decentralised and

network-based planning and other times for centralised command-driven

planning. Both have worked well at different times in the past. The

system of educating for ingenuity I discuss in this thesis strives to

develop a sensibility in people to understand their fitness landscape. This

allows for appropriate decision making that enhances the ability of

society and communities to reach the highest fitness peak. Reaching the

highest fitness peak, or even a better one, is akin to closing the ingenuity

gap.
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Homer-Dixon states the urgency with which we must begin to try

to solve and understand problems more comprehensively and

thoroughly. Problems can affect both quantity and quality of life.

Problems that affect our quantity of life are things that cause our life

span to shorten. Those that affect our quality of life are things that

interfere with our ability to function well or better in our environments.

Our vulnerability to the complexity of problems — environmental, social,

leadership, technological, and personal ~ is growing. Supposed solutions

often aggravate problems. Inexplicable and unanticipated effects will

continuously daunt the problem solvers of the next generation, as will

our inability to grasp the scientifically measurable point at which

problems race past our threshold to comprehend them.

International forums must reflect the growing global reality of the

ingenuity gap, and the need to adapt to the new conditions of complexity.

Problems and solutions lay in the structures and technologies created by

humans; whether they are computer programmes designed to measure,

domestic or international political conventions created to help an

impoverished region, or medical breakthroughs administered by the

United Nations. Often these questions and problems are implemented

and monitored by professionals with specific expertise or decision

makers with one-dimensional goals. An inability to examine a problem

from more than one angle often creates more complex and unmanageable

unimagined future dilemmas. In Homer-Dixon's view, this furthers an
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even greater and more immediate need for ingenuity. All leaders must

strive to develop a consistent vision of how their decisions will work in

the long-term. An ameliorating thread of global applicability and long-

term stability must be foremost in the mindset of decision-making

leaders rather than immediate and expedient short-term solution

making.

2.3 Structure of The Ingenuity Gap

Each of the 13 chapters of The Ingenuity Gap (2000) describes a

conundrum of our world, flashpoints where better thinking and action is

required. Set in four sections, Homer-Dixon questions not only our

ability to understand our problems, but also our social commitment to

others and the planet. A thoughtful flow of ideas within education must

challenge all individuals to get thinking and feeling about their role on

earth. In The Ingenuity Gap, Homer-Dixon argues that people and

organisations must make the worldwide commitment to understanding

problems. We must endeavour to create solutions that will close the gap.

2.3. 1 Commitment to Closing the Ingenuity Gap

The necessity of human commitment is underscored early in the

book. Homer-Dixon writes that social will is paramount for two reasons:

one, to determine how society will define the challenges of the future.
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and two, to develop plans to energise ingenuity so as to better meet the

demands of our increasingly complex world.

How can we, as a global society, have our expectations met if our

needs are not known? For me, the answer lies in defining society's

commitment to education, and what we must demand from it. We must

demand that more attention be placed upon questions arising from the

core of the onion. We can begin to try to understand our needs if we deal

with the core sources of our common humanity and relationship with

nature.

Intrinsic to defining the commitment needed to close the ingenuity

gap is being able to understand what our societal expectations are, in

relation to what we want to do with the abilities and resources we have.

In other words, we must better understand our supply of ingenuity. The

gap is growing because organisations and leaders have not adequately

used the tools and information at hand. Following this, we must create

social dialogue that will better define the problems where ingenuity must

be applied and create the social will to effect good changes. The

commitment to create the qualities and characteristics necessary for all

citizens to participate is paramount. Education must be the first step in

defining our commitment to describe the characteristics of individuals

and society that must be enhanced. Following definition of

characteristics and societal commitment, education must facilitate the

development and enhancement of skills, processes, and techniques that
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will allow people to contribute to close the ingenuity gap and more

effectively participate in the institutions of problem solving.

2.4 Building Blocks of The Ingenuity Gtxp

The Ingenuity Gap is chockablock of big ideas and vital questions

upon which Homer-Dixon argues the need for a better and broader

approach to solving small and grand problems. In this chapter, I explore

the four building blocks of ingenuity theory.

Building block 1 : Growing complexity and the associated chaotic

nonlinear effects of human actions on the planet are changing the way

people live for the worse, possibly irreparably. Complexity is intrinsic to

the notion of the growing ingenuity gap. The origins of complexity, and

how we deal with it, are explicated.

Building block 2: Brain capability and the history of human

adaptive capacity have allowed our species to survive and thrive. An

examination of this area, in a limited way, illustrates what people can

physiologicadly do and how we define the challenges of the future.

Building block 3: How we incorporate experiences is important to

the concept of ingenuity. Experience creates awareness about problems

and the direction of possible solutions to closing the ingenuity gap.

Exploring the nature of good and learning experiences that enhance and

better us is imperative to The Ingenuity Gap. Experience, the creation
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and understanding of it, based on using data from multiple perspectives,

is central to this section of the theory.

Building block 4: It is necessary to place prudence in the collective

consciousness of every individual and all institutions. It is prudent to

instill a sense of common humanity in everyone, as it is imperative to be

humble when making decisions. We must understand our position in the

natural world better so to realise that there is a more-than-human

aspect to the planet and our existence.

2.5 Complexity

Understanding the complexity that increases the gap is integral to

ingenuity theory. Solving these problems of complexity drives up our

requirement for ingenuity. The evidence presented in The Ingenuity Gap

illustrates that the problems that affect the planet and us are

accelerating at a severe rate. These problems adversely influence the

natural systems that make the earth habitable, allowing all creatures to

function and thrive. In chapter 1 of The Ingenuity Gap, entitled

"Careening into the Future**, the three processes, which together create a

"faster-paced, more densely linked, increasingly interactive, and often

overwhelmingly complex world** (p. 107), are presented, as follows: co-

evolutionary diversity, structural deepening, and capturing software.
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2.5.1 Processes of Complexity Theory
]

Homer-Dixon describes the tJiree processes of W. Brian Arthur's

complexity theory: co-evolutionary diversity, structural deepening, and

capturing software (2000, p. 103). These are the drivers of complexity.

Co-evolutionary diversity is a multilayered process. First, survivors of

fierce competition in any system have created webs of interdependence.

As interactions increase, "whether, they are competitive, co-operative, or

symbiotic ~ new opportunities or niches emerge from the existing

entities" (p. 104). Emerging from these new niches are different entities

that create more opportunities, which in turn create more possible

interactions and greater diversity.

The computer industry is the primary example of co-evolutionary

diversity offerred in The Ingenuity Gap. Microprocessors create

opportunities for firms to develop applications and hardware that will

interface with the corresponding technology of today, as well as newer

computer chips. The industry and the technology grow together.

Complexity increases, as does diversity, which in turn fuels the

development of more products within a more complex system.

Structural deepening is the second process that increases

complexity. Modifications made to and within systems make them more

complex. Structural deepening occurs when an entity tries to gain an

advantage over competitors. As the complexity of the entity increases,

whether the entity is an organism, technology, or a corporation, it must
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become more sophisticated to manage the additions and subsystems

necessary for better performance (p. 105). Structural deepening has a

tendency to bury changes within an entity. This makes the changes

harder to find and correct, regardless of whether the changes are

beneficial or cause problems.

The third process within complex systems is capturing software.

Sophisticated systems co-opt simpler systems by understanding their

rules of interaction and then using them within their own process for

advantage. Technologically, humans have used the system of electrons

and the rules of electricity to our benefit. Financial markets have applied

simple rules of the futures market to create increasingly complex

derivative instruments. The "hierarchy of complexity" (p. 106) has

become so great that, "only the analytically astute financial managers

have any grasp of what they are or mean" (p. 106). And, as we often see,

even the very astute cannot comprehend and predict the effects of some

transactions and policies.

There are social and technological aspects associated with

complexity. The above examples are evidence that social organisations

and technological entities are becoming more complex. Second, the three

processes of complex systems illustrate that ingenuity is quantifiable.

The sets of instructions that drive the processes involved in developing

the computer chip, or the creation of the derivatives market is, however

complex, measurable. There is a definite step-by-step process that has
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allowed newness to develop. Finally, a demand for ingenuity is required

to make the new products or conventions work. Consumers wanted

better, more interactive products and corporations filled that need. The

supply of ingenuity came fi"om engineers, scientists, and marketing and

financial analysts who create the ideas, and ofiien the demand for new

products. Decision makers and managers must recognise that demand to

use that information must be created. This is not strictly a consumer

goods-related problem. A lack of demand and outlet for useful research

restricts potentially ingenuity gap-closing solutions from reaching a level

where the public can use the research and products created from the

research daily.

2.5.2 Features of Complex Systems

Better understanding of complexity is imperative to becoming

aware of the ideas that will eliminate the ingenuity gap. The following are

the six features that are evident within complex systems: multiplicity,

ability to affect other systems, interdependence, openness, synergy, and

nonlinearity. Understanding these features will allow problem solvers

and decisions makers the ability to define problems in order to measure

them. Doing this allows people to be aware of where ingenuity is required

and help in accessing a possible supply.

' t First, multiplicity is a feature of complex systems. As the number

of parts in a system grows, the number of connections and diversity
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within the system increases exponentially (Homer-Dixon, 2000, p. 111).

Because of the great variety of species and vegetation co-evolving in the

Amazonian jungle, there are more "niches and opportunities for the

evolution of more species" (p. 111). Complexity is boosted by this

exponential growth of and within parts of the Amazon system; it is more

complex than a similar-sized section of the Sahara desert.

The second feature of complex systems is the ability to affect other

systems. Called "causal connections" (p. Ill), these relationships

between systems are numerous and continue to grow with complexity.

There are two types of connections: feedback and coupled connections (p.

111). Feedback can be positive or negative. Positive feedback amplifies

change, such as a bull market where higher prices create a need to

continue to buy at higher and higher prices. These are "self-reinforcing

spirals of behaviour" (p. 111). This type of behaviour is intrinsically

unstable. This means that people are encouraged to buy even though

there are no stable reasons and evidence to do so. As the prices become

higher it is more difficult to justify the high price. This leads to greater

falls and provides problems for analysis because there is no evidence to

support the high prices. Instability means that there is no basis for the

continued rise. In contrast to this type of change, negative feedback

counteracts initial changes. This encourages stability. For example, when

prices in a stock market decline, often buyers will step in to counteract
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price drops because of the opportunity. Also, higher prices encourage

people to sell, and this will stabilise the trend for prices to rise.

Another insight about the influence of connections is offerred as

Homer-Dixon describes the nature of the relationship between

connections. He writes that coupled connections can be tight or loose (p.

112). Tightly coupled connections offer little capacity to account for

change. With "little natural buffering capacity in the system to prevent

the original change from affecting other components" (p. 1 12), a tightly

coupled system is to be avoided by managers and decision makers.

Tailgating is an example of this. A sudden change can cause multiple,

unintended consequences between quick and close moving cars. A

loosely coupled connection, in the form of more space between cars,

provides more time to witness and react to changes. Allowing more time

for reflective decision making is intrinsic for closing the ingenuity gap.

The human body is a good illustration of the third feature of a

complex system: interdependence. Separated parts of the body cannot

function alone (p. 1 12). Only collectively can the different parts of the

body function. This is an example of interdependence. It is important to

understand interdependence so as to better analyse how disaster and

crisis will affect systems. Systems, such as the human body and the

world financial markets are only resilient if large pieces can be removed

without inducing the collapse of the whole system (p. 112).
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Openness is the fourtJi feature of a complex system. As it is « •

difficult to pinpoint where complex systems start and end, arbitrary

boundaries and incomplete variables are often created and used by

people trying to measure and explain the system (p. 113). This is

potentially damaging because new policies may exclude areas that are

actually affected by the change since there is no established or

understood boundary within the system or organism. A simple example

is the policy of clear-cutting. It has created numerous problems other

than simply a loss of forest and habitat. Whether landslides or decreased

water quality were on the initial checklist of potential problems is

debatable. What is known now is that simply replanting the trees neither

recovers lost soil nor does it automatically rejuvenate the dirtied water.

Feature number five states that the combined effect of changes to

two parts of a system is greater than the effects of the changes to the

individual parts themselves. Defined as synergy, this simply means that

the whole is greater than the sum of its parts (p. 113). Homer-Dixon

describes many examples of synergy. Erosion causes the depth of soil to

decrease, which makes it more difficult for rooting to hold. This leads to

lower crop yields and a greater vulnerability to weather factors such as

wind and water. In normal soil conditions with normal rooting depths,

weather must be more severe to adversely affect crops. Synergy means

that the combined effect of these changes is multiple, or exponential, not

just the simple sum of the effects (p. 1 13).
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Nonlinearity is t±ie sixt±i and final feature of complex systems. It is,

perhaps, the most important factor that contributes to the exponential

growth of complexity and human inability to understand what is

happening. Nonlinearity means that it is often not possible to extrapolate

results into corresponding straight-line future results (p. 114). Data are

often programmed into computer models to be continuous and

consistent numbers. Homer-Dixon outlines the rapid rise in changes to

the ozone layer, which happened over the course of several weeks in the

mid-1980s. Although evidence of the hole appeared in the mid-1970s,

scientists assumed the hole would only worsen in degrees proportional to

the amount of chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) emissions (p. 114). Ozone levels

were considered normal and the initial incremental changes in the first

week of the evidence were ignored. People who programme the computers

encouraged the machines to ignore the actual changes because they did

not fit the linear model. Within the following 6 weeks, scientists

understood that the severe weakening in the ozone layer was real. People

and programmes were ill-prepared to anticipate the evidence and also

ignored the actual data. Nonlinearity is the inexplicable exponential

changes in data and the corresponding technological programmed

inability to explain the data. The greatest challenge is the lack of human

preparedness to meet the challenges created by nonlinearity. This is the

heart of the gap.
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Nonlinearity has also been described as "the tipping point" by

another commentator. The following section will examine Malcolm

Gladwell's 2000 publication called The Tipping Point

2. 5.3 The Tipping Point

Being able to measure ingenuity is a stated goal of Homer-Dixon.

As nonlinearity makes this increasingly difficult, being able to measure

changes associated with new policies and evidence is crucial. Evidence

shows that the severe hole in the ozone layer was created over the course

of several weeks in the mid-1980s. The growth of the hole did not

coincide with any extraordinary emissions of fluorocarbons or specific

natural events such as volcanoes or fires. No amount of research has

been able to determine the actual amount of pollution that caused the

hole to start. Known as the threshold effect, it was well illustrated in a

recent book called The Tipping Point by Malcolm Gladwell (2000).

Gladwell examines numerous phenomena, from fashion trends to

cigarette addiction, to describe what causes things to tip. Gladwell, a

social theorist who describes human and societal phenomena rather

than science and nature, writes that small-scale changes can be the

impetus for large-scale change and instigate social movement. In chapter

4, this thesis follows some ideas from The Tipping Point to examine how

they can affect education and society to examine if they are possibly

measurable.
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2.5.4 Foolhardiness j
-

Wally Broecker's quotation, "climate is an angry beast and we are

poking it with sticks" (cited in Homer-Dixon, 2000, p. 147), illustrates

that we cannot continue to disregard how our natural world works, what

we are doing to it, and the potential wrath of the planet. The

foolhardiness of human beings is contributing to the growth in the

ingenuity gap. Although problems are becoming more complicated it is

arrogant and foolish to continue to ignore them. The complexity of the

problems is not an excuse for foot dragging. Homer-Dixon has outlined

complexity theory and provided a definition. How does this explicate the

growing ingenuity gap? Inherent to decreasing the gap is understanding

that information will illustrate the need for better policies. Homer-Dixon

uses humanity and nature, and the evolving relationship, as a

cornerstone to his thesis.

It is essential to examine two points about human nature and

foolhardiness that Homer-Dixon cites as causing an increase in the

ingenuity gap. First, although there is an overwhelming supply of data

that illustrates environmental irregularities, it is uncertain whether

recent weather upheavals are cyclical or represent permanently altering

climate change. People who are "unalloyed economic optimists" (p. 30)

have vested interests in the status quo and could stand to lose a great

deal from serious change. Without pausing to consider data that do not

support their hypothesis, those "who reflect their artificial world" (p. 31)
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use aggregate averages and linear extrapolation as evidence that growth

will continue to proceed at the same rate. Anomalies such as HIV

infection rates in Africa, temperature change, and more severe weather

patterns are presented as irrelevant or fiction by unalloyed economic

optimists (p. 32). In other words, closing the ingenuity gap demands

awareness about the possibilities of faith-altering evidence. People are

creating the processes and policies that are making situations more

untenable. People must be open to the idea of reflection about their

partisan beliefs and new evidence, even though the demands of time and

power often prevent unbiased reflection from being an integral part of

daily life.

The second point that Homer-Dixon uses to reinforce his concerns

for human nature is the prevalence of hyper-competitive and mobile

managers in the international decision-making world. Without the

human qualities of care, reflection, grace, and subtlety, the women and

men of Canary Wharf, Docklands, and the Isle of Dogs (the centre of the

still — uncompleted financial district of Lxjndon ~ described by Homer-

Dixon as architecturally misinspired and spiritually lacking a sense of

place) are, "constructing an airtificial and self-referential world" (p. 6).

It is difficult to compare the foolhardiness towards nature with the

lack of grace Homer-Dixon describes at Canary Wharf. It is easier for the

cyclical trends of real estate and design to be challenged and changed

than it is for us to repair our natural world. The Canary Wharf
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development has come back to prominence in the sense that there are

more people living in the area than when Homer-Dixon wrote the book.

There are now more factories and prices have stabilised. Although

Canary Wharf is bustling with more people, these developments say

nothing about the design flaws. Just as I have distinguished in this

thesis between the outer layer of the onion and the core, it is necessary

to state that the data and effects of climate change are more worrisome

and can affect us to a greater extent than some housing development. It

is important to recognise that the ideas behind the Canary Wharf project

could be considered hubristic; thus the concern.

The existence of "unknown unknowns" (p. 171) is an anathema to

the people who design, facilitate, work in the buildings of, and live in

Canary Wharf. Homer-Dixon states, "not only are we often ignorant of

critical components, processes, and possibilities in the complex systems

surrounding us, we're also often ignorant of our ignorance" (p. 172).

Aggressive, nonreflecting people tend not to process data that do not fit

their idea of the world. Simply put, if we do not know it, or it does not fit

standard theories or operating procedures, then it does not matter

whether the information ought to be considered. So, as complexity

increases, and unknown unknowns flourish, more energy is

concentrated on manipulating specific areas of expertise.

We all are guilty of this ignorance, wilful or otherwise. People who

affect great sectors of society and our planet must try to close the
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ingenuity gap. This is especially true and critical when it comes to

placing faith in the saying, "the system works." Because we do not fully

understand the effects of our policies and decisions, learning to

comprehend our needs, reasons for our actions, and our relationships on

and with the planet must become a primary consideration of educating

for ingenuity.

Continued ignorance of data leads to exponential growth of a

problem. Homer-Dixon (2000) presents data that show, over the next 50

years, human impact on the environment will be three times greater than

it is now (p. 49). Humans, by 2050, will have affected the environment,

during the preceding 150 years, 40 times greater than throughout any

other time in history. Two thirds of that impact will come in the next 50

years. This is based on moderate predictions of economic growth for most

poor countries and the continued usage of resources by wealthy ones

(this could be misleading because of linear extrapolation). If there are

concerns about environmental problems now, imagine the dilemmas of

2050 if ingenuity gap-closing solutions and the necessity of slowing down

do not become central to planning and problem solving.

2.6 The Brain

After such a barrage of statistics and potential future outcomes, it

is a good time to step forward to examine building block 2 of ingenuity

theory: the adaptive capacity of the human brain and its limitations.
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While the above statistics could contribute to info-glut, it is important to

realise that there are people doing the tough work of research and trying

to make new and more applicable information available to decision

makers. How can relevant and important information be incorporated

into decision-making processes, and then implemented?

Before beginning this section of the thesis, it is necessary to state

that I was leery about including this brain research. I have no specific

expertise or experience in neurology. This is not meant to be a detailed

treatise about physiological and biological brain research. It is not meant

to be authoritative or definitive about the state of brain research as the

experts believe it is today. Opinions differ about the functions of the

brain and the capacity of the brain to adapt and become adept. It is

important that something is included; so I have chosen sparingly, and I

hope adequately.

Awareness about a human lack of ingenuity is not a recent

phenomenon. Homer-Dixon (2000) cites H. G. Wells who, in 1946, said

people "lack the hard imaginative thinking" (p. 27) needed to produce

new ideas. Although Wells did not have a tested and proven theory to

back up his statement, he was talking about our inability to properly use

human physiological capabilities and natural resources, along with

widespread evidence and social anecdotes that we are not getting the job

done in the right way.
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Younger people are required to handle an immense volume of

information, just to get by, more than ever before. In school and life,

people must work longer with increased expectations at younger ages

than preceding generations. Those who have succeeded at absorbing the

required large amounts of information rise to the top of administrative

hierarchies. To maintain their competitive advantage over others, Homer-

Dixon writes "these people tend to make their circumstances even more

complex and compressed as they improve their strategies and

technologies" (p. 219). However, this ability to handle information,

whether in an academic, family, or complex vocational environment, does

not predispose them to make better decisions.

Info-glut is debilitating as it increases stress levels. Cognitive

processes are impaired by stress. The fact that "stress contributes over

time to neuronal death in the hippocampus, a brain region that is

important to learning and memor}^ (Homer-Dixon, 2000, p. 320)

indicates that we are adversely affected by the growing pressures of each

day. Even the mildest forms of stress deploy certain hormones as

norepinephrine and dopamine, which affect the frontal lobe's ability to

organise and focus (p. 320). Stress can hinder interpersonal

relationships, compromising decision making, whether in the home, at

play, or in democratic organisations.

Standardised tests comprise some of the measures used to

influence opportunities for success: IQ, SAT, GRE, LSAT, for example.
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These "institutional gatekeepers'* (p. 219) "correlate only weakly with

measures of creativity, and they generally account for only 10 percent

variation in individuals' later success in life" (p. 219). These tests do not

measure key frontal lobe abilities. The people who succeed in

standardised testing environments tend to become empowered in social

hierarchies. These leaders continue to emphasise the same learning and

leadership skills; they often create their institutions and organisations

with the same environment as the educational institutions and

programmes from whence they came. Hiring also follows similar lines, as

future leaders within those organisations tend to be selected with the

same skills and background as the previous managers.

Homer-Dixon surmises that the growing number and percentage of

us who are left behind,

might have the ability to integrate their factual

grasp of the startling events in our new world with a

powerful emotional appreciation which could help

us make better choices about which path, of the

countless paths before us, we should follow into

that future, (p. 220)

2. 6. 1 Brain Evolution

Examining human cerebral development is important in helping us

understand how we can educate for ingenuity. Is the brain able to adapt
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to t±ie harried complexity of today? How are the stresses — societal,

vocational, and personal — affecting decision making?

Homer-Dixon looks at the evolution of the brain and also the

intrinsic value of ideas and the importance of including the social human

capital of ideas into decision making and the analysis of economic

production. Societies are "knowledge factories" (p. 36) and the goals of

society direct how their knowledge is applied. Brain research is examined

to explore the realm of the brain in ingenuity theory and how ingenuity

can be taught and learned as it relates to closing the ingenuity gap.

Geneticist Elaine Muchmore stated that, although humans and

primates share 99% of the same genes, the differing 1% has led to

startling evolutionary developments (Handman, 2002). The area of the

brain that accounts for a great deal of the genetic differentiation is the

frontal lobe region. Dr. Donald Stuss, vice-president of the Rotman

Institute, provided evidence for Homer-Dixon that confirmed the frontal

lobes are integral for ingenuity creation. As this area represents about

30% of the cortex's total surface and possesses many connections to

other parts of the human brain (p. 213), "the frontal lobes allow us to

travel in time mentally and manipulate the world in imagination: two

abilities that are key to planning and creative action in a complex world"

(p. 214).

As people physically age, the ability of the brain to process

information deteriorates. This is another reason why experience is a vital
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factor in ingenuity creation. The increase in information for managers

and policymakers described earlier in tiiis chapter has created a need for

younger people to take positions of leadership and managerial

importance. This is a physical reality for leaders as they must be able to

withstand the onslaught of communications and continuous new

overloads of cognitive material. The young decision makers tend to come

from the same socioeconomic group. Described as the super-elite by

Homer-Dixon, he writes, "the super-elite is also a largely self-enclosed

and self-referential group — making it vulnerable to internally generated

intellectual fads, which it then disseminates to the rest of the world's

population" (p. 6).

As the frontal lobes also combine cognition with emotion, "it's the

integration of cognition with affect that appears to be the key to self- '

awareness" (p. 215). Homer-Dixon writes that emotion is integral for the

brain's high-level integrative and executive functions (p. 216). This

conflicts with the idea that rational, logical decision making is advanced,

and emotions are a primitive aspect of human psychology (p. 216). Stuss

(as cited in Homer-Dixon, 2000) states that people

conventionally believe the highest level of human

, intellectual capacity is rationality ~ cold, detached,

and instrumental... the frontal lobes are also the

V source of our "gut feeling" (along with humour and

r intentionality), which is something largely
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dissociable from knowledge and logic. The essence •

of human life is the integration of these things, (p.

'.
, : 216)

2.6.2 Limitations of the Brain

As shown in the first part of this chapter, complexity is increasing

for most people in many aspects of life. Homer-Dixon writes that people

who work in specific areas of industry, such as financial markets, are

becoming younger. Because the most important factor is the ability to

handle copious amounts of information along with the computer

programmes and trading mechanisms associated with them, less

experienced people tend to be assigned to handle these jobs. Experience

is not considered an asset, as reflection and overanalysis can hinder the

trading of information that is required in these occupations or associated

with these products. These trades occur in the course of seconds.

However, because this ability to process large amounts of complex

information at a fast pace precludes, for the most part, older people, the

wisdom of experience has been eliminated from the process.

With experiential knowledge there is greater ability to recognise

patterns to potential problems and encourage adaptability. Promotion in

most organisations tends to increase the stress and workload for leaders

and decision makers. Stuss argues that it ought to be the opposite way

around because when you advance in a decision-making organisation,
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"you should be starting to do larger, conceptual, pattern recognition

tasks that involve less stress and less cognitive input but that draw on

your rich history of emotional experiences'* (p. 218).

Homer-Dixon has indicated that including the human values

associated with emotion are integral to making better decisions to close

the ingenuity gap (more will be discussed in the section on prudence,

later in chapter 2). Even though the body deteriorates with age, affect

responsiveness increases. In your frontal lobe "you have your self, your

memories, and your history; those are your spiritual parts.... You are

forced, if you can meet the challenge of aging, to develop truly as a

human being** (p. 218).

The demand for immediacy in our world is driving out the wisdom

associated with experience. However, there is some evidence that frontal

lobe integration and processing capacity is increasing. This thesis now

explores some recent research associated with the brain and

development.

2.6.3 Stages ofBrain Development

Recent research indicates the genetic predisposition of brain

neurons to go to a specific spot in the brain, regardless of where the

brain tissue is first placed. David Grubin*s documentary. The Life of the

Brainy which aired on PBS January 22, 2002, described a test in which

brain tissue was taken from one section of a lab rat*s brain and
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transplanted into another section of the same rat's brain. This

transplanted neuron was monitored and it followed its original task (the

original task was perceived as its function based on the location of the

brain from where it was taken). It did not join in with the other neurons

from the newly transplanted area and create the links expected of

neurons from that section of the brain.

This genetic imprinting is the first stage of brain development. Up

to a certain point neural functioning is without any external influence, a

blueprint from which nature cannot veer. The second stage occurs when

the brain checks the already-established neural connections. Research

presented in the documentary illustrates that the brain sends out signals

along these neural lines to establish that the connections are

functioning. Then, depending on whether the signals are used,

strengthening will occur. If the signals are not sufficiently engaged, or if

they are abandoned, or genetically inferior, the brain prunes these

inappropriate connections.

After the second stage, the brain was described as having a grid of

connections. Imagine this description of the brain being analogous to the

telephone. Stage 1 is when Bell invented the telephone as a method of

communication. Stage 2 is the laying of telephone cables throughout the

world so one could call anywhere. The operating system was set and

working. If a person dialled from Regina to Comerbrook, he or she would

successfully get from city to city, but a third stage was still necessary.
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Stage 3 specifies the individual's dialling wishes; this is the

carrying out of the task to connect one's telephone to a specific and

intended telephone. This is where experience and nurturing becomes

more significant. The encoded circuitry is ours to use, and we are shaped

by the experiences of the brain. Specialisation occurs because of

differentiation through experience. Brain function is strengthened by

repetition. The narration in the documentary emphasised, "our brain is a

\ise it or lose it' operating system." Again, the importance of experience

creation as a factor in reducing the ingenuity gap as identified by Homer-

Dixon is evident in recent brain research. Creating physical and mental

experiences enhance the brain. This is evidence that a certain level of

practice and repetition are important tools that strengthen the wiring of

the brain.

I will cite two more examples about the brain. Perhaps one could

be construed as a daunting example of the limitations facing us as we try

to close the ingenuity gap. The other could be considered evidence of the

brain's ability to evolve and develop, regardless of obstacles. Regardless

of the positive or negative connotations of these following examples, both

definitively illustrate the plasticity of the brain at different stages of life.

This flexibility is the hallmark of being human.

The first example relates to language. Tests done on babies, bom

to and being raised by parents who speak two languages at home, were

illustrated in the documentary. The results, when compared with
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children raised in a unilingual environment, show intriguing differences.

All healthy babies have the ability, up to the age of 7 months, to learn

any language. Brains do not make any distinctions (as measured by

electrodes attached to monitor hearing and brain waves) between words

of numerous languages. The ability to learn any language, regardless of

mother tongue, ends by 1 1 months. Within that 4-month period, babies

raised in a unilingual home become culturally bound to the language of

their home. However, babies raised in a two-language environment (this

also included homes where the parents spoke one language and the

nanny spoke another) continued, even after 1 1 months, to exhibit the

same brain response to words, not only from the two languages of the

home, but also other languages whenever and wherever they were

introduced by researchers. The evidence shows that the babies had not

lost the neural connections that allow for learning a language naturally

through hearing. Unilingual environments did not provide stimulation for

the capacity of multilingual neural connections after 7 months; this

caused the elimination of linguistic adaptation skills inherent in our

genetic blueprint.

This example of language provokes the question: How are we

supposed to educate for ingenuity when, the necessary neural

connections could be lost at an early age? As difficult and problematic as

it is for society to overcome all people's genetic inheritance in this

respect, I do not believe hope is lost. This is why early and middle
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childhood education is so critical for closing the ingenuity gap too. The

second example illustrates the remarkable flexibility of the brain and

how hard work and knowledgeable therapy can overcome challenges.

The Life of the Brain portrayed several youth who, after

considerable attempts at other forms of rehabilitation and surgeries,

decided, along with their parents, to remove a portion of the left side of

their brain to eliminate uncontrollable tremors. One consequence of this

surgery is that it also removed the youths' abilities of speech, spoken and

understood. However, with diligent therapy, the patients were able to

regain the abilities of speech. Control and function had been transferred

to the right side of the brain. The brain was somehow able to rewire itself

in order to comprehend speech (hearing was unaffected by surgery or

therapy), and to let the recipients of this surgery regain the ability to

speak using the right side of the brain. One irreversible effect for the

youth who received the surgery was the loss of physical control of their

right arms and legs. All patients said that was a smadl burden as

compared to the seizures and tremors they had experienced prior to the

operation. Diligent rehabilitation and long hours of therapy contributed

to reinstilling the neuronal pathways that facilitated speech, physical,

and cognitive functions. Although not quite as physically adept as

preoperation, all surgery recipients felt they functioned and could live

better due to these advancements and elimination of the seizures.
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The final two tenets examined in this chapter, experience creation

and prudence, are tied to the brain in this surgical example of ingenuity.

With a lot of effort, the repetitive experience of therapy provided the

youth a chance to rewire and refire the neural connections in their

brains. As with many skills, with more focussed practice, the more adept

we can become. Brain function is enhanced by experience. Examination

of the brain and rehabilitation show that "memories are probably stored

through highly selective changes in the strength of synaptic connections

between neurons in the brain. Storage of information in the brain

appears to involve persistent, use-dependent alteration in the efficacy of

synaptic transmission" (Cohen, 1999, p. 326). Experience improves the

brain's ability to function.

2.7 Experience

As exemplified within the preceding example of surgery, it is

evident that experience can be reprogrammed by rigorous therapy.

Experiences can also be facilitated through direction and teaching from

our elders. Physical and mental experiences are the master tools of

society. Creating an atmosphere and social climate where opportunities

for people to better themselves through personal and professional

experience building ought to be a major public focus. Forums must be

dedicated to sparking the debate in order to create the social will that

speaks to generating more and better opportunities for all.
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In chapter 7 of The Ingenuity Gap, entitled "Unknown Unknowns",

Homer-Dixon writes, "We often don't know what we don't know" (p. 173).

In general, many of the small changes made by humans over time to the

natural, social, and technological systems of the world, have led to large,

unanticipated, unexpected degrees of change. Nonlinearity is a large part

of growing complexity. Nonlinearity could also be called lack of

experience as it relates to changing conditions.

Nonlinearity often creates situations that encourage people to not

admit what we do not know, because we

introduce changes not to reform but only to refine

our institutions, practices, and technologies, to

increase their performance and efficiency; and these

refinements often make the system more replete

with unknown unknowns. And our sense that we

are working to improve things leads to a complacent

belief that our management of our affairs is

excellent ~ thoroughly sound and scientific, (p. 174)

We often do not know because we are unable to anticipate the

long-term effects that cosmetic changes may mask for a short time.

When these unimagined results become known, we profess shock

because they are outside of the professed realm of expertise of leaders.

Homer-Dixon cites the work of Edward Tenner in The Ingenuity Gap.

Tenner has called these unanticipated results "revenge effects" (p. 178).
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Whet±ier it is software glitches coming back to haunt users years later, or

alien predators introduced to eradicate a pest becoming a scourge

themselves, these unintended effects have a tendency to "twist our

cleverness against us" (p. 178). Homer-Dixon argues that these effects

usually arise when components are added on to existing systems. We do

not know what will happen when the systems are integrated and act

together. Often we do not even try to find out or imagine what these

effects could be.

Whether this ignorance is wilful or not matters little. Mindfulness

of experience must become a major consideration for leaders.

2.7.1 The Necessity ofExperience

The Y2K problem was an international dilemma where many

computers, which had been programmed in the 60s and 70s, were not

supposed to be able to mgmage the change to the year 2000. In the early

days of computer programming, saving two digits ~ that is one (1) and

nine (9) were eliminated — meant a lot to programmers. It was difficult to

include a lot of material in programmes because of a lack of space on

computer chips. A striking feature of the Y2K problem was the shortage

of remaining programmers who had specific knowledge and experience

from early computing days. And if they were able to participate in the de-

bugging and frenetic prevention at the end of the 90s, many commented

that they had believed the programmes would be irrelevant by that time;
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tJiey never foresaw the effect that eliminating the first two numbers could

have as the calendar slipped from the 1900s to the third millennium.

The dearth of computer programmers who were experienced with

early programming languages was a great concern. Homer-Dixon writes,

"when the system is confronted with a crisis — a sudden and dangerous

nonlinearity ~ experiential knowledge can make the difference between

successful resolution of the crisis and catastrophe" (p. 178). Indeed,

eliminating the jobs of people who have experiential knowledge is

common among managing engineers who hope to improve efficiency

because, "experiential knowledge may seem redundant and unnecessary

(p. 177). This is especially true when "a manager may not have to draw

on the full depth and richness of this knowledge to meet the system's

everyday demands when it's functioning at equilibrium and behaving

predictably" (p. 177).

The invaluable knowledge of experience comes in the form "of

intuitions, subtle understandings, and finely honed reflexes gained

through years of intimate interaction with a given natural, social, or

technological system" (p. 177). High reliability organisations are

"organisations that can carry out extraordinarily complex tasks quickly

with few errors and almost no catastrophic failures" (p. 185). Homer-

Dixon uses the air traffic control system and the submarine crews of the

US Navy as examples of high reliability organisations. Although

computer programmes have been implemented to decrease the reliance
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on humans, in times of crisis these programmes have been shown to be

ineffective. Two organisational characteristics and tendencies that have

proved necessary — in air traffic control and aboard ships — are

preventative planning and elimination of hierarchy during times of crisis.

In particular, hierarchy is not observed when superiors recognise they do

not have the cognitive map of all imperative data to prevent a possible

disaster. Key to that elimination of hierarchy is putting people in charge

who have the intimate and immediate knowledge of what is going on and

experience using that information. US Navy combat-centre operators call

this cognitive map as "having the bubble" (p. 186). Having the bubble

is the cognitive map that allows them to integrate

such diverse inputs such as combat status,

information flows from sensors and remote

observation, and the real-time status and

performance of the various weapons and systems

into a single picture of the ship's overall situation

and operational status, (p. 186)

The consoles and machines that constantly transmit information

only update the diverse information the combat-centre operators and air

traffic controllers have in their head. Even the operators in high

reliability organisations have trouble describing this cognitive map or

bubble (p. 186). To be able to create these complex mental maps takes

years of training and accumulated experiential knowledge. Experience,
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based on the abilities of the brain and the emotional attachment to

memories of past contextual moments, gives the successful problem

solver and decision maker the most powerful tool for doing the right

thing.

Having the bubble may be the most important variable that will

allow humans to understand the necessary traits for creating a stable

fitness peak (p. 304). A fitness peak is the point where a complex system

has adapted well to its environment. Experience will tell certain species

when to move off a peak to explore other possibilities; this may lead to

failures or an even better fitness peak. The cognitive maps created by

groups allow for more decentralised establishment of disparate,

competing, and eventually collaborative development, ensuring eventual

stability as "the most adaptive systems tend to maintain themselves on

the cusp of order and chaos" (p. 305). Experiences allow for groups to see

where their expertise lays "so they are random and adventurous enough

to strike out in new directions looking for a better life" (p. 305). From this

they can project where they ought to go with their talents, skills, and

needs because "they are also conservative and orderly enough to take

advantage of improvements once they find them" (p. 305).

Because "greater complexity and pace and a higher chance of

nonlinearities tend to boost the number of unknown unknowns in the

natural, social, and technological systems around us" (p. 173), Homer-

Dixon points out that we may have to continue being assured by good
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fortune. We are courting disaster and being "grossly imprudent to

assume it (good luck) will always be there when we need it in the future"

(p. 187).

Gaining the bubble of experience is something that has chased all

living creatures since we began to exist. Perhaps the Y2K example is

similar to people first experimenting with certain fruit and vegetables.

Imagine thousands of years back when somebody tried a berry or

mushroom for the first time. There must have been many experimental

deaths. As we become more aware of programming and the space for

data on chips and in computers increases, perhaps a problem such as

Y2K will not occur again. However, given the rapid rate of technological

growth, it is important that people remember to include the idea that

technology will change and the future constraints of technology can and

probably will inhibit function later. Perhaps experience ought to be called

evolutionary awareness. If we are not aware of our weaknesses we often

are not eloquent enough to defend against them.

Prudence is the characteristic that allows us to discern where we

must defend our planet. Using evolutionary awareness, prudence could

be classified as the understanding that we have weaknesses and we do

not know all. We must be prudent to include the health of our planet as

integral to our own health. Combining prudence with experience is

necessary to close the gap.
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2.8 Prudence ^ ,-
-

Prudence is a human characteristic, defined in the Oxford English

Reference Dictionary as "avoidance of undesired consequences,

discretion" (Pearsall 8& Trumble, 1996, p. 1164). Throughout recorded

human history, prudence has generally been well-respected, even

demanded, within most societies. It is a basic and imperative trait for

good human interaction. However, Homer-Dixon points out that it is rare

to see a child named Prudence, Temperance, Dove, or Chastity, these

days (personal communication, March 28, 2002). Indeed, subtlety and

awareness of nuances, perceived and potential, seem to be increasingly

considered as signs of weakness in our society. Whether to put the

brakes on uncontrollable personal situations or to slow the rush of

technological speed infesting the pace of our lives, prudence is not part of

societal discourse. Preventing the undesired effects of our modem

society, and trying to understand them, is inherent to closing the

ingenuity gap.

Being prudent is an emotional and affected response that can

produce a variety of perspectives on many problematic areas where the

ingenuity gap is growing. Prudence was required to opt for the

neurological operation described earlier in this chapter. This operation

caused a physical handicap, but ultimately saved a child from years of

pain and potential debilitating brain injury from prolonged seizures. For

a parent, there could not be a more emotion-wrought decision.
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Prudence, and die act of reflecting before rushing into decision .

making, must again become an admired, respected, and encouraged

character trait. Inherent to making this right choice is the ability to

include prudence in the decision-making process. Even if the decision to

change is made in a crisis, the experience to move off a now unstable

fitness peak will have been made because of experience, and an ability to

integrate reasoned analysis and emotion in the frontal lobe processing

part of the brain. In our conversation Homer-Dixon said.

Prudence, if we adopt more of it, could be seen as a

way of limiting the rapid rise in our requirement for

ingenuity, because it would mean that we would be

more cautious about pushing the systems that we

are embedded in to their limits. (Personal

communication, March 29, 2002)

Discretion promotes an awareness of the scales of extremity within

life. It is this balance of life to which Homer-Dixon refers when he writes

about prudence as a trait that ought to be cultivated in order to lessen

our requirement for ingenuity. It is important

to think less about what we want, and to remember

instead our place in the broader scheme of things;

to feel occasionally some awe before nature; and to

reintroduce some real humility and prudence in our

collective consciousness, (p. 399)
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By being prudent we can better manage information, the amount

we receive, and the way we try to digest it. At least we can try to lead

with a long-term vision and solve problems with an emphasis on closing

the gap between our supply of ingenuity and the need for ingenuity.

The lack of individual emphasis on slowing down and reflection,

along with global, large-scale disruptions within our world (whether

through wars, terrorism, environmental upheaval, financial crisis,

disease) is symbolic of the need for prudence. As these planetary

dilemmas now reach individuals everywhere, the first step in closing the

ingenuity gap must be a worldwide call at all levels for an increase in

prudence. Prudence is necessary on an individual level. Continuously

demanding faster applications and answers increases the level of stress

in people and systems. The impact on the planet is terrific too. The

growing requirement for more resources and energy, without a thought

to their sources, or where the waste will go, contributes to the growth in

environmental stress. We have not succeeded at understanding how

these effects can build up and nonlinearly explode into an untenable

problem.

Although it will be difficult to create more meaningful and effective

international forums where prudence will be a more intrinsic part of the

decision-making conversation than within those forums that exist today,

the necessity for reinjecting the word into the minds and actions of

problem solvers everywhere is extraordinary and immediate. Harvard
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sociologist Daniel Bell writes, "the nation state has become too small for

the big problems of the worid and too big for the little problems of the

state" (2002, p. All). Although Homer-Dixon does see the state as

playing a continued and important role, forums that will allow

conversations to deepen must be created. Conversations that inspire the

new ideas, energy, and matter of ingenuity must occur at many levels. It

is important for the state to facilitate them wherever possible in order to

see problems from as many angles as possible so as to get on to the hard

work of closing the gap.

It is not unintentional that this discussion of prudence has taken

on a tone and sense of spirituality. Awareness that we are part of a more-

than-human world is an important step toward ingenuity. Homer-Dixon

has shied away from this in The Ingenuity Gap. Perhaps he was worried

that it would not seem academic enough. He understandably wants to

contribute to the discussion of bettering the world; he has the ear of

many who already participate within the relationships of power in our

society. Perhaps he is right in believing that ingenuity theory is the best

way to enact meaningful change. This definitely fits into the realist

perspective of power; influencing the decision makers with theories of

how the world works could propel ingenuity theory to a powerful role

within decision-making structures. However, as decision makers tend to

ignore the changing natural environment and do not place it within their

problem-solving parameters, a main part of educating for ingenuity is
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striving to find the ways to create the individual awareness that will lead

to improved organisations that deal with the scale and scope of

environmental problems.

Social will does not just happen; a consensus for problem solving

must be created. It will require something akin to a religious sense of

purpose to close the ingenuity gap. Creating social will through touch

and affirmation of our place on the planet by increasing opportunities to

explore the wonder of nature is important. Why not declare Canada a

national park? By doing so it will get all groups to the decision-making

table. All policyrnaking discussions on community, provincial, and

federal levels start from the basis that we exist on the land and within it.

People will learn to believe that they live within a park. This unconscious

perspective will not evolve overnight. It will take time and a massive shift

in consciousness. Perhaps it will lead to habit-forming behaviour. This

more-than-human global perspective must be developed.

2.9 Myths about Ingenuity Theory

I will dispel one myth or potential misconception about ingenuity

and the theory of the gap. Perhaps many who have read some of the work

or heard of it believe Homer-Dixon is trying to create a Zen-like state of

all-knowing holistic oneness with an emphasis on a planet-wide retreat

from globalisation. Or maybe, some are predisposed to believe that he is

advocating and imagining a system of mediation and policymaking that
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indicts modem lifestyles and impugns t±ie purposes of our societies. This

is not the case. Homer-Dixon is devoted to encouraging the abilities of

people to survive and get things done through the institutions and ideas

that they can pragmatically imagine, invent, and implement. He does not

deride all modem conveniences; but it is important to recognise he

viscerally writes against overindulgence and extravagance. His

sentiments are not written as zealous parables of impending doom.

Homer-Dixon states that one society or culture is not superior or

poorer relative to another because of differences in intelligence or a lack

of commitment to education. He continues, "Western triumphalism is

dangerously self-indulgent, and even delusional; it assumes agency

where there may be mainly good luck" (p. 2). He spells out the facts and

provides evidence of numerous things that make our world worse. And

yet, optimistically, he promotes opportunities and abilities that are in our

grasp as potential means to make things better, "There is still time ... to

muster that ingenuity and will, but the hour is late** (p. 8).

2.10 What Needs to be Done

Homer-Dixon believes that society must get better at creating the

experiences that allow decision makers to create enabling cognitive maps

that describe a clear understanding of the whole picture. This allows

people to devote their skills and resources to lasting and better solutions.

Experience through skills and trades are advocated by Homer-Dixon to
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foster a deeper understanding of the effects and causes of problems.

People can then see and realise what they do to the soil, water, and air.

Organisations must use the power and capital they have to study

all the data associated with change. They must try to understand not

only their affected artificial reality, but also any problem from as many

angles as possible. Homer-Dixon writes that discourse, observation, and

passionate imagination are the most important pathways to build a

shared consensus that speaks to our collective future. It is a future he

believes we can arrive at through better application of group and

individual consciousness. Homer-Dixon implores that people be

rewarded for prudence and moderation in a speedier world.

However, examining problems from as many angles as possible can

lead to gridlock in decision making. With so many groups in today's

system lobbying for a pre-eminent position with the decision makers who

can implement policy as they see fit, again the problems of realism can

be found within the ingenuity paradigm. Leadership is key to closing the

ingenuity gap. That is why I chose to focus on educating for ingenuity.

Leaders must be enabled and capable of making the decisions within the

new international structures and organisations for which Homer-Dixon is

calling. Closing the ingenuity gap calls for aware individuals that can

successfully operate within institutions. Problem-solving organisations

will flourish with individuals who are educated to examine the problem

from as many angles as possible. People must be encouraged to stay
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away from partisan positions. This thesis examines some of the

individual skills that can encourage better decision-making processes in

organisations.

2.10.1 Risk

The balance between individual and organisation leads to the

question of risk taking. If we must change the way we think and act,

alone and in organisations, how can this riskiness be balanced and

encouraged with a call for more moderation? Also, for stakeholders in the

present system, a change in thinking and understanding is very

dangerous. For people, including most in the Western world, who derive

power, goods, and recognition within the present system, to reorient their

thinking and lifestyles is tantamount to a loss for the individual.

If it becomes increasingly risky for people to challenge the status

quo, to question the institutions and structures of the worid, to examine

scientific questions, how can people break societal moulds and close the

ingenuity gap? Inquiry and curiosity are the human traits that have

generated the ideas that have propelled growth. An organisational and

societal inability to absorb potentially ingenious changes could be lethal.

The growing weight of complex problems is contributing to heavy

emphasis on protecting the interests that overwhelmingly influence the

decision makers of today.
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To protect society from closing out the new ideas that can close the

ingenuity gap, Homer-Dixon promotes society as a "knowledge factory"

(p. 7). People must be encouraged to see and feel that their actions do

make a difference. Homer-Dixon encourages education to include the

development of a caring sensibility about our planet and our place on it.

This knowledge and sensibility will help us become better aware and

more reflective about how our actions affect the planet. Sensibility can

counter the risks involved with changing course for decision makers. It

will take great risk for leaders to place a long-term vision of sensibility at

the forefront of the organisations where they manage decision-making

processes. If society and the educational system encourage and support

leaders who try to place ingenuity into decision making, leaders will

sense stability within organisations. Individuals must feel secure within

their organisations so they can implement change. Leaders must be able

to return to a philosophy of life discovered by asking the core questions

of the onion. From this they can find the stability to encourage change.

Also radical change, that which takes away all relevant ties and supports

to the past, can discourage people from attempting to adopt new ideas

and processes. People must feel that the core principles of the onion are

respected and followed. Leaders must encourage all within the

organisation to understand and exemplify this in their decision making

and actions.
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Recent business failures illustrate that decision makers that have

been encouraged to be self-indulgent and voracious have caused a lot of

the problems. Failures have been associated with an inability to balance

personal desires with the actual environment of their complex fitness

landscape. Executives been driven away from defining a long-term and

philosophical vision for organisations. For short-term gains, executives

are often encouraged to ignore core questions that could have defined

parameters for them in which to operate. Basing executive remuneration

upon stock options and thus, share price, encouraged many business

leaders to create expectations rather than results. Educating for

ingenuity will encourage decision making with moral and long-term

vision. Decision making will hopefully evolve with a greater perspective

based on an understanding of planetary needs to close the ingenuity gap.

A knowledge factory is different from an information factory. An

appropriate example of an information factory is the Internet. As a fact-

loaded information highway (those facts are often mistakes or gossip-like

innuendo), the intent of the Internet is to provide information and a

venue for swapping and gaining facts. This thesis will show that

knowledge and wisdom, more than facts, are integral to ingenuity. The

educational philosophers Dewey and Gardner encourage the creation of

knowledge and wisdom through experience. It is this experience that

forms the basis of good decision making so as to close the ingenuity gap.

Knowledge and wisdom enrich the holder with a rewarding depth of
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understanding that can facilitate the creation of ingenuity. Dewey and

Gardner form the philosophical backbone of educating for ingenuity.

Ekiucation can create awareness through experience. This

awareness can facilitate our understanding about our

interconnectedness. This will encourage interdependence that should

drive our decision making. Perhaps the prudence with which Homer-

Dixon discusses these ideas illustrates that our self-interest lies with the

knowledge that our actions and decisions do affect others and the planet

greatly. Through education we can begin to develop the traits associated

with ingenuity. This will decrease the sense of riskiness associated with

change. We will feel as though we are not going it alone.

2.10.2 What is Missingfrom The Ingenuity Gap?

It is important to understand that Homer-Dixon does not offer the

specific materials, energy, and definitive policies, educational or

otherwise, needed to close the ingenuity gap. The Ingenuity Gap is

certainly not a how-to primer, defining the steps that will decrease global

climatic stress, for example. The necessity to create improved forums and

structures, which ensure the inclusion of important evidence in decision

making, is the extent of Homer-Dixon*s advocacy. Reviewers of The

Ingenuity Gap have not overlooked the dearth of policy suggestions.

Numerous scientists and laypersons have pointed out that we must act

immediately to reduce the ingenuity gap, especially regarding climate
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change. Rather than imploring for a more communal sense of decision

making, commentators and critics have suggested Homer-Dixon's book

needs to lead with more pragmatic solutions.

Frank Smith, in an August 2002 Books in Canada review, likens

Homer-Dixon's work to that of a compassionate pessimist. Although the

review ignored many of Homer-Dixon's ideas (he seemed personally

affronted by the way the book was written). Smith has a convincing point

when he writes that Homer-Dixon is an economic pessimist who uses

compassion to call for great changes without offering descriptions of

them.

Even though Smith's review is often unfair and too short to deal

with significant aspects of The Ingenuity Gap, Smith touched upon an

important point with the idea that Homer-Dixon's theory can be

simplified to being more compassionate toward those who are less

fortunate than the average North American. Smith does not like this

interpretation. Although the ideas and research discussed in The

Ingenuity Gap are not as simple as Smith describes, it would have been

significant for Homer-Dixon to extend his compassionate tone to include

a sense of spirituality about ingenuity. Instead of using compassion as a

philosophical codeword, emphasis on how we can better understand the

more-than-human world associated with the cognition and experiences

Homer-Dixon describes as important would have been intriguing.
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The experts Homer-Dixon selects have an abundance of facts

derived from the Western scientific mindset. Experiences beyond this

world are often overlooked, although Homer-Dixon writes of the earth as

a magical place. Perhaps an explication of spirituality for ingenuity would

have been helpful. Developing this spirituality is necessary as a pillar of

educating for ingenuity. Cultivation of a sensitivity and awareness of the

levels of consciousness between different forms of organisms is intrinsic

to creating the social will that will encourage the decision making that

will close the ingenuity gap. Placing a spiritual aspect in a work such as

The Ingenuity Gap could have been torchbearing and compelling. By

accepting and allowing ourselves to be affected by the phenomena of the

sentient nature of flora and fauna, a sensuous and imaginative

perceptive ability would emerge. Including study of these kinds of

experiences would have influenced ingenuity theory. Making the

connection between core questions and leadership would encourage a

prudence and sensibility about our more-than-human world that would

enhance a growth in collective consciousness.

Allegiance to the nonhuman world is usually decried as granola-

crunchin', tree-huggin', and loopy. I am guessing that this may be the

reason why Homer-Dixon did not want to venture into the territory of

spirituality. Homer-Dixon does describe his experiences and commitment

to our environment wonderfully. I felt that he is trying to stay on solid

and data-based academic ground. I also understand that advocating the
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idea that a sense of more-than-human spirituality must be associated

with problem solving could have rendered this work, and future work by

Homer-Dixon, to the heap of obsolete, intractable, and nonacademic

pandering considered inappropriate for such attention. However, the

legal and accounting systems and practices of the world ought to include

the long-term consequences that evolve from human actions. Decision-

making institutions on all levels must ask the question, "If the evidence

continues to grow as is, what are the long-term consequences for

people?" It is very difficult to prove the specific instant or causal scientific

link of catastrophe. Including the ramifications of the possibilities of data

must begin so as to pronounce these measures of worldview and

information as serious in their own right.

The compassion of and with which Homer-Dixon writes is often

manipulated by many parties to their own ends whether they are

economic, political, religious, or educational. These manipulators are the

stakeholders that gum up the present decision-making system. Without

deferring to specific stakeholders, surely we can see how problems

around the globe affect the planet and us? Understanding that we are

part of a larger natural and human community and that our actions can

have severe and extraordinary effects on others is the mindset that

educating for ingenuity must espouse.

Living on the edge of both worlds, logical-rational and natural-

magical, David Abram (1997) argues, will do wonders for our sense of
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perception and ability to better find our sense of place in land, space,
;

and time. As the natural-magical world is even more complex than our

scientific one, our relationship with nature is truly one for the ingenuity

paradigm. The more-than-human world ought to be included in our

problem-solving and decision-making consciousness and our awareness

about what we have to do to close the gap.

John E. Mack (1995) writes that political and economic leaders

must understand that their decisions create precedents that powerfully

affect people worldwide. He implores leaders to "discover new forms of

personal empowerment for ourselves and our clients that integrate

exploration and activism" (p. 287). It is my hope that Homer-Dixon is a

leader in creating a more encompassing theory and compelling movement

that describes why the environment must be included in the mindset of

decision makers. Injecting the spirituality of an ecological perspective

into the problem solving of ingenuity theory is a forceful call to leaders.

They will be encouraged to redefine the educational needs of society so to

create the prudence to not only solve problems better, but also

understand them. Solutions will be crafted by people infused with the

spirit of the land.

What Homer-Dixon recognised as the first step towards this goal,

and which he clearly stated during our March 28, 2002 conversation, is

that ingenuity theory must be explained more clearly. That discussion

was integral to my understanding of ingenuity theory. Homer-Dixon
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expressed the essential idea that it is the people and the processes they

use that create the institutions that reflect the world. Improved

worldwide institutions will facilitate problem solving. Descriptions of the

dilemmas facing us, because we need to close the ingenuity gap, are

what the book was about. Homer-Dixon will emphasise these ideas in

future writing.

To that end, Homer-Dixon is working to describe ingenuity theory.

He has been recognised as a leader dedicated to fostering conversation

about the forums necessary to implement ingenuity gap-closing ideas. He

recently spoke with Canadian parliamentarians, trying to create a

manageable way to handle all the information they receive (personal

communication, March 28, 2002). Political leadership is integral to

closing the gap. This also reinforced to Homer-Dixon that people must

get involved more in politics because decision making is too important to

leave to the politicians alone. Politicians are not only swamped with

information from competing sources, but can be influenced when

becoming reelected is such a priority and concern in democratic political

systems.

Social will is an important aspect of closing the ingenuity gap.

Every group must establish a social direction on how to manage the

ingenuity gap. The goals of a society must be determined and defined:

What are the needs of the society and the requirements to fulfill those

needs? Our system of parliamentary democracy determines the order
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problems are solved, indeed t±ie resources that will be allocated to them.

All decision-making entities must continuously flex cognition and

empathy, the skills, tools, and procedures associated with them, to

produce and apply the best ingenuity-based decisions. Social will guides

the direction of our problem solving. Homer-Dixon stated in our

conversation of March 28, 2002 that worldwide institutions must be

created as a forum to define these goals and allow for stakeholders to

become involved in prioritising the debate.

The reason I was inspired to try to tie ingenuity theory to education

was because the ideas and evidence presented in this book were well

researched and presented. Homer-Dixon's understanding of the

importance of creating more effective forums for decision making on all

levels ~ personal, community, domestic, and international — are based

on a thorough examination of where and how we have gone wrong. It is

important to "ungum the system" (Homer-Dixon, personal

communication, March 28, 2002). Although people may understand the

necessity of long-term awareness of the benefits of reducing emissions

for instance, present political, economic, and social systems and

relationships make it difficult for these future gains to be included when

discussing how to measure and implement changes now. I realise many

like-minded people feel that they are fighting a powerful and complacent

orthodoxy where ignorance, arrogance, and greed (some may want to

include conspiracy) have sanctimoniously dictated the modem agenda.
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Struggling for personal awareness in a time of crisis, the weight of

Spinoza's dictum, that we cannot escape ourselves, is heavy, especially

when we consider our genetic legacy and associated limitations. But that

is what it will take: a reordering of priorities on all levels. As this thesis

trundles into the chasm of the gap, it is important to remain hopeful.

Being hopeful indicates concern for the future, and, importantly, a sense

that something can be done to make things better. Reading The Ingenuity

Gap illuminated a theory as to how we have gone wrong and the reasons

why we need to understand problems better so we can solve them.

2.11 Summary of Chapter 2

Homer-Dixon said his development of ingenuity theory is to provide

a framework for "understanding social adaptation to complex stress**

(personal communication, March 28, 2002). In this thesis I have outlined

where ingenuity is required (complex problems), the supply of it (the

brain and experience), and an overriding trait (prudence) necessary for

slowing down the growth of the ingenuity gap. Can we educate so we can

better read and write the sets of instructions we need to close the

ingenuity gap?

There are some signs that a gradual growth in awareness is

developing among the citizens of the earth. People see, hear, touch,

breathe, and taste the detrimental effects of the ingenuity gap.

Globalisation has permitted many to physically and scientifically explore
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tJie complexity that defines our planet and its relationships, and show

that complexity is increasing. Without a philosophical vision of a spirit of

interdependence, our problems will continue to be exacerbated. By

understanding where the ingenuity gap is, what our supply is, and what

the needs of ingenuity are, we can create and enhance experiences,

better understand complexity, use the brain more imaginatively, and

encourage prudence.

Education, on a worldwide scale and community-oriented local

levels, is integral to help people step forward to close the gap. Chapter 3

examines the philosophical implications of ingenuity theory, and some

related new thinking. After discussing the theory in greater depth,

chapter 3 then explores the works of two educational philosophers. John

Dewey and Howard Gardner have contributed greatly to bettering the

conversation about education in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Chapter 3 ties the philosophies of Dewey and Gardner to Homer-Dixon's

thinking.





CHAPTER THREE: PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF INGENUITY
i

THEORY '

3. 1 Chapter 3 Statement

Chapter 3 begins with an examination of Homer-Dixon's most

recent thinking about the philosophical foundations of ingenuity theory.

It is necessary to explore the fundamentals of Homer-Dixon' s theory

because this backbone must be explicated in order to provide a

foundation for the philosophy of educating for ingenuity. Following this, I

examine the work of two educational philosophers, John Dewey and

Howard Gardner, in light of ingenuity theory. The idea that education

can provide people with a stronger foothold to grasp the complexity of the

world and create the experiences and prudence necessary to close the

ingenuity gap is intrinsic to this thesis.

Chapter 2 provided a brief glimpse into four integral aspects of

ingenuity, as defined in The Ingenuity Gap. All four aspects discussed —

complexity, the brain, experience, and prudence — illustrate the concept

of the ingenuity gap. Examination of these four aspects uncovers large

questions that affect the discussion of how education can influence the

closing of the ingenuity gap. Education for ingenuity is the strategy for

developing the core of the onion in order to increase human capacity to

understand the dilemmas of the ingenuity gap, and then resolve them

with applicable solutions.
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3.2 Review of Homer-Dixon's New Ideas About Ingenuity Theory

At this point in the thesis it is necessary to discuss Homer-Dixon's

additions to ingenuity theory as they relate to education. In our

conversation of March 28, 2002, the author of The Ingenuity Gap stated

that the book is the building, the above-ground architectural styling and

design features of ingenuity theory. Foundations and pillars of the

building — tenet making and the rigorous academic testing of the

applicability of ingenuity theory ~ are still to come. The year 2003 ought

to bring a major paper by Homer-Dixon describing ingenuity theory.

3.2. 1 Introduction to Contrast in Paradigms

In our conversation, Homer-Dixon stated that ingenuity theory is

really about human beings as pragmatic problem solvers (personal

communication, March 28, 2002). What makes ingenuity theory so

provocative, according to Homer-Dixon, is that his idea of humans as

pragmatic problem solvers differs greatly from Adam Smith's idea of

people as rational consumers. Homer-Dixon has described these different

operating philosophies as the ingenuity paradigm and the economic

paradigm.

Also significant to these ideas is the work of Alan Lightman.

Lightman, a professor of Humanities, creative writing, and physics at

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, gave the annual Hart House

Lecture on March 27, 2002.
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3.2.2 Economic Paradigm , .

Homer-Dixon states that Adam Smith's economic psiradigm is the

predominant force in most places of the world today (personal

communication, March 28, 2002). Under Smith's theory, humans are

rational consumers. As consumers make decisions based on rational

choices, people should expect others (consumers and sellers) to act in

their own self-interest. Money people receive for providing services allows

them freedom (Lightman, personal communication, March 27, 2002).

Consumption and production are necessary and encouraged in

Smith's model; they are the society-building factors of the economic

paradigm. Society has oriented its structure and decision-making

processes to the consumption and production factors of economic

thinking. Investment and savings are also central to Smith's theory.

Although there are lower rates of savings in North America, as compared

with other societies, this has not slowed growth. It has been suggested

that lower rates of saving are indicative of the need for, and prevalence

of, immediate gratification. "Saving for a rainy day" is not within the

realm of thinking because it is not an immediate consideration. Does

that signail a lack of prudence?

Homer-Dixon (personal communication, March 28, 2002) states

that the main system inputs of the economic paradigm are capital and

labour (sometimes land and ideas are included as significant). These

inputs are intrinsic to the expansion of the economic system.
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The factors of economic production contribute to our inability to

examine core questions. Technology and speed have increased the

complexity of our institutions and personal lives. Originally, technology

was sought to alleviate human suffering. However, initial good intentions

of technology are often surpassed by devotion to the consumption and

production of material goods. People today work longer and commute

greater distances, daily and throughout their life, than ever before.

Productivity has doubled since 1950 (Lightman, personal

communication, March 27, 2002). A societal insistence that the profit

motive is central to human satisfaction, and that consumption is

necessary for quality of life has ensured that technological development

and progress are synonymous with the capitalist system. Because

technology is now an end and not a means to better our life, the

addiction to it has become an impossible-to-shake virus, affecting our

core relationships with each other and nature (Lightman, personal

communication, March 27, 2002). Although technology is supposed to

allow us more leisure time to develop our potential as human beings, "we

have adopted the pace of the technology, adding quotas, hastening

deadlines, and have come to resemble the devices themselves — rushed,

frenetic, mechanical" (Lightman, personal communication, March 27,

2002).

Consideration for alternatives to fast-paced technology is seemingly

non-existent. Because the pace of life is so fast, it is increasingly difficult
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to listen to our selves. Feeling silence or reflecting on a hand-written
c

letter occurs as often as a three-hour traditionally cooked meal.

Lightman stated, "Email is the fast food of our times, with all the

unhealthy possibilities" (personal communication, March 27, 2002).

I use email. It is, almost, indispensable for me as I try to be an

equal partner in communication within multiple relationships, local and

international, and the different aspects of each. However, is each of us

aware of the choices we make every day in using technology? The

number of times our day is unconsciously influenced and affected by

technology is staggering. To not use it would be overwhelming for the

generation that has grown with it. Email limits, to a certain extent,

people's ability to work, play, and communicate with peers because of

the ease of access and instantaneous requirements of response.

Although many people email a lot, it does not seem to make

conversations richer and deeper than face-to-face visits or the tangible

presence of a letter. There are many words, yet precious few of the

moments that extend ideas deeper, and engage the actors in active

participation. Email makes it difficult for us to understand and grasp the

effects of choosing speed and the habits associated with immediate

expectations to answers and information. Sitting and thinking in quiet

and timely contemplation is lost.

Email may be one of the contributors to the rot at the core of the

onion. Society is not making the concerted and needed effort to think
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and act upon these problems. Can we centre ourselves, our societies,

and our planet, through a rededication to making things grow from the

core?

3.2.3 Ingenuity Paradigm

Homer-Dixon's ingenuity paradigm considers human beings as

pragmatic problem solvers. Many of the quotations and comments about

ingenuity theory come from Homer-Dixon's presentation about the

ingenuity gap. This was emailed to me on March 29, 2002. Ingenuity has

been redefined as the "sets of instructions that tell us how to arrange the

constituent parts of our physical and social worlds in ways that help us

achieve our goals" (personal communication, March 29, 2002). The main

concepts of the ingenuity paradigm are the requirement and supply of

ingenuity.

The following are the three inputs of the ingenuity paradigm:

matter (materials), energy (work a person can do, or the power available

for one to harness), and ideas. The ingenuity paradigm supposes that

these three system inputs are intrinsic to all decision making because

human beings are pragmatic problem solvers. Materials one can access,

work one can do, and ideas one can utilise are the three cornerstones of

human advancement.

Key to understanding the ingenuity paradigm is the concept of

ingenuity supply and requirement. As a problem solver, having an
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awareness of what one has and needs is integral to becoming engaged in

order to more pragmatically address any type of dilemma. Within our

supply of ingenuity, problem solvers can access social aspects of

ingenuity, such as other people and organisations, in order to fulfill

requirements. Technical aspects of ingenuity can be accessed to fulfill

requirements. Some of these aspects are machines, evidence, and

communications. Accordingly, important to the supply is the generation

of ingenuity, and how we delivery and implement it. A gap arises between

our requirement for ingenuity and our supply of it. And periodically,

although there is a supply of the necessary ingenuity, we cannot access

and deliver it to the proper point. Ingenuity can be a collective feature of

organisations and a personal characteristic feature of individuals.

Homer-Dixon cites three things as boosting our requirement for

ingenuity. First, better and more widely available technologies for the

movement of people, materials, and especially information "shift power

from national and international organizations to subgroups and

individuals" (personal communication, March 29, 2002). Second, higher

consumption of resources per person has increased the stress on the

planet and ecosystems. Third, larger and denser human populations

magnify the stress and frequency of interaction. Combined, these three

factors "sharply raise the density, intensity, and pace of our interactions

with each other and the environment" (personal communication, March

29, 2002).
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In Homer-Dixon's ingenuity paradigm, decisions come from local,

national, and international forums. These forums have a supply chain of

ingenuity. The trail of a decision follows a specific path. This path starts

with brains, goes to science, then politics, and finally, the markets. The

flow of this progression is, as follows: an idea is created, science refines

the idea, politicians choose to implement it, and then the idea is taken to

the market for funding, production, and consumption.

Homer-Dixon identifies failures in this traditional style of decision

making in democratic institutions as evolving from three areas. First, the

declining quality of policy discourse in the public arena does not allow a

social will to evolve. Disinterested citizens are unaware of the effects

important decisions will have on them. Second, changes in the interests

and power of stakeholders have gummed up the system. The reach and

expectations of shareholders' interests depend on the power of the

stakeholders themselves. Those with excessive power have the ability to

disrupt the implementation of new ideas, which may be beneficial to the

public at large but do not enhance the stakeholders' power. Third,

outrageous demands on leaders often make it impossible for them to

meet the expectations of society. Information overload has increased the

volume of evidence to examine and provided decision makers with never-

ending work. Also, recent business scandals illustrate that the rules

applied to leaders may actually encourage them to manipulate
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accounting numbers or information because investors and voters expect

this of them.
"^

Homer-Dixon emphasises the need to create new forums where the

system is "ungummed" (personal communication, March 28, 2002). This

will hopefully encourage an environment that stimulates ingenuity. As

indicated in the previous chapter, prudence and a wealth of experience

are imperative for humams to solve problems pragmatically. The

ingenuity paradigm means we must face more complex problems with

unpredictable circumstances more urgently. To create the ingenuity to

close the gap, our social and technological ingenuity must become more

complex. We must generally make more and better decisions, in less

time, than ever before (personal communication, March 29, 2002). This

refers to the dilemma stated at the beginning of the thesis. Because we

must hurry up to slow things down, where is the room for prudence? Is

there a forum in place that is trying to instigate a conversation that

encourages experience creation, reflection, and prudence?

I will introduce the forum Slow Food. Slow Food is a forum, which,

perhaps, could be used as a model to encourage ingenuity philosophy as

a worldwide educational movement. The ideas of Slow Food and

programmes associated with it conceptualise and make tactile some

intriguing aspects of ingenuity theory.
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3.3 Slow Food : ,

I am a member of the international group Slow Food. What is Slow

Food? The Slow Food philosophy and all associated activities stem from

one credo: "a movement for the protection of the right to taste"

(www.slowfood.com — about us). Started in 1986 by Italian Carlo Petrini

as a way to defend traditional cuisines and dining after the first

McDonald's was opened in Rome, Slow Food has grown to a worldwide

organisation with 65,000 members in 45 countries. Not only dedicated to

eating slowly, Slow Food strives to preserve traditional ways of cooking

with natural methods and ingredients, along with the lifestyle and pace

of relaxed and informed eating. Stress and poor nutrition have been

identified by many, including Homer-Dixon, as having disastrous effects

on modem society.

Slow Food manages itself through convivia. Using local members to

promote projects, education, and research on cooking methods and

traditional ingredients, there are 560 convivia worldwide. (The Italian

influence is still pervasive. Slightly more than half the members and

convivia are registered in Italy. Slow Food began its international

operations in Paris in 1989, and now has offices in Germany,

Switzerland, and the United States.) Encouraging people to respect and

develop a passion for the ties to the land and what our bodies need to

thrive in the world, Slow Food not only promotes food, but also has
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dedicated a great deal to promoting its philosophy as intrinsic to human

prosperity and leading a healthy and satisfying life.

3.3. 1 Why Slow Food is a Good International Forum

Perhaps the ideals of Slow Food are a way to develop and enhance

an autonomous and viable global forum, where the ideas of closing the

ingenuity gap can be thrashed out. We all eat; our stomachs may be the

way to ungum the pipeline system of production, and to develop more

effective problem-solving methods. The Slow Food movement has grown

to include a philosophy and operating charter for Slow Cities. Now, it has

begun conducting research for a worldwide resource on foods and

ingredients called the Ark of Taste. The ideas of Slow Cities and an Ark of

Taste could be a common thread of applicability for consistent

international action on slowing down and the creation of common social

will. These are core-of-the-onion questions and values. Slow Food and

the onion are useful partners in analogy. It is worthwhile to reiterate that

is imperative to slow down the tools and habits of our lifestyle in order to

close the ingenuity gap. Examining core questions about protecting our

food supply and the way we eat, taste, and enjoy our food is intrinsic to

Slow Food and the philosophy of educating for ingenuity.

Slow Food is not a playground for wealthy and fat gourmands. It is

not a charitable organisation devoted to the eradication of starvation.

Slow Food promotes local growing, harvesting, and reliance on traditional
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agriculture. Aware that there are environmental, geopolitical, and

economic factors that affect regions, Slow Food encourages the re-

establishment of local tastes and sensual food traditions rather than

demeaning slow traditions by global production and the pace of the

Fastlife (Appendix A). Slow Food may be the extraordinary

interdisciplinary forum for discussing the need to solve problems better

than we are doing right now. Slow Food encompasses our basic need:

sustenance derived from healthy food and fertile land with safe drinking

water.

As a philosophical starting point for shared global awareness, is

not food a splendid place to begin? There are educational programmes in

place through Slow Food, dedicated to taste education. We all eat.

Learning to understand our own tastes would allow each of us to slow

down and begin to comprehend our own rhythm. Perhaps this slowing

down to eat, grow, and reflect would wrestle away some of the control

that the pace of our world exerts over each of us. Through Slow Food we

can get to the core of our onion. If we cannot listen to ourselves, how are

we going to listen to the most ingenious institutions and policies devised?

Can we even start to understand other cultures and honour other points

of view when it comes to negotiating and implementing pragmatic

solutions to tractable problems?

People must care to ensure safe and reliable sources of food that

can withstand impending climate change. Food, and our relationship to
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its production, distribution, and international management are integral

to living in a healthy way. Slow Food is a possible focal point to co-

ordinate ingenuity theory. Slow Food is personal and planetary; many

important groups and perspectives would be represented in this

independent global forum.

In Alexander Stille's article, cited in the May-June 2002 issue of

Utne Reader, the founder, Carlo Petrini, acknowledges that he hopes

Slow Food becomes an example of "virtuous globalisation" (p. 56). People

must be able to feel they have the power to take on and defeat large-scale

organisations that are not making decisions in the best interests of their

community. Harnessing these problem-solving abilities is a mandate of

Slow Food. Petrini states, "I want Slow Food not to be merely a

gastronomical organisation but to deal with problems of the environment

and hunger without renouncing the right to pleasure" (p. 58). Ancient-

style foods, food preparation, and agricultural methods were strategies to

stave off hunger and contain much know-how about intelligent use of the

environment. Organic and traditional agricultural practices can reap as

much produce as large-scale pesticide-using operations. Using methods

and peasant foods of the past, which are treated as delicacies today, Slow

Food is a fine example of Homer-Dixon's idea that solutions to closing

the ingenuity gap need not necessarily be completely new.

It is easy to emphasise the need to slow down, while still denying

our personal contributions to the mad technological rush of our own day.
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Also, it is ruinous to think we cannot take control of our individual lives,

considering all the tools and opportunities available to people in our

society. Problem solving to close the gap can only begin when

individuals, who participate in decision-making institutions and assume

public leadership roles, take control of their pace of life. Guy Claxton, in

Hare Brain, Tortoise Mind (1997), writes that slowing down the pace of

our life is imperative for better thinking. In his work he cites brain

research that illustrates that it is often more intelligent to be less busy

because "there are ideas one can gain access to by loafing which are

inaccessible to earnest, purposeful cognition" (p. 14). Eating is a forum

and place to take control of our life; it is a venue for loafing where people

can take the steps of personal control over the agenda of speed.

3.3.2 Gardening in Education

Is there a way to combine the ideals of Slow Food and public

education? In Growing Up Green (1998), David Hutchison describes the

Vermont-based Common Roots programme. This programme illustrates,

in many ways, a child's relationship to food. Through this programme,

children "learn about the connections that can be made between the

ecological practice of gardening and the cultural/ historical practices of

growing, preparing, and sharing food" (p. 135). So few children (especially

those who grow up in urban environments) understand the origins of

their food, the complex relationships within the food chain, and the
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requirements to sustain life. Gardening not only "reinforces basic values
i

related to responsibility and care, but such an exercise also actively

involves children in an ongoing study of the cyclical processes of growth,

decay, and the rebirth of life" (p. 134).

Hutchison argues that understanding our communities can aid

students with sensing a spirit of place (p. 129). Spirit of place is intrinsic

so as to help people fully appreciate the interdependencies of species.

Education developed to inspire an understanding of growth and its

S5mibiotic relationships ultimately contributes to development of the core

of the person. If it is done continuously throughout the school years, "a

genuine link is forged between children's gardening endeavours and the

moral/character goals of instilling ecologically sensitive values and skills"

(p. 135).

The city of Toronto has several examples of gardening in

programmes for education that are also aimed for the community good.

The programme Plant a Row, Grow a Row encourages gardeners to plant

an extra row of produce and donate it to community agencies that can

use or distribute the goods to those who need it. Begun in Winnipeg in

1986, the initiative saw 57,000 kilograms of produce donated in 2000

and nearly double that amount in 2001 (James, 2002).

The positives of gardening have also been evident at the Queen

Street Mental Health Centre. Clients at the facility have used the garden

as a means of therapy and the organic produce is donated directly to
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soup kitchens. There is a plan to create a market in 2003 where, not only

will produce be sold, but also bread and pizza, made using the

homegrown ingredients, will be available for purchase.

At the Demonstration and Teaching Garden in Toronto's west end,

organic produce is grown with the help of visiting school and community

groups. This plot also donates any produce to local food agencies and

has instituted urban gardening programmes to help keep youth off the

streets and educate them about nature and the cycles that are such an

important part of our lives.

3.3.3 Slowing Down Expansion of the Human Body

Having described the possibility that Slow Food could become the

global forum for discourse, perhaps slow education can become intrinsic

within the movement too. As more children are instructed to manage

their 12-year old lives with planners, and kindergarten students tote

around backpacks as big as they are tall with stuff weighing half their

body weight packed inside, what happened to being a child and just

engaging in unstructured play outside? Are fast food and computers

profoundly changing the human body?

There is a reality that we are dangerously extending the limits of

human physiology because of the way and amount we eat. More people

than ever before are obese. In 1999, the World Health Organisation

reported that, for the first time, more people in the world were considered
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overweight than were considered malnourished. Our bodies, on average,

are becoming larger and heavier. ^

Health problems are a real issue of our lifestyle and consumption

patterns. This is a reality of the machinations of the economic paradigm.

Homer-Dixon emphasises that any application of ingenuity theory and

philosophy must be based within a realist perspective

(www.ingenuitygap.com, 2001). This realist perspective must be

explained before this thesis begins to explore the ramifications of Dewey

and Gardner within the context of ingenuity theory and the ingenuity

gap.

3.4 Realist Perspective

To explore the idea of ingenuity and educating for ingenuity, it is

necessary to use the realist perspective because the solutions to

problems of ingenuity must be measured by external criteria

(www.ingenuitygap.com, 2001). Homer-Dixon writes that, for ingenuity

theory to be considered a tractable way of examining practical solutions

to the problems of new conditions, it must be congruent to events of the

real world and there must be a way to measure the sets of instructions

that people use to craft solutions. A realist perspective of the world must

guide ingenuity theory.

Realism is creating opinions based on what is happening airound

us. It is centred on the reality of evidence and the tamgible nature of
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experience in die world. This implies that there are common effects and

events associated with all details of everyday life. From those effects and

events, participants experience the world and the constituent make-up of

the world.

Ingenuity theorists are realistic about the fact that organisms

evolve and change. There is a natural complexity about understanding

these changes as people experience the world. Also, people take time to

process and examine new information. Understanding occurs through a

naturally reflective processing of events and surroundings. This prevents

people from believing solely in the immediate goings-on of the present

moment and instills a sense of the necessity of experience. This

corresponds to the ingenuity paradigm and the idea that we must first

understand what our problems are. Realism, as it is related to ingenuity

theory, necessitates a sound reading of our environment to develop

wisdom and experience about and of our personal and planetary world.

From this wisdom and experience, an awareness of the changes that are

occurring is developed. We must then search to see what our

requirements for ingenuity are, and how we can supply and implement

ingenuity properly.

It is important to reiterate that Homer-Dixon defined another

aspect of realism as it relates to ingenuity theory. That is, we do not

know what we do not know, or the fact that there are unknown

unknowns. Problem solvers tend to concentrate on two aspects of
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realism. One, we have access to the knowledge of facts. These facts, we

know them, believe we understand them, and use them as truths. Two,

there are things we understand that we do not know. We strive to find

out these unknowns using the presence or absence of evidence; in other

words, the realism of our experiences. We do not try to solve the

problems of unknown unknowns because we do not understand that

they need to be looked for or discovered. Unknown unknowns are a

contributing factor to the ingenuity gap.

3.5 E^xtemal Criteria Associated with Ingenuity Theory

Homer-Dixon identifies the realist perspective as important

because problem solving is intrinsically related to the state of the world

(www.ingenuitygap.com, 2001). Our planet is where we must live and

survive. In the context of the ingenuity gap, the external criteria for

survival and life are: understanding what we need (requirements) and

using the tools we have (supply).

The requirements for ingenuity are the factors that make problems

more difficult. These difficulties are intrinsic to all things on the planet.

Homer-Dixon writes these unknowns are "the nature of nature itseir

(www.ingenuitygap.com, 2001). On the supply side of ingenuity, the

factors that do not allow us to solve problems must be examined. Simply,

these are the cognitive abilities humans do not have. The answers to the
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questions of requirement and supply must better correspond to, and fit

into, the laws of nature. *

3.5.1 Measuring the Criteria

This brings us to a fundamental problem of ingenuity and the gap.

How can ingenuity, and the gap, be measured? It is important to be able

to measure ingenuity so it can be treated as a truly applicable theory

(Homer-Dixon, personal communication, March 28, 2002). Also, by

measuring the sets of instructions used to solve problems, it will be

possible to define parameters and methods that benefit or hinder

problem solving. It is possible to see if the gap is widening or decreasing

by measuring changes occurring in the world or in the level of human

cognitive ability. As there is so much information available today, the

ability to create ingenuity often centres on decision makers' judgment as

to what the nature of the real world is. This is a dilemma when it comes

to developing a philosophical perspective on whether education for

ingenuity is possible. Where some may see dilemmas, which require

resources to be applied and social energy administered, others see things

that ought not to be considered a concern for organisations. Balancing

differences in perspective, in other words, creating social will, may be the

most difficult problem to resolve in our attempts to narrow the ingenuity

gap.
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Homer-Dixon states that creating social will is as important as

I' ...

supplying the technical requirements of ingenuity that will be used to

solve problems. Shared goals must become the common long-term thread

of solutions. These solutions must be able to be implemented and

contribute to stabilising or narrowing the ingenuity gap. So, how can the

shared sense of responsible social will be created and fostered within a

model of education for ingenuity?

The first step that must be taken is the development of common

awareness. In chapter 2, common awareness is described by Dr. Stuss

(cited in Homer-Dixon, 2000) as the ability to become fully human. To

gain this common awareness for ingenuity creation, I propose an

educational model based on the works of John Dewey and Howard

Gardner. In Reconstruction in Philosophy (1920), Dewey considers

education to be a special process, one that allows a person to study, and

the subject to be studied further, because learners and subjects are

"more sensitive to conditions of growth and more able to take advantage

of them" (p. 185). This is the deeper and richer attitude described by

Homer-Dixon (2002) as intrinsic to developing the awareness that is

necessary to understand the requirements for, and our supply of,

ingenuity.

Combining Dewey and Gardner's work, I present, in this chapter,

characteristics necessary to educate for ingenuity. First, Dewey's work is

examined. The attitudes of an individual that he describes as necessary
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for creating better curiosity are initially explored. Second, the Deweyan

requirements for better thinking are examined because they are

imperative to enhance our natural and learned cognitive facilities as the

problems of our planet become more complex. We must use our natural

abilities because this is part of our supply of ingenuity. Finally, this

section of the thesis discusses Dewey's thoughts on judgment. This is the

area where humans must harness the knowledge and wisdom of

experience so as to create the decisions that will close the ingenuity gap.

3.6 Three Attitudes of John Dewey's Perspective

John Dewey, in How We Think (1933), describes the importance of

three attitudes, which, if cultivated, will facilitate better inquiry and

testing about human thinking (p. 30). The three attitudes described by

Dewey are open-mindedness, whole-heartedness, and responsibility.

These attitudes are important so as to place the individual in a positive

and engaged mindset. This engaged mindset allows individuals to attack

the complexity of problems, facilitate positive experiences that enhance

brain development, and be open to the wisdom of experience that creates

prudence. These attitudes also help the individual to be in the right

frame of mind for collegial communication and idea development that is

necessary in the institutions of problem solving.

The first attitude, open-mindedness, is defined as, "freedom from

prejudice, partisanship, and other such habits as close the mind and
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make it unwilling to consider new problems and entertain new ideas"

(1933, p. 30). Growing complexity of the world, along with problems

associated within specific fields or dilemmas, requires the problems

solver to have an open mind to examine and explore possible linkages,

causes, effects, and possible solutions. Education for ingenuity must

encourage "alert curiosity and spontaneous outreaching for the new

which is the essence of the open mind" (p. 31). By being alert and

curious, explosive nonlinear linkages will be identified and accepted.

Open-mindedness is important to prevent gumming up of the system.

Gumming up of the system is the preponderance of decision makers to

rely on traditional perceptions to solve problems. Decision makers, who

are the political node on the traditional linear four-step system described

by Homer-Dixon, tend to use the ideas of those who can back their re-

election. Trying to stay in power gums up the system because decision

makers are beholden to their backers rather than the ideals of problem

solving.

Dewey's attitude number two is whole-heartedness. The intrinsic

value and importance of whole-heartedness is being able to thoroughly

throw oneself into an object or cause of interest. This is valuable and

recognised as intrinsic to practical and moral affairs, and intellectual

development (p. 31). Calling this attitude "enthusiastic intellectual force"

(p. 32), Dewey prescribes it as one of the most importaint for an educator,

which, "no amount of formalised method, no matter how correct, can
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accomplish" (p. 32). Whole-heartedness is applicable to ingenuity. Whole-

heartedness helps create experience as learners dive sincerely into a

subject. This leads to awareness about a subject, which in turn leads to

a deeper understanding about a perspective on a problem. Enthusiasm

will encourage practising, and practice will better develop and entrench

the operations within the brain, especially of youth.

Bennett and Karnes, in Neurological Disabilities (1998), state that

brain development is enhanced through experience and creation of

neural connections. These facilitate and strengthen the functions of a

brain as they pertain to problem solving. Research by Bennett and

Karnes indicates that proprioceptive and musculoskeletal neurological

skills (how the body perceives and relates to stimulii, especially regarding

movement and position) , in combination with the central nervous

systems, function to develop human ability to complete a task (p. 69).

Having new and richer experiences facilitates mental and physical

development. New experiences, along with enhanced mental and physical

acuity, lead to a spirit of learning that allows people to delve into topics

strongly. The ability to deeply delve into subjects is discussed later in

this chapter as part of Gardner's disciplinary expertise, which is shown

to be an integral part of educating for ingenuity. People cannot do or

learn a task well if it is done without disciplined passion or attempted

only in a half-hearted way.
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Responsibility is t±ie third attitude that Dewey defines as integral

to better reflective thinking. Responsibility is considered an important

aspect of morality; "to carry something through to completion is the real

meaning of thoroughness, and power to carry a thing through to its end

conclusion is dependent upon the existence of the attitude of intellectual

responsibility" (1933, p. 33). Dewey writes, "intellectual responsibility is

integrity" (p. 32). Students must learn to "ask for the meaning of what

they learn, in the sense of what difference it makes to the rest of their

beliefs and to their actions" (p. 33). Being able to understand many of the

consequences of a decision is the prudence that Homer-Dixon (2000)

discusses as intrinsic to closing the ingenuity gap. Decision makers must

try to incorporate an understanding and the effects of many possible

solutions from the options of data. From the possibilities sound choices

are made. Without prudence, we will find ourselves continuously spun

into a conundrum, where reactionary, poorly thought out, principle-less

decisions will exacerbate tensions and problems as crises grow

exponentially.

Students around the world would better understand the

ramifications of responsibility if political and business leaders would

shoulder their commitments to weapons of mass salvation just as they

do weapons of mass destruction. In the October 26, 2002 issue of The

Economist, Jeffrey Sachs writes that, compared to the attention given and

financial allowances for methods to destroy people, little is being done to
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offer survival, dignity, and an escape for poverty for many. Leaders must

face all the dilemmas of our interconnectedness of the planet. Taking all

challenges equally and seriously will improve the lot of many and

demonstrate responsibility.

3.7 Dewey's Ideas on Thinking

It is important to follow these examinations of Dewey's three

characteristics with an exploration of his ideas regarding thinking. The

three attitudes described above facilitate thinking. Open-mindedness,

whole-heartedness, and responsibility comprise the spirit that creates

the good mood for the efforts required in thinking. People must obtain

and analyse information in good faith to begin the process of problem

solving.

Dewey describes "thinking as an art which signifies the regulation

of natural and spontaneous processes of observation, suggestion, and

testing'' (1933, p. 85). For an individual, there must be "systematic care

to safeguard the processes of thinking so that it is truly reflective" (p. 85).

Discipline is required by the individual to ensure sound thinking

practices. Although thinking is an art, it is a regulated and practised one

that requires an individual's prudent sense of reflection (p. 85). Thinking,

as a process that tries to understand and solve problems, combined with

prudence, is recognised by Homer-Dixon as essential to closing the

ingenuity gap.
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Espoused by Homer-Dixon as part of our supply of ingenuity, the

brain and experience creation are explicitiy tied to Dewey's definition of

thinking. The brain is the engine of natural and spontaneous mental

processes. Experience comes from life. Living open-mindedly, whole-

heartedly, and responsibly, individuals can gain the skills, knowledge,

and wisdom to be reflective. People can access the materials and ideas

needed to craft a good decision.

Dewey addresses the balance between the discipline and freedom

that are required for effective thinking. Balancing between the norms of

society and new ideas is necessary. Homer-Dixon also states, on his

website, www.ingenuitygap.com, that being congruent and parsimonious

with the norms of society is the hallmark of a good and applicable idea.

However, decision makers must be aware of the necessity to develop

different and possibly better ideas that would be judged as coming from

outside the realm of societal standards. The fact that revolutionary ideas

often come from outside the mainstream and that there is a riskiness

associated with them and advocating the implementation of these

solutions was discussed earlier in the thesis. That being reiterated, it is

inherent for decision makers to be prepared to justify the validity of

solutions from outside the societal norm. Decision makers must strive to

create the education programmes that will develop the social will needed

for acceptance and understanding so as to implement solutions that will

close the ingenuity gap.
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Discipline is required to manage already-established ideas and

merge them with growing complexity and newer thinking. Dewey writes

that discipline is in the power of considering all the tools (materials of the

ingenuity paradigm) at the disposal of the decision maker. Freedom

comes with the independent mastery (work and ideas of the ingenuity

paradigm) of a subject. An ability to control reflection is imperative

because if not, "to cultivate unhindered, unreflective external activity is

to foster enslavement, for it leaves the person at the mercy of appetite,

sense, and circumstance" (p. 90).

Reflection is a rich concept, much attuned with the concept of the

core of the onion. Continued saturated devotion to the superficial skin

layers of popular culture encourage attraction to speed, fast pace, and a

nonreflective life. Homer-Dixon's insistence that individuals, as well as

local and international institutions, delve into deep questions that will

enhance more meaningful connection to our selves, communities, and

the planet. A rich uncovering of the problems of our world and the

solutions we have at our hands will allow us to work at resolving the

problems of the ingenuity gap.

Once people understand our resources for applying ingenuity and

uncover the problems that must be solved, people must use judgment to

smalyse the complexity of problems. Judgment also allows people to

choose the important aspects from personal and academic experience.
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This enhances ingenuity too. An examination ofjudgment, and what

constitutes good judgment, follows. ^

3.8 Judgment

Another question of ingenuity theory lies with the differences

people have in deciding what their reality is, or at least what their

perceptions are. Judgment is intrinsic to perception of the surrounding

world. I pass along many judgments on the basketball court, as an

official. This often centres on individual judgment as to what the nature

of the world is.

Judgment on the court often goes beyond black and white

questions. In any rulebook, although the words are printed on the page

as such, dealing with the human reality of the game is very difficult,

often impossible to predict. There is a definite greyness to judgment as

managing the game and each human situation becomes paramount. As a

basketball official, the most memorable and satisfying moments exist

from difficult games where I had to use knowledge of the rules along with

a sense of compassion for the players to apply the best possible solutions

to the human outbursts within a match. The better decision is often not

the literal one as applied from the rulebook. Regardless of the level of the

game and the players' abilities, the parameters of management are

consistent: Allow the skills of the players to contest the game within the

spirit of the rules. If coaches and players are permitted to manipulate the
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intention of the rule to their advantage it will affect the outcome of the

game. *i

What makes a good official? What are the characteristics that

permit an official to apply better judgment? How can we develop better

decision makers? An ability to consistently apply good judgment comes

with but one thing: Experience that one can reflect upon. Much of what I

propose in this thesis insinuates that a long-term consistent policy of

experience creation through education is imperative for ingenuity.

Experience creation must be centred on people taking the

opportunity to explore their values by discovering their likes, dislikes,

and skills, along with understanding the necessity to include others*

talents, ideas, and knowledge when trying to create a better solution.

This is integral to good judgment. Promoting awareness of the facts of a

problem, rather than a zeal for one-dimensional ideology, is important. It

is hard work. While it is difficult, it is our only hope for developing the

mutual respect necessary for getting the job done better.

Something that ought not be overlooked is the similarity between

judging a game and making decisions that affect an organisation or

society. An official can make the best, proper, fairest, and thoughtful call

(according to the official's experience and judgment), and yet, one team,

coach, or athlete may believe it is absolutely wrong. Perhaps that is the

way our structures are organised as decision-making bodies. Groups

compete for the right to make decisions that benefit their interests.
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whether in parliamentary and legal systems, or during a sports match.

The world is growing more interdependent. As decision makers are

affected by political, environmental, and technological events outside

their realm or sphere of expertise, it is imperative we begin to emphasise

in education that we are all on the same team, and the outcome is in the

good judgment available in our hands and co-operation. Can ingenuity

education encourage this drive?

Because the ideas people can conceive, put into action, and

eventually accomplish are based on the human and natural relationships

within and between any set of political, social, environmental, economic,

technological, military, and biological systems, the perfectly applicable

solution is often unattainable, unrealisable, unimaginable, and simply,

incomprehensible. Problems become more complex and difficult to

manage when there is greater interaction and more relationships. As the

number of factors involved in a problem and the potential effects of a

solution increases, the ability to understand the complete problem is

challenged. Strict and finely tuned solutions are often partisan

proposals.

Not wanting to equate basketball officiating with the problem

solving necessary to resolve the complex dilemmas of our planet, the

correlation, nevertheless, between officiating and closing the ingenuity

gap is that dealing with people is intrinsic to the judgment calls of

problem solving. Even though the evidence may be overwhelming in
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favour of alternative energy, or a foul, dealing with people who have a .

4" ,.i

bias contributes to the growing ingenuity gap. People have differing

opinions about the cause of problems and how to solve them. In the

economic paradigm there is a promise that the adversarial system is the

best and only way for problem solving. Ingenuity theory believes that a

different way forward must be found. Educating for ingenuity illustrates

that the human aspects of the solution are just as important as different

scientific and technical solutions. Ramifications are real for our planet; a

drive to decrease the ingenuity gap must be a concerted, worldwide

effort, not an adversarial one.

3.9 John Dewey's Judgment

John Dewey writes that "the power to pass judgments pertinently

and discriminatingly" relates to the relevance and soundness of the

decision maker's ideas (1933, p. 120). Features that are inherent to the

judging process are controversy, definition and elaboration, and

authoritative decision-making ability.

3.9.1 Controversy

Controversy is the first fact that calls for a judgment to be made.

When passing judgment, Dewey states that even more important than

the judgment itself is perception of the problem at hand. People must

understand what is at stake. Leaders must gamer agreement and
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support for a sound judgment, and have people buy into the solution as

it relates to the issue. Because closing the ingenuity gap requires an

understanding of the reality of the environment where a decision is to be

implemented, "judgments must be relevant to an issue as well as correct"

(1933, p. 119). Controversy arises from doubt, misunderstanding, or a

righteous belief. Every judgment, which reaches resolute conclusion,

emerges from some point of friction.

So much of the controversy surrounding problem solving evolves

from claims or doubts about the veracity of claims by a competing group.

Damage is done by creating misunderstanding about the purpose of an

international forum's authority, or a political act of fanatical terrorism. It

is difficult to discern between the arguments of competing information

providers. Because system gummers often try to prevent or manage the

supply of ingenuity, decision makers must have access to information in

an unfettered forum.

This is where prudence can ameliorate problem solving. Sometimes

there are overlaps between people who care too much and people who are

in power. In the interview with Homer-Dixon these people were deemed

"fanatical carers." Often fanatical carers have experience as their

motivation for extreme solutions to problems. Although some concerns

are valid and their experiences are visceral and true, their answers do

not speaik to closing the gap. Extreme policies may seem successful in

their immediate context, yet the long-term effects are the ones that
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usually exacerbate t±ie gap. Thus, it is prudent to place the emotions of

pragmatic problem solvers to the fore as best as possible. Even where

complexity is so evident, such as the Middle East, where our supply of

ingenuity has offerred potential solutions before, the power of fanatical

carers on all sides has increased the complexity and depth of problems.

Creating good experiences for children is the only hope people have of

stepping forward into ameliorating problem solving. It is important for

beneficiaries of good experience to have the chance to make ingenious

decisions.

3.9.2 Definition and Elaboration of the Facts ofJudgment

For Dewey, definition and elaboration of the facts behind ideas is

feature two ofjudgment. There are two parts to this section. One is

identifying and selecting the facts of the situation; the second is selecting

the principles with which to elaborate the facts. The elaboration of facts

is important to analyse the complex problems. As complexity is an aspect

of ingenuity, judgment is inherent to closing the ingenuity gap.

Facts used to make decisions are, "those traits that are used as

evidence in reaching a conclusion or forming a decision" (1933, p. 123).

Intuition plays a great part in the selection of facts. The choice of

important facts is "based on an intelligent selection and estimation, with

solution as the controlling standard (p. 124). Dewey states, "possession
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of this capacity makes t±ie difference between the artist and the

intellectual bungler" (p. 124). <•

Principles are selected without set rules. They are added by the

judgment capacity enshrined in the core of the person, his or her onion.

Experience plays a role in setting our guiding core, and thus selecting

the principles to be used because

we do not approach any problem with a wholly naive

or virgin mind; we approach it with certain acquired

habitual modes of understanding, with a certain

store of previously evolved meanings or at least of

experiences from which meanings may be educed,

(p. 125)

Selecting facts and the principles associated with them can prevent

wild goose chases of the mind, allowing for sound judgment (p. 126).

3.9.3 Authoritative Decision Making

Decision is the final step ofjudging. Conclusion making is an event

that can create precedent for future decision making. Ultimately,

"manners of interpretation gain weight and authority. . . and become

logical concepts" (Dewey, 1933, p. 126).

Ingenuity theory struggles today because the ramifications of the

growing gap have not become standardised within the economic

paradigm. Judgment is slanted one way. The tyranny of the majority
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seems to be gaining strength. Educating for ingenuity must inculcate the

idea that the better problem-solving forums of our future will foment and

encourage a spirit of dissent and alternative ideas. Differing ideas have a

shared resonance worth examining. Factors other than economic must

be included in long-term decision making so as to reflect their actual

costs on society.

It is important for noneconomic views to come to the fore; we

cannot leave these modem debates and dilemmas to problem-solving

mindsets based on simple black and white partisan interpretations. A

battle of ideas is being waged as numerous people and groups attempt to

include the ideas of Homer-Dixon's ingenuity theory into the planetary

problem-solving perspective.

3.9.4 Tortoise Mind

Thinking for ingenuity is ultimately about solving the problems of

complexity that have widened the ingenuity gap. Guy Claxton, in Hare

Brain, Tortoise Mind (1997), similarly emphasises Dewey's ideas on

reflective thinking and judgment. Claxton vmtes that people begin with

an animal instinct that genetically predisposes us to solving or acting

upon the conditions in which they live. The next stage in human

evolutionary intelligence is learning. Because we are unable to predict

and control everything, we are at risk and we develop survival strategies.

Claxton writes that the brains of humans and animals are malleable; this
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flexibility allows for adaptation to unfamiliarity. Humans are

distinguished from other species because of the level at which we can

proactively and actively explore the problems of new conditions. This

curiosity evolves from an unconscious intelligence; humans are

successful when we consciously apply this to problem solving. Claxton

calls this acquiring of know-how "learning by osmosis" (1997, p. 20). The

unconscious power of "the brain-mind's ability to detect subtle

regularities in experience, and to use them as a guide to the development

of effective action, is our biological birthright" (1997, p. 20).

Homer-Dixon also emphasised the human ability to create mental

maps of experience that guide decision makers. Claxton cites

experiments that illustrate the human brain-mind's unconscious ability

to detect, learn, and use patterns of information. People are unable to

reproduce these complex patterns, yet these patterns facilitate problem

solving. Gaining the wisdom or know-how of these experiences takes

time; Claxton calls it the fundamental and slow way of knowing (p. 27).

Gaining this know-how is a facet of the tortoise mind. Using the quick

characteristics of the hare brain develops human physical intelligence

and our ability to stuff ourselves with facts. The complex problems of the

ingenuity gap can be better dealt with by fostering prudent exploration of

experiences. Ensuring that decision-making structures use the know-

how of experiences derived from reflections of the tortoise mind will allow
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for tJie discussion of possible wide-ranging ingenuity-gap narrowing

solutions. "^^

3.10 Summary of John Dewey

Deweyan ideas are integral to the attitude of ingenuity. Open-

mindedness, whole-heartedness, and responsibility speak to the caring,

curious, and rigorous attitude needed to vault past stale ways of dealing

with complexity. From these traits will hopefully spring the zeal to

experience life and develop the wealth of awareness that will fortify the

prudent judging capacity that helps problem solvers.

Dewey promoted the need to better understand the consequences

of thinking and resulting judgments. Understanding from where our

thoughts and information originate was important to Dewey because they

are intrinsic to decision making. The fact that people often rely "too

frequently that subject matter is understood when it is stored in memory

and reproduced upon demand" (Dewey, 1933, p. 148) is not conducive to

pragmatic problem solving. Stressing a reliance on stored facts is a

failure of education and does not lead to understanding. Dewey writes,

"the relationship between means and consequences is the centre and

heart of all understanding" (p. 148). Creating forceful moral awareness is

necessary to address the big questions that confront us. With keen

attitudes, rigorous thinking, and consistent standards ofjudgment we

can "find the right course of action, the right good" (Dewey, 1920, p.
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163). To determine the right good requires the development of a

(• ...

discourse on social will and creating a consensus about social good.

Finding the consensus on what the right good is requires the moral traits

of "wide sympathy, keen sensitiveness, persistence in the face of the

disagreeable, balance of interests enabling us to undertake the work of

analysis and decision intelligently" (Dewey, 1920, p. 164). Adhering to

moral traits is not only difficult for individuals, but finding a social moral

consensus is also problematic for leaders. Difficulties such as these add

more credence to the idea that creating better decision-making

organisations is imperative to closing the gap. These organisations

provide the wherewithal and vehicle for leaders to access the social will

and develop policies that find the right course of action. It will take great

individual and social discipline to ensure the viability of effective

decision-making organisations.

John Dewey's attitudes, thinking, and judgment are vital to the

framework of educating for ingenuity. These three areas require great

discipline to gain expertise. This is an area that Howard Gardner has

discussed in his prolific works. The attention of this thesis now focusses

on Gardner's work in order to build a richer philosophical foundation of

educating for ingenuity.
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3. 1 1 Introduction to Howard Gardner t .

Disciplinary expertise, and how to educate for it, is the main theme

of Howard Gardner's The Disciplined Mind (1999). In this book Gardner

states that a disciplined mind is attained when one is immersed into the

specifics of a case, which in turn develops the educational muscles used

in problem solving (p. 126). In this thesis, the first section about Gardner

discusses his three fundamental concepts of education. Understanding

these concepts is necessary in order to develop awareness of the

important questions and problems about educating for ingenuity. These

questions and problems are often associated with complexity and

spirituality. Second, further study of Gardner's work illuminates the

traits of developing a disciplined mind and how this is important to

closing the ingenuity gap.

Gardner's work provides insight into how an individual, educator,

or leader can try to illustrate a subject and draw out passion for it. His

work on multiple intelligences is important because individuals have

different entry points and passionate ties to a subject. Leaders must

invite people to facilitate their own learning. They can do this by helping

learners use their own motivation to become immersed into a subject

they naturally find exciting.

3. 12 Howard Gardner's Three Fundamental Concepts

In his 1999 book. The Disciplined Mind, Howard Gardner describes

his three fundamental concepts of education. There are, as follows: truth,
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beauty, and morality. Gardner notes that Plato originally identified these

fundamental concepts. These are important concepts because they are

the cultural signposts for every community or culture (p. 23). Because

there are differences and preferences associated with these three

concepts, "it is necessary and proper for us to learn to live with them ~

and for them to learn to live with us" (p. 23). I take this to mean that,

although individuals have different tastes associated with truth, beauty,

and morality, the inherent core-of-the-onion meaning and significance of

the concepts are similar for people everywhere. It is vital to make the

significance of truth, beauty, and morality part of problem solving.

To explore these fundamental concepts of truth, beauty, and

morality, Gardner chooses "three gargantuan icebergs" (p. 159):

evolution, the music of Mozart, and the Holocaust. Because these three

concepts are so rich, they provide numerous entry points for the

educator to enter the concept and engage students. Second, because

information on these topics is inexhaustible there is a great supply of

material and resources available. All data cannot be examined. The

breadth of the topics creates complex connections with many sources.

Information is continuously produced about these topics. Discipline is

required to develop a wide-ranging understanding of the deep themes of

the topics. Disciplined study will enhance insight into core concepts of

the subject and learner. This strikes at the heart of the onion, offering

the educator powerful tools for rigorous study.
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Trutii is a fundamental concept because "progress is made not by

establishing permanent truths but rather by calling into question a

provisional truth and substituting one that is more firmly grounded in

the evidence" (p. 148). This is important because truth is based on reality

and recorded evidence about that reality. Truth "may be replaced by yet

another, better grounded claim" (p. 148). Mathematics represents work

that tries to make an "active description" (p. 148) of the patterns of life.

Human beings seek to "demonstrate, preserve, and explain the reasons

for these patterns" (p. 148). Measurements of everyday life are

corroborated by mathematics, and truths are formed. From these truths,

scientific reality about our supply of requirements for ingenuity can be

learned and expressed.

Beauty is an imperative concept because the creator and viewer

must move between two worlds that have different realities. The emotions

of imagination, feelings, and experiences must be balanced with the

materials, media, and techniques at hand (p. 150). People must become

immersed in a technique and medium in order to master and understand

it. Immersion in technique allows the artist to communicate her or his

emotions. Although art is intrinsically an individual expression of

emotion, a study of artistic masterworks over the centuries can illustrate

our cultural sense of beauty and taste. The concepts that are in these

artistic expressions can offer deep and rich insight into human

understanding that embodies "a sense of beauty and harmony that
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enriches the experiences of all who can appreciate them" (p. 151). This

richness of experience is imperative to develop the wisdom necessary for

people to understand and begin to manage the dilemmas of the ingenuity

gap better.

Morality is important to Gardner because it illustrates what we

consider to be good. More importantly to Gardner, morality also shows

what is bad and the causes of dangerous times in history. Gardner writes

that it is the historiain who, using multiple sources of information, "goes

beyond a mere recoding of the data and becomes an interpreter of

events" (p. 152). Gardner recognises that "the patterns discerned by

historians can be suggestive at best; historical accounts retain their

singularity" (p. 153). What makes the historian and history important is

immersion. When students begin to understand that history is not a

given, they gain an awareness that history "helps us to define ourselves,

our allies, our enemies, and our options (including our moral choices)"

(p. 154). There is discipline needed to balance the questions of truth and

morality. Solid historical interpretation requires the best possible

appreciation of the facts. Understanding this allows people to "express

opinions and cast votes on issues of import in terms of reasonable

criteria rather than sheer whim" (p. 154). Objective moral discernment

helps establish a disciplined reliance on trying to find accuracy in data.
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3.12.1 Comparison to Homer-Dixon and Dewey ^

Truth, beauty, and morality are congruent to the realist

perspective necessary to close the ingenuity gap. So much of Homer-

Dixon's research is based on cognition and experience. His visits with

experts and his application of personal experiences illustrate a great

confidence in human cognition and experience to gain an understanding

of our surroundings and the benefits and problems associated. Gardner's

tenets of education steer leaders and learners in the right path to focus

on where our problems are and how to create the ingenuity to solve

them.

An exploration of truth provides decision makers with evidence

needed to articulate the problem that must be solved. The feelings

brought out by the beauty or horror of a problem are combined with

factual evidence and enjoined in the brain functions of the frontal lobe.

The notion of beauty augments the emotions of previous experience.

Perspective is developed from the moral reasoning encouraged through

examinations from personal and recorded history. These three concepts

are the foundations that underlie the expertise a problem solver must

practise each day.

Truth is an important aspect of uncovering the problems of

complexity in the world. Nonlinearity is a befuddling part of complexity.

Mathematical and scientific discovery will aid human understanding of

the problems of the ingenuity gap. Willingness to continue to research
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and a readiness to adapt to new evidence is an important aspect of

leadership. Dewey called this attitude open-mindedness. Capacity to

make a good decision is the leadership of ingenuity. However,

decisiveness is not good if the solution is a bad one. Uninformed and bad

decisions have caused the ingenuity gap. Open-mindedness means that

leaders have the courage to change their minds. Dewey and Homer-

Dixon have recognised this as important. Leadership is something that is

developed over time, it is not a genetically inherited trait based on

charisma.

Gardner writes that eeirly education ought to provide opportunities

for everybody to think and perform in an artistic medium. Learning to

integrate emotions and ideas into artistic communication can be a useful

turning point in education. There is beauty in the patterns of chaos in

the complex world. Mapped in a mathematical medium, chaos can be

represented in an orderly way. These beautiful patterns can be used to

illustrate complexity. Homer-Dixon (2000) describes the necessity of

integrating many emotions and experiences into a well-crafted decision,

just as an artistic work can derive from and evoke many emotions.

Dewey (1933) also discusses thinking as an art. Reflection is central to

Dewey's notion of thinking. People become enslaved to appetite and whim

if there is no cultivation of thinking. This sensibility is similar to

Gardner's (1999) discussion of the artist. Without strong conviction of

ideas and medium, an artist's work will suffer. Thoughtful attention to
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detail is important to become a leader. Vision is fine but small details

and successful expressions are the important aspects of constructing

beautiful work and thought.

Gardner's discussion of morality also echoes Homer-Dixon and

Dewey. Homer-Dixon's notion of prudence is an appeal to our core.

Based on humanity's place within the planet, Homer-Dixon appeals to

people to be humble and to try to slow down the growth of the ingenuity

gap by understanding our place in the broad scheme of things. By

stepping back from selfish thought, moral consistency can develop in our

decision making. Objective historical study will provide references to

previous instances where people were faced with competing choices.

Dewey (1920) emphasised the importance of responsibility. The ability to

learn to be responsible must be taught. Leadership begins with taking

personal responsibility for actions. This sets an important tone for

students and others who are affected by a leader. The essence of Dewey's

judgment — controversy, elaboration of facts, and decision making — is

implicit in balancing truth and morality to define core-of-the-onion .

values.

Solving the problems of the ingenuity gap means that decision

makers ask the questions of truth, beauty, and morality. They follow that

by taking responsibility to reflect with the information they receive so as

to craft good solutions.
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The connection of science to txutJi and history also reveals

Gardner's personal bias about the nature of morality. This bias is

expressed in his belief that disciplinary expertise can provide the

necessary and proper information for decision makers and problem

solvers. Achieving a moral balance between competing factual evidence

and grounded-in-experience perspective is a dilemma of this idea of

educating for ingenuity. Gardner believes that disciplinary expertise can

remove the temptations of gumming up the system from the decision

maker.

3.13 Gardner and Disciplinary Expertise

I have examined the three concepts of Gardner's education and

illustrated that uncovering these ought to be a slow process filled with

rich experiences that make the student an explorer of her or his intellect.

Discovering the relationship of truth, beauty, and morality and the core

of the onion is an important first small step that must be taken to close

the ingenuity gap. By encouraging slow and lifelong discovery, education

is key to enhancing peoples' ability to step back from that headlong rush

into unintentional mismanagement of technology and lifestyle. It is the

unanticipated effects of speed and the inefficiency that evolves from

dealing with speed that creates poor decisions. People must become

aware of a slower pace that allows them to understand more

meaningfully and learn more deeply. A lifestyle of reflection allows people
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to become more attuned to developing the skills and expertise needed to

increase their supply of ingenuity. This is the pace I am hoping to

encourage with these discussions about articulating a possible

philosophy for educating for ingenuity.

Gardner provides evidence that even "good students" at "excellent

universities" have trouble recognising and explaining phenomena outside

the classroom setting that they have proven they can analyse well in

class (1999, p. 120). Misconceptions seem to originate at a young age

and flow naturally, reinforced by cultural and cognitive stereotypes,

regardless of what is actually the truth. There is a general tendency to

revert to mythic understanding because the flow of education has not

allowed students to fully realise the implications of their learning. There

may be other reasons, but Gardner writes that having subjects covered

too quickly is the main cause of an inability to apply classroom learning

to external experience.

Gardner presents evolution and the Holocaust as misunderstood.

Many believe it is a straight-line process with Homo sapiens as the

crowning achievement (p. 122). In reality, evolution has been a process of

random variation where different genetic mutations have, at times,

proven to survive better than others. History courses tend to illustrate

only good guy/bad guy explanations of the Holocaust. Of course, the

significant causes and effects of the Holocaust are much more
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complicated, and ought to be examined more thoroughly and deeply to

develop an enhanced understanding. ^

To combat these corrosive effects of superficiality Gardner writes,

only rich, probing, and multifaceted investigation of

significant topics is likely to make clear the

inadequacy of early misconceptions, and only

further exploration of these topics, under the

guidance of individuals capable of disciplinary

thinking, makes it reasonably likely that more

sophisticated understandings will emerge, (p. 123)

To close the ingenuity gap, it is necessary to allow people to

become true experts in fields where "the training involves elimination of

habits and concepts that, however attractive to the naive person, are

actually inimical to the skilled practice of a discipline or craft" (p. 123).

3.13.1 Homer-Dixon and Disciplinary Expertise

A problem of disciplined thinking is a too-great reliance on specific

expertise. Homer-Dixon identifies this as a contributing factor to the

spiralling complexity of our world. Indeed, Homer-Dixon dislikes the term

experts because the growing ingenuity gap illustrates that experts often

create the problems and often do not know the causes of the problems

themselves. By focussing on specialisation, this tends to eliminate

general and broad-based intellect in managers. It is important to
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recognise that Gardner also points out that overspecialisation can be a

detriment, especially when it comes to using a fact-based approach.

Facts are increasingly at the fingertips of people. A disciplined mind can

never be achieved through immersion in facts; "one must immerse

oneself deeply in the specifics of cases and develop one's disciplinary

muscles from such immersion" (1999, p. 126). It is a difficult balance.

Trying to combine broad-based intellect with a spirit of disciplinary

expertise seems to be the combined goal of an education for ingenuity.

Our capability to close the ingenuity gap will be enhanced by

fostering broad-based disciplinary expertise. The four factors of ingenuity

discussed in chapter 2 are illuminated within Gardner's educational

philosophy. Disciplinary expertise combines awareness of the complexity

of the world from the perspective of a single discipline, a depth of

experience that reveals startling insights and applications for the

individual and planet, rigorous development of the brain, and possibly,

most likely, the prudence associated with understanding. Depth, and a

clear vision about perils attached to digging deeply, will bring richness to

problem solving and decisive leadership. It is also important to identify

the difference between narrow, technical expertise and the expertise

associated with Gardner's sense of disciplinary expertise. Educating for

ingenuity implies that learners become students of a concept and try to

uncover the wide-ranging parameters and realms of a discipline. It is this

richer and deeper understanding that ought to allow a prudent expert to
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identify what she or he does not know. Problem solving can begin with

the notion that people now realise where they must start to solve the

problem.

Thinking that becomes closed-minded because of a view that is too

compartmentalised is dangerous. Thomas Friedman (2000) cites Murray

Gell-Mann about the academic tendency to break problems into

manageable pieces. However, when dealing with complex and nonlinear

systems, Gell-Mann states, "you have to break the problem into pieces

and then study each aspect, and then study the very strong interaction

between them all. Only this way can you describe the whole system" (p.

28). The aware decision maker will understand that gathering evidence

from experts of narrow fields is viable for only beginning to solve an

aspect of a problem within a complex system. Closing the problems of the

ingenuity gap requires interdependent and interconnected links

throughout the problem-solving process between numerous experts. The

sharing of wisdom must be integrated again to develop and implement a

possible solution. Disciplinary expertise in itself is not enough. Broad-

based integrated application of numerous levels of disciplinary expertise

defines ingenious problems solving.

A criticism of The Ingenuity Gap is that Homer-Dixon did not offer

specific solutions to closing the gap, whether they were political,

socioeconomic, educational, or inter-disciplinary. In our conversation

Homer-Dixon pointed out that it would be arrogant at the end of a book
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where he had decried solution-spouting experts to offer up his own

checklist for closing the gap (personal communication, March 28, 2002).

This attitude is another reason why understanding what we need to do to

close the ingenuity gap is fraught with difficulty.

3.14 Gardner's Multiple Intelligences

Gardner is perhaps best known for his theory of multiple

intelligences. He writes in The Disciplined Mind (1999) that through

multiple intelligences, core topics can be addressed with high

expectations for each learner because the teacher can make it applicable

to the student's learning style. Immersion into a topic is imperative in

order to develop disciplinary expertise. To understand disciplinary

expertise it is necessary to briefly cover Gardner's theory of multiple

intelligences as outiined in The Disciplined Mind.

Gardner has postulated that all human beings possess different

types of intelligence. These different intelligences each reflect "the

potential to solve problems or fashion products that are valued in one or

more cultural settings" (p. 71). These specific mental representations are

different in all people; no two have the same strengths and weaknesses.

Because people will reach their potential differentiy, according to their

capabilities and experiences, it is necessary that school be individualised

and personalised (p. 72). Numerous entry points about core subjects,

allow, for the following two reasons, each student optimal opportunity to
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become engaged through her or his own "mental representation" (p. 72)

'i

of the subject. One, "students encounter materials in ways that allow

them access to their content," and two, "students have the opportunity to

show what they have learned, in ways that are comfortable for them yet

also interpretable by the surrounding society" (p. 73).

Gardner's tenets are, for both the teacher and the learner,

important and integral to educating for ingenuity. Gardner stresses that

attaining understamding is difficult because of societal, cultural, and

community obstacles. Also, as individuals and their learning styles differ,

knowledge, information, and values can be represented in often-

idiosyncratic ways. These differences in expressing understanding can

also cause confusion and misunderstanding.

Rigorous instruction and disciplined learning allow an individual to

develop expertise in a subject. It is important to understand the nuances

and complexity of the unintended consequences of decisions. Requiring

dedication to the subject matter, it is the depth of understanding that

will allow for the new ideas of closing the gap. Immersion in a subject

usually allows an expert to communicate his or her ideas thoughtfully

and with less confusion.

Considering the use of multiple intelligences also creates

opportunities to explore the more-than-human world. Teachers can use

different environmental situations to lead students in discussing their

feelings about the wonder of nature and what they learn and feel from
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experiencing nature. This can draw out references to ideas of the core

that benefit the creation of an understanding about the spirituality of

ingenuity.

3.15 Invitation Within an Eklucational Life

It is important to note that, ultimately, motivation of the learner is

the purpose behind Gardner's ideas. Gardner's notion of motivation is

appropriately similar to Novak's of invitation (to be introduced in chapter

4). It is not meant to insinuate that rah-rah cheering is the answer for

education. Finding entry points for exploring the three foundations of

education, truth, beauty, and morality, Gardner writes that educators

must invite students to learn the significance of the three foundations.

Gaining the learner's acceptance in order to explore new ideas is

important. Teachers must make students allies in the discoveries of the

learning process. Invitation is important

to the extent that students can craft their own

goals, keep track of their own accomplishments,

reflect on their own thinking and learning ~ where

it has improved, where it continues to fall short ~

they become partners in their own education. (1999,

p. 135)

It is this partnership that leads to an awareness of intellect, but

also a deep self-understanding. Gardner reiterates Homer-Dixon's
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fundamental belief that we must get to the core questions. People must

understand the world and self better so as to reconsider the quickening

pace of our lifestyles. Ethical leadership is imperative as we try to resolve

the complex dilemmas on our planet. To teach ethical leadership,

Gardner writes that society and leaders ought to "seek individuals who

not only can analyze but will also do the right thing; individuals who will

be admirable not only as thinkers or creators but also as human beings.

We [society, according to Gardner] endorse Emerson's aphorism:

'Character is higher than intellecf" (p. 248). Learners and decision

makers must gain a taste for the importance of character. The experience

of character building must occur in order to strengthen neural

connections. Once established, without sounding too mechanistic,

fortified neural connections will allow people to better define their

character in educational environments, through core-developing

experiences.

To get to the core questions, Gardner emphasises the need for

disciplinary expertise. Using the three concepts of truth, beauty, and

morality, leaders must draw learners into an immersed awareness to

develop a disciplined expertise. This disciplined expertise allows the

enhancement of core concepts so people are able to ask the proper

questions and to find the data necessary to understand and solve the

problems of the ingenuity gap.
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3.16 Taste >

Gardner often uses the verb taste in his writing. Referring to

understanding and knowledge as a sweet fruit, Gardner intuits that

people must ingest and know their tastes so to "be motivated to remain

'pursuers of knowledge' — perhaps even 'creators of knowledge' — for the

remainder of their lives" (1999, p. 245).

Taste (understanding) is a complex thing, and Gardner emphasises

the need to experience taste in order to gain a disciplined look at

intrinsic topics. This reillustrates Homer-Dixon's idea of creating

experience as important. Also, it is telling that Gardner argues that the

brain must be trained by working through the nuances and subtleties of

different facets of a complex topic. This trains the brain and the neural

pathways to fire properly, establishing the connections that benefit the

student for life. The brain learns the taste of the connection through

experience.

For the student to achieve a deeper-than-previously-held

understanding, education must allow for core ideas to be approached

from different angles of entry. This allows individuals' notions and

attachment to the topic to be felt and explored. Increasing a student's

feel for a consequential topic from multiple points ought to deepen

understanding. This will create "a taste of a disciplined mind," which

represents, for Gardner, "a litmus test of understanding to other issues

and themes from their own culture and others as well" (p. 245).
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Dewey confirms the necessity to create this appetite of taste,

imploring people to avoid becoming a slave to poor taste (1933, p. 91).

This supports Slow Food well and also the idea of getting to know our self

and our core better.

3.17 Going Deeper Into the Philosophy

In this chapter, I have outlined Dewey's (1933) attitudes and

Gardner's (1999) three core principles as central to a general operating

philosophy for ingenuity. There is a worry of over-simplification that does

not do justice to Dewey and Gardner, as well as the ideas of Homer-

Dixon (2000). Deeper readings of the work of the three philosophers

provides stronger insights and lessons, which are profound in light of

what closing the ingenuity gap will need.

First, the importance of leadership is reiterated. It cannot be left

up to the politicians or the accidental (purposeful on the part of some

advertisers) effects of popular culture. Everyone must realise their staike

in their personal relationship with ingenuity. Homer-Dixon understands

this, as evidenced when he writes that because of growing complexity,

political leaders cannot think they are operating in the same black/white

decision-making world as they may have in the past. In our conversation

he told of speaking to Canadian parliamentairians and being

overwhelmed at the number of information sources they have available to

them and the amount of data they are inundated with each day (personal

communication, March 28, 2002). There seems to be no simple
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understanding of problems. Without motivated public input, politicians

are only as adept as other citizens at enacting uninformed simplistic

solutions.

The second point that must be emphasised is the need to

understand that operating philosophies do not and cannot change

overnight. Long-term perspective is necessary; yet, there is little time to

wait. That the effects of nonlinearity are immeasurable in the short term

is a conundrum. How can we accelerate the rate of deceleration of our

lifestyle and burgeoning local and global crises?

Finally, how can ingenuity theory and educating for ingenuity

encourage the flexibility, anticipation, and adaptive adeptness humanity

needs to muster in order to control increasing complexity? Dewey writes

that attitude and habit come first, and only after do the refined method

and concepts for judgment come (1933, p. 129). Attitude creation is at

the heart of Gardner's encouragements for inspiring people through

education. His idea of the disciplined mind, along with Dewey's attitudes,

provides the framework for ingenuity.

Flexibility is the hallmark of being human. All learning

environments and relationships are based upon a sense and spirit of

plasticity, that people and situations can change and will adapt. If we are

neither able to accept new ideas, nor people and systems into our lives,

then it is difficult to place ourselves into the continually changing social

and technological requirements of our times. This makes the preparation
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of healthy pathways that are worthy of future generations intrinsically

difficult. i;-

Discussing this sense of flexibility, there must be a balance

between the genetic human make-up of individuals and the environment

in which they live. It is important to understand that I am not

prescribing either nature or nurture as predominant in this thesis. There

are limitations to, and persuasive arguments for, both sides. This

indicates a balance is prevalent.

I have already discussed the limitations of the brain. There is a

definitive genetic blueprint followed by the neurons of the brain. All

people are predisposed to certain skills, traits, and cognitive levels.

However, experiences enhance or facilitate the functioning of used areas,

or do not reinforce the abilities stored within underused areas of the

brain. It is important to encourage and facilitate good usage of our

natural cognitive tools to better our planet. Ingenuity, as it is espoused

here, speaks of the human ability to create ideas out of the materials

handy, through diligent work. I am proposing that society has the power

to set up better institutions, and the decision-making processes

associated with them. - ^

Chapter 4 illustrates several ideas and processes that can enhance

educating for ingenuity. These ideas and processes illuminate how to

create stability in the face of complexity. The ability to prudently slow

down is tied to creating a moral core. Edifying philosophical questions
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must be discussed and encouraged in a variety of educational situations

throughout youth. Talking about personal and public dilemmas is an

important way to positively develop the core. Let the strength within the

core germinate.

Chapter 4's educative model proposes that by strengthening the

core relationships of and within educational communities, we can

educate for ingenuity. Based on John Novak's work about leadership in

education at five different levels, the LIVES model provides a possible

backdrop for the relationships that will enhance ingenuity in education.

Novak uses the spirit and inspiration of Dewey and Gardner's works to

manifest the LIVES model. Novak's LIVES model addresses the three

issues mentioned above: the importance of leadership, a long-term

operating perspective, and flexibility to manage and redefine

relationships and systems in light of new information. Using research

about education and the humem relationships that make it up, the LIVES

model is an inventive process for bettering the relationships at five levels

of our community. Ekiucational leaders can use the community to gain

intuitive insights into the school. The LIVES model is prudent and

humble as it is based on the needs of and respect for all actors in our

society.





CHAPTER FOUR: THE PROCESSES OF EDUCATING FOR INGENmTY

i>-

4. 1 Chapter 4 Statement

In chapter 4, 1 examine different processes of educating for

ingenuity. Much of the work in chapter 4 is organised to follow the

structure of educational relationships as defined by John Novak. This

network of educational relationships is called the LIVES educational

model and was documented in IniAting Educational Leadership (2002).

The processes described in the LIVES model are used in conjunction with

ingenuity theory and the works of Homer-Dixon, Dewey, and Gardner.

The LIVES model explores the facilitation and development of leadership

within the following five different educational relationships: self as

leader, leader and others, leader and wisdom, leader and organisations,

and leader and society. The LIVES model is important because it offers a

process for savouring, understanding, and bettering individual and

collective experiences. These processes will facilitate closing the ingenuity

gap.

At the end of his opening chapter in The Ingenuity Gap, Homer-

Dixon identifies four factors that allowed a plane crew "to salvage relative

success from what looked like inescapable disaster" (p. 41). Luck, good

communications, advance preparation, and close co-operation are the

four factors identified. These four factors affect the ingenuity gap and the

educational processes and relationships needed to close the ingenuity
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gap. They also are inherently tied with human adaptation to changing

fitness landscapes. Trying to create an educational model for ingenuity is

part of the quest on how to affect and understand education in order to

influence our ability to better adapt to changing complex systems.

4.2 Five Relationships of the LIVES Model

Ingenuity, and educating for it, can be incorporated into each

relationship within the LIVES model. The L relationship is the

relationship between a leader and self as it relates to her or his life and

the world. By practising a healthy lifestyle and trying to create the

experiences that allow for educational development, the leader can

enhance his or her ability to prudently reflect. This shows the

responsibility necessary for a personal commitment to closing the

ingenuity gap. This L relationship will develop the self-concept of the

leader as an aware and energised problem solver.

Interpersonal relationships are represented by the I in the LIVES

model. Leaders enhance ingenuity when they encourage the experiences

of others. Using Novak's six-stage management technique of concern,

confer, consult, confront, combat, and conciliate (the 6 Cs), the LIVES

model illustrates how problem solving can be enhanced when

interpersonal relationships are affected. Good communication is central

to using the above techniques to facilitate the development of co-

operative relationships, which is integral to closing the ingenuity gap.
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V is for values and knowledge. Novak reiterates that judgment and

ethical fitness are integral for ingenuity. Educational and personal

experiences create the ability of a leader to realise the importance of

ethical behaviour. These experiences help develop the core of the onion

for a spiritually attuned operating psyche of ingenuity. A well-developed

and experienced core will allow people to apply ethical and moral

behaviour consistently.

The concept of core questions is also appropriate for closing the

ingenuity gap because leaders must help define and articulate the social

will necessary for creating a wide-scale appreciation of the problems

people must solve more effectively. Social will must be developed fairly

and ethically if all people are to feel they can and will be stakeholders in

our organisations and communities. This more aware sense of decision

making will increase the problem-solving capacity of people and society.

An understanding of ingenuity and why it is necessary to close the gap

will be developed using the tools people have at their disposal.

Educational communities are the E of the LIVES model.

Communication in institutions must allow all stakeholders to share in

the goal of building experiences that reinforce the development of

ingenuity. Ingenuity can be enhanced within an educational community

that allows for experiences that develop ability for reflection, savouring

slowness, and an ability to spend the time needed to uncover key

concepts of problem solving. The community will be aware of changing
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fitness landscapes. Communication will increase groups' ability to handle

the challenges associated within complex adaptive systems. Working

organisations that define and solve the problems of the ingenuity gap

that arise from the complex adaptive systems are, of themselves,

educational communities.

The S relationship is that of the leader and society. Using people,

places, policies, programmes, and processes (the five Ps), Novak

illustrates a way to inculcate ingenuity as part of the public

consciousness. Closing the ingenuity gap means forums must be

instituted to allow for the worldwide discussion and implementation of

ingenuity gap-closing policies. The 5Ps are good decision-making tools

that organisations can use to develop their perspective into a planetary

one. The social will described in the V relationship must be wielded in

this S relationship in order to shape the democratic ideals and

institutions that will close the ingenuity gap.

The luck that is involved in all these relationships can be of the

personal and collective nature. For many individuals, it is simply being

born of parents and in a place that provides opportunity. There are

genetic and environmental implications associated with the luck of birth.

The most important "decision" a person can make in life is whom his or

her parents are; we have little control over that.

Collective luck arises from two areas. First, meeting the right

mentor or leader early in life can duly influence the learning, working
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conditions, and future opportunities for people. Good organisations tend

to foster good communication practices; people are afforded the chance

to strive to create meaningful ideas. Good environments then allow for

the implementation, or attempt at implementation, of these ideas.

Collective luck also means that, with a wide variety of policy

options and opportunities available, a decision-making structure can

luck into making the best choice. The best choice for the time is the one

that takes the group to the highest fitness peak in the landscape. Simply,

it is often an informed luck when it comes to choosing one option of

many that ultimately becomes a good decision.

Good preparation is identified in the four factors as well. It is a

well-used and appropriate phrase that preparedness is the best form of

luck. The philosophical foundations of educating to close the ingenuity

gap discussed in chapter 3 combined with reflective prudence is designed

to provide the leader and problem solver with fundamental abilities to

thoroughly understand and emotionally analyse as many factors as

possible when making a decision. -

Lifelong learning could also be called lifelong preparation. It is

essential to be ready to confront the challenges of the problems of the

new fitness landscapes that evolve from merging and adapting complex

systems. >
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4.3 What the LIVES Model Offers 1

In this tJiesis I have yet to discuss in detail the processes of

educating for ingenuity. The following quotation underlies the attitude

that must define the processes of educating for ingenuity and with which

we must tackle the problems of the ingenuity gap. John Novak opens

Inviting Educational Leadership (2002) with: "Education is fundamentally

an imaginative act of hope. Leading for educational life is about

encouraging and sustaining the context in which imaginative acts of

hope survive" (p. 3).

The context of the ingenuity gap within our world is that we are

not solving problems as fast as they occur and increase. In order to close

the ingenuity gap, Novak offers an invitation for educational leadership

where "people are cordially, creatively, and consistently summoned to

realize their potential" (Novak 8& Purkey, 2001, p. 7). Realising this

potential through the messages transmitted by people, places, policies,

programmes, and processes (5 Ps), it is incumbent on leaders to use

cognition and experience to develop wisdom. These knowledge and values

are the backbone of ingenuity that is used to solve problems.

The relationships of the LIVES model are based on and facilitated

by the act of teaching. The LIVES model espouses the idea that by one

person teaching another, by one leader inviting another, consistent and

regular small acts can inspire people to try to make things better. Tied

within the spirit of a singular act of sharing, the teaching that occurs
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during t±ie interactions of people during these five stages affects the

potential of education. *

It is important to stress that much of what deeply influences and

affects our lives and abilities occurs in the early stages of life, when

babies and children simply learn to mimic their "teaching" parents.

However, the educational system is based on this idea that people can

learn facts, skills, and lessons that are better than simple imitation.

Educating for ingenuity ought to facilitate human tools and experiences

that allow people to continue learning in ways that make people better

problem solvers. In The Naked Ape (1967) Desmond Morris writes that

humans usually behave in certain ways because "we are obeying a deeply

ingrained and long 'forgotten' set of purely imitative instructions" (p.

127). This makes it difficult for new and compelling ideas to be applied

based solely on objective reasoning and fact. Certain societies and

cultures thrive because of their capacity to use the human brain's

heightened sense of curiosity to explore new frontiers. Morris writes that

"lucky is the society that enjoys the gradual acquisition of a perfect

balance between imitation and curiosity, between slavish, unthinking

copying and progressive, rational experimentation" (p. 128). It is my hope

that the following discussion of the processes of educating for ingenuity

highlights the important aspects of the imitated human condition that

ought to be stressed as vital for closing the ingenuity gap.
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Concurrently, I hope this chapter also address educational

methods that will inspire the curiosity to discover the skills and ideas

essential for the creation of new awareness and ability about how to solve

problems.

The L section of this chapter describes the processes associated

with educating for ingenuity for the self-concept of a leader. I discuss

these ideas of educating for self-concept within the framework of John

Dewey's pattern of inquiry as recorded in Understanding John Dewey

(1995), written by James Campbell. Dewey, as examined in the previous

chapter, was an educational philosopher whose ideas are integral to the

philosophy of educating for ingenuity.

The reason the Deweyan pattern of inquiry is placed in the L

section of this thesis is because I have identified the importance of an

individual's awareness in order for him or her to more effectively

contribute within organisations. Dewey's pattern of inquiry has been

selected as a framework because there is much similarity between Dewey

and Homer-Dixon in the notion that humanity is a problem-solving

species. Individuals comprise decision-making organisations; individuals

also lead organisations. An organisation is effective with the positive

input of many. Capable individuals must implement decisions that evolve

from multifaceted input. Campbell (1995) writes that Dewey thought life,

or living, was the way an individual developed a process of overcoming

troubles. Since humans tend to be held prisoner by their own moral and
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intellectual customs so they cannot grow, it is the "job of a progressive

society's educational system to prepare future adults to use customs

without being overcome by them" (p. 44).

The pattern of inquiry is a process based on wisdom. Campbell

cites Dewey on wisdom being used to solve our problems as "knowledge

operating in the direction of powers to the better living of life" (1995, p.

46). Inquiry is used to create "an orderly and unified situation out of a

problematic one" (p. 47). Novak also asserts this in his V section when he

discusses the importance of leaders understanding their relationship to

knowledge and values. This is also the aim of ingenuity theory. The

creation of more effective organisations that understand and solve

problems is the goal of Homer-Dixon. This chapter follows Dewey's

pattern of inquiry, borrowing important themes from Novak's LIVES

model and incorporating them into a process of educating for ingenuity.

4.4 L is for Leader

L represents the individual leader. This represents an individual's

relationship to self and how that self corresponds to its environment and

others. Novak and Purkey write that self-concept is based on a personal

reality and "this system of personal beliefs is maintained, protected, and

enhanced by the way events are interpreted and by the choices the

individual makes" (2001, p. 10). Leaders and teachers ought to monitor

this ongoing self-dialogue. Invitational education assumes "that
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motivation is a force tiiat comes from within each person" (p. 11). Closing

the ingenuity gap will begin with invitations to those who "see themselves

as capable of overcoming obstacles and accomplishing positive goals" (p.

11).

This echoes the idea that we are pragmatic problem solvers. Dewey

states that we must deal in the reality of situations, even though changes

in our environment (changes in the fitness landscape or complex system

about them) cause "confusion and ambiguity" (Campbell, 1995, p. 48).

Because people know the situation has changed; the fact that people can

feel the changes and differences must now create an understanding that

a problem has to be solved. This is an important step in the L

relationship. Remember, all the relationships of the LIVES model are

based on teaching. At this initial and personal stage of inquiry, people

must encourage themselves to overcome doubt and the urge to

immediately rush forward into some sort of action. As understanding

evolves when people tackle new situations as problems to be solved, how

can a leader guide further self-inquiry?

Novak describes techniques, skills, and responsibilities for leaders

to help develop self-concept and managing skills. First, leaders are

encouraged to create personal opportunities in order to savour

experiences. These experiences are key to developing a supply of

personal ingenuity and the savouring is required to help people slow

down. Second, Novak writes that people should be encouraged to listen
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to their own voice. Third, staying physically fit in order to maintain *

health and a sense of personal control and responsibility are also

encouraged by Novak.

4.4. 1 Savouring Experiences

Leaders must "live an educational life themselves if they are to call

forth authentically this effort in others" (2002, p. 40). Novak cites three

things people must attend to if they aim to become a leader. First, people

must savour the experiences of each day. Csikszentmihalyi (1990) writes

that becoming fulfillingly engaged with every day requires focus,

persistence, and modification (p. 55). This allows the heart, will, and

mind to be on the same page (p. 55). Novak writes, "this enables us to

become creative directors of our lives, as opposed to being lived by

external events or a rigid sense of self (p. 56). This is implicit recognition

that new and complex challenges will emerge and that people must be

aware enough in order to face them. Creative direction will facilitate

experience development so as to be prepared to adapt to the new fitness

landscape.

Being able to direct the pace of our life is important in order to

slow down. Slowing down is inherent to reflection and savouring

experiences, it is intrinsic to prudence. Dewey could have been a charter

member of Slow Food. Campbell (1995) cites Dewey's emphasis on the

need for people to slow down. The acceptance of suspense as a natural
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part of life helps "protect the mind against itseir (p. 52). Dewey may not

i

have been speaking about a homegrown and traditionally cooked meal,

but he was talking about the need to not be afraid to extend inquiry into

a problem. People are able to think reflectively only when they are

"willing to endure suspense and undergo the trouble of searching^ (p.

52). Speed undercuts success. This illustrates not only Homer-Dixon's

emphasis on prudence as intrinsic to closing the ingenuity gap, but also

well defines the importance of good and thorough searching of the core of

the onion.

Jim Coyle, in an article in The Toronto Star citing Warren Bennis

and Robert Thomas's study of leadership called Geeks and Geezers

(2002), writes that, "transformational experience is at the very heart of

becoming a leader" (2002, p. A21). From a transformational experience

all leaders, young and old, gained a meaningful lesson "that was a

defining moment that unleashed abilities and taught a man or woman

who they were" (p. A21). Essential leadership characteristics that emerge

from transformational experiences are, as follows: adaptive capacity,

ability to transcend adversity, extracting from all situations, recognising

and seizing opportunity, engaging others in shared meaning, developing

a distinctive voice, and operating with integrity (p. A21). The ability to

learn from experience is a cultivated habit. Experience stands out as the

crucible-creating lesson that defines leaders. The loss of the ability to
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learn from experience inevitably leads to a lessening of leadership

capacity. ^

4.4.2 Listen to Your Own Voice

Listening to your inner conversations is described as developing a

distinctive voice and recognised as a key facet of leadership. Novak

writes, "if our sense of self is informed by the messages we receive and

formed by the messages we construct, the importance of realistic and

positive self-talk becomes obvious" (p. 57). Berating oneself does nothing

for the spirit. It is important to realistically face challenges in a positive

manner.

4.4.3 Stay Healthy

Keeping a healthy life is described as the third strategy for

managing an inviting and leading life. Novak points out several areas of

daily life that must be controlled well, so to increase our ability to live

better. Nutrition, stress, and physical fitness are easy to understand. It is

necessary to control these areas because if we don't take care of our own

body, where will we live (p. 60)?

Published figures from the most recent Canadian government's

National Population Health Survey indicate that 39% of Canadian boys,

and 33% of girls 7 and 8 are overweight. The percentage of British

children considered overweight at the same age was 9% (boys) and 15%
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(girls). Researched by staff and students at the University of

Saskatchewan, the article stated: i-

these kids are at tremendously increased risk of

being overweight or obese adults, which means

already half of us are overweight and our children

are way ahead of where we were at their age. And so

when they get to our age, more and more will be

obese and an increased percentage still will be

overweight. (Onstad, 2002, p. Al)

The effects of this potential health disaster still seem to be

marginalised. Poor physical fitness is recognised as a significant drain on

health. These drains cost money to the health care system and also affect

people's ability to learn, and problem solve. Obesity and poor physical

fitness can cut years off a person's life. This directly challenges human

ability to close the ingenuity gap. Eric Schlosser, in Fast Food Nation

(2000), documents the pervasive quick eat, fast buck, poor nutrition, and

killer marketing of the fast food industry. In a 1 5-year period during the

80s and 90s there was a five-fold increase in obese children. The

predisposition of overweight children to become fat adults is

overwhelming, "making them much more likely to suffer from high blood

pressure, diabetes, stroke, and heart disease" (Onstad, 2002, p. Al).
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4.4.4 Responsibility to Self and Planet

The ot±ier two areas intrinsic to self-concept are personal and

planetary. First, people must presume a responsibility for themselves.

Responsibility is one of the three Deweyan attitudes imperative for

educating for ingenuity. Staying attuned to, and continuously cultivating

the core of an individual's onion is linked to being able to balance the

challenges of leadership. Novak also encourages sensitivity to the planet.

Teaching people to realise the importance of treading carefully in and

about the planet directly affects what humanity reaps. People must be

careful with our planet, as it is our only one, much as an individual has

but one body. Sensitivity to the environment and our relationship with

the earth helps people make sound decisions. This is the spiritual

sensibility that must inculcate educating for ingenuity. As mentioned

early in this thesis, this spirituality is a sense of reverence and

responsibility to the earth and the people within it. Careful awareness of

the meaningfulness of our home must saturate our problem solving; we

live within it and must take care to survive on it.

4.4.5 Strategies Associated With Savouring, Voice, and Wellness

Three strategies associated with savouring, voice, and wellness are

important because "inviting educational leadership has to be lived

intentionally, that is with a sense of authenticity, purpose, and self-

correcting persistence" (Novak, 2002, p. 40). The factors of problem
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solving tJiat Homer-Dixon defines as integral to ingenuity — materials,

work, and ideas — evolve from a person's understanding or trying to

comprehend his or her supply of ingenuity and what is needed to close

the gap. Intrinsic to understanding the supply of ingenuity is a sense of

awareness of what one has, and what one needs. An educational leader

with understanding of her or his self-concept and the tools that created

that strength can facilitate the drawing out and development of students'

awareness of self, others, and the world we share.

What do these strategies manage? As educating for ingenuity

begins with the assumption that the individual wants to close the gap,

educational leadership "is heavily person-centred and requires educators

who can operate from a perceptual viewpoint with trustworthy beliefs

and a healthy sense of seir (p. 42). Person-centred intelligence is tied to

the ability to adopt, adapt, and then become adept with the rudimentary

facts required to begin the mastery of a discipline. Perceptual viewpoints

are based, not only in facts, but also often in gut feelings. Good intuitive

sense is an added bonus when solving problems. Inventiveness can come

from the ability to mould these views into tractable solutions. The

inspiration in believing the ingenuity gap can be closed comes from

inside each of us. Being healthy and trying to understand one's own

spirit and motives ought to provide the necessary encouragement to get

on with solving the problems of the gap. People can create the ideas,

tools, and organisations needed to close the gap. Finally, trusting, and
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being trusted, encourages the prudence that Homer-Dixon describes as

necessary for our collective consciousness. We must be humble to accept

the reality of the challenges from the changes we have instigated and the

problems they bring.

Novak notes that both simplicity and complexity are inherently

part of the individual. It is important to simplify things, so to eliminate

nonessential things of life. Understanding that complexity is a part of life

and relationships is also important. Necessary, writes Novak, is "a

commitment to the belief that we can experience life more deeply and

broadly" (p. 50). Embracing complexity is a useful starting point to

eliminate simplistic solutions.

Experiencing life more deeply and broadly will encourage deeper

and richer perception. Homer-Dixon's hypothesis illustrates that

experience allows better examination and, hopefully, understanding of

the many intricacies of a problem. Novak writes that embracing

complexity encourages us to seek happiness in reality. "There is more

that is going on than what we presently perceive, and our existence

depends on our connections with the world outside our heads" (p. 42).

Along with the world around us, the educational leader must strive

to construct activities that allow work and play to emerge, which will

provide the learner an opportunity to develop better self-awareness. It is

important to understand the degree of receptivity, or unreceptivity to the
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ongoing stream of events, so the educationally orchestrating self can

maintain, protect, and enhance the self-concept (p. 48).

Homer-Dixon writes that these experiences are inherently

necessary when confronting crises. We lose an ability to cope with the

ingenuity gap "when we fragment management expertise into

subspecialties and squeeze out broad experiential knowledge" (2000, p.

178). Because of this we become more vulnerable to unknown

unknowns, the things we do not even know we do not understand or

control. But during times of crisis, that which stabilises is "full depth

and richness of knowledge" (p. 177).

To conclude this section on the individual, I will describe an

example of an educational programme that help develops the core of the

onion. The value of wisdom and the ability to apply moral and ethical

principles is inherent for the individual in order to be able to begin to

conceive the spirituality associated with closing the ingenuity gap.

Individuals and their inherent differences illustrate the value of

developing the three Deweyan attitudes — open-mindedness, whole-

heartedness, and responsibility — that Dewey identifies as the necessary

first step to creating better thinking and ultimately judgment. Closing the

ingenuity gap speaks to the need to educate for ingenuity using the

strengths of individuals and awareness of the complex problems and

questions of self and the world that challenge. Being able to search for
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and uncover the big questions within the core of the onion is about
f

«

education that strengthens the moral compass of the leader, v

4. 4. 6 Philosophy for the Individual

Beginning in September of 2000, 19 primary schools in Scotland

introduced a Philosophy for Children course. The impressive mission

statement is, as follows: "designed to raise self-awareness, to encourage

pupils to analyse moral issues, and to help them make sense of the

world" (Harris, 2001, p. 15). This is the core of the onion. Paul Cleghom,

head teacher at Sunnyside Primary School on Alloa, described the reason

that students, between the ages 9 to 11, were taking the course:

Philosophy helps to unravel the complexities of the

world around you and it does so by using basic

thinking skills that we all have already. People

would be surprised at how aware of themselves and

others young children can be. If we can help develop

techniques to think about the rights and wrongs

and other questions, they can use those techniques

to examine other questions they face in life. (Harris,

2001, p. 15)

Using poems, stories, and pictures teachers encourage student

dialogue. By using their experiences as they relate to the moral issue

associated with the discussion, children will gradually express their ideas
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and give voice to tJieir reasons. The head of educational development

echoes Homer-Dixon when he states, '4

most education authorities in Britain have become

conscious that they need to develop problem-solving

and thinking skills, teaching children how to

examine different options. There are a number of

approaches to developing thinking skills. We have

decided to go forward with philosophy, which we

think has a better chance. (Harris, 2001, p. 15)

If this sense of flexibility, problem solving, and thinking is

encouraged in childhood, then perhaps adults, when their brains have

pruned unused pathways, will already have naturally adapted and

created the neuronal connections necessary to continue on their lifelong

path of education for ingenuity. Developing the sense of educational

leadership must be encouraged and enhanced from early stages of formal

education. Philosophical discussions, and the reasons why they are so

important, are the exact point from which to begin individual leadership.

These childhood discussions will become the foundation for ethical

problem solving. This is imperative to close the ingenuity gap.

4.5 I is for Interpersonal Relationships

Interpersonal leadership means, "establishing a doing-with

relationship with others" (p. 66). Novak (2002) calls this being
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intentionally inviting, which requires developing trust, mutuality, trying

to work better with others, and believing that "leading is more like

dancing than stuffing olives" (p. 66). A doing-with relationship shows

"thoughtfial respect for the interpersonal processes necessary to have a

more lasting effect on others" (p. 74). This attitude establishes an

educational way for leaders to share things that can encourage others to

explore new ideas and to become aware of the problems of their

environment and how to better themselves.

4.5.1 Six Stages ofManagement

It is easy to manage and invite others when people have the same

focus and goals. However, this is not always the case. Relationships are

affected by friction and concerns on different levels. This can often lead

to disastrous fires. Novak writes, "it takes understanding and skill to

manage the heat at the lowest possible level" (p. 84). Important to

managing the heat of interpersonal relationships is communication.

Novak provides a useful chart of the six stages of managing an

educational relationship. The following six-stage process is a handy way

to problem solve. It helps determine the course of action to take when

dealing with issues, whether of large or small scale. This process is a

good way to identify the changes that occur in relationships. It also helps

leaders stay aware of the changes to their environment. Once a problem

is identified, the following six stages can be used to craft a solution. The
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six stages are: concern, confer, consult, confront, combat, and conciliate.
i

These six stages and associated management techniques are imperative

for the educational leader to master for four reasons.

First, it is necessary to operate at the lowest possible emotional

level because at these times highly charged emotions of the moment can

affect perception and judgment. Highly charged emotions are often

spontaneous reactions. These emotions are different from the rich

emotional experiences Homer-Dixon has discussed. Emotional

experiences are necessary because they are a part of awareness that is

helpful in decision making. Charged emotions become detrimental to

problem solving when they distort prudence. It is best to understand

these charged emotions but limit their appearance in the relationship.

Second, it is important to manage problems efficiently as they can

become overwhelming. With the problems of complexity growing every

day, and the pressures of the pace of life increasing too, it is important

for an educational leader to devote his or her time to creating the

opportunities for youth to develop a disciplinary expertise about subjects

they enjoy. Once deeper understanding of a subject is gained, people may

be required to play a decision-making role.

Third, keeping the heat at as low a level as possible "represents

invitational integrity" (Novak, 2002, p. 84). Staying true to the principles

of invitational leadership is a good indication that a leader understands

that this is representative of the moral conduct required for him or her to
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be seen as a leader. Consistency in dealing with all people is an

important sign of fairness. i

The final reason for using this six-stage management philosophy is

that it is also an educational tool. Developing growth through this

learning process is intrinsic to gaining knowledge and values from

experiences. These knowledge and values are integral tools to close the

ingenuity gap as it allows people to understand the complexity of

problems better, so as to be able to inquire in a more fruitful way to

understand the demand for ingenuity. Experiences will also engender

prudence that is the trait recognised by Homer-Dixon as imperative to

close the ingenuity gap.

4.5.2 Concern

The first stage of this management technique is concern, which

"deals with something that needs to happen if we are to remain

respectful to ourselves, professional or ethical in our practice" (Novak,

2002, p. 84). Key to this stage is to decide whether something is a

concern or a preference to those involved. It is a concern if it involves

safety, legality, morality, or ethical behaviour. Concern, is used as a verb

that means being aware of potential problems and monitoring the

situation. At this initial stage concern is best because resolution will

often occur without any intervention. Indeed, immediately getting

involved can sometimes create more problems.
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4.5.3 Confer

Novak writes, "the conferring process begins by first calming

oneself and then demonstrating self-control throughout the conference"

(2000, p. 85). Remembering that this second stage of conferral ought to

be relaxed, respectful, and informal, the leader can use this stage to

voice a problem. It is an excellent management tool that can resolve

potential conflicts. A leader would discuss the perceived friction in a

general way, gathering information and finding the perspective of the

sides involved in a private and non-threatening manner. Important at

this stage is to try to gain trust and a commitment of awareness and

understanding from the parties involved on the change. Initiating

conversation can often create voluntary compliant behaviour that

respects the wishes of all parties involved.

4.5.4 Consult

If there is continued disagreement, the next stage is consultation

with the aggrieved parties. Consultation is initially a review process;

examining what was originally agreed upon, changes in action or

information, and what the other party has to say about those perceived

changes. It is important to clarify the expectations of the agreement. This

stage also offers the leader an opportunity to brainstorm possible

solutions with the opposed sides.
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4.5.5 Confront

Continuously troublesome situations must now be addressed at

this next stage: confrontation. If the leader can honestly reflect upon his

or her attempts to manage the problem at an earlier level, has evidence

that illustrates mediation efforts, and is in a position to follow through

with ethical power and will, then it is proper to act in a more serious and

no-nonsense manner. This is accomplished by stating what the

disruptive actions are and that there are consequences for continued

disregard of the earlier agreement. It is advantageous for the leader to

have documented evidence of the problem and be aware of any limits to

her or his authority so as to be able to follow through on the stated

consequences of any further breach.

4. 5. 6 Combat

Used as a verb, combat is the penultimate C. In this section, Novak

describes the significance of combat as "a serious stage in which one

uses direct, immediate and firm action to move on the stated

consequences" (2002, p. 87). Being able to defend actions publicly as well

as gaining support from colleagues is important in this often

unpredictable and emotional stage. As always, respectful treatment is the

rule when dealing at any stage of the process. It is important for the

leader to continue to be inviting to all parties as the consequences are

applied.
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4.5.7 Conciliate >.

I
Never end a situation in combat mode. This is Novak's final tip for

managing conflict. Conciliation is guided by three rules: do not fan the

flames of tension, give people some space, and continue with a fair-

handed application of the principles and practices used throughout the

mediation. Using intermediaries to give people breathing room and to

dull the emotions is an important aspect of this stage. It is imperative to

be able to have fair and respectful conversations with all parties involved

once the problem has been resolved. The leader must be conscious of

these emotions and take the initiative to continue relationships in an

invitationally positive and optimistic manner.

In summary, the six-stage management technique allows a process

to emerge from principled steps of interaction. This process allows the

leader to remain true to the principles of invitational leadership, while

ensuring flexibility to deal with specific problems during each stage, or in

different fitness landscapes. As discussed earlier in the thesis, ingenuity

theory is about the factors of problem solving. Many problems that affect

individuals, educational communities, and society can be traced to the

complexity of our adaptive systems and the growing pace of our world.

By pragmatically addressing problems at the interpersonal level, by using

materials at hand, by working thoroughly to address the concerns of all

parties, this six-stage technique is a process that can be used to help

solve problems that exacerbate the ingenuity gap. It is inherently a
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system of better communication. Homer-Dixon (2000) joins Novak in

identifying better communication as a primary way to improve our lot.

The next section explores some of the reasons for the problems

that affect interpersonal relationships. It is of particular interest to me

that, in this thesis, these relationships are explored in light of the

following area of concern identified by Homer-Dixon as part of the

ingenuity gap: The rise in terrorism due to a breakdown in traditional

organisational hierarchies and the complexity of the relationships that

have evolved. This is also an example of how people adapt in complex

systems. Individuals develop their relationships according to the fitness

landscape around them, in the following example, people have learned to

adapt in this way to, essentially, survive.

4.5.8 Roots ofInterpersonal Connection

Educating for ingenuity implies that we can close the gap by

helping people understand their environment, the tools they have at

hand, and how they can use them better than they previously

understood. This gap is often a human one where reapplication of

resources and skills can help solve problems. Better conflict resolution

through improved problem solving is an important facet of educating for

ingenuity.

A severe problem facing our world today is the growing number of

"zones of anarchy^ (Homer-Dixon, personal communication, March 28,
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2002). Homer-Dixon has presented an argument that the increase and

power of global terrorism is a direct product of the ingenuity gap. At this

I (interpersonal) level, what are the processes that encourage individuals

to build relationships with groups who sponsor and encourage

destruction? A recent article presented some compelling evidence; some

of which illuminates the importance of leaders in interpersonal

relationships.

In TTie New Yorker oi October 29, 2001, Nicholas Lemann writes

that civil wars begin because of specific dynamics that do not really deal

with political conditions, ideology, religious, or ethnic disputes. Political

scientists James Fearon and David Laitin studied civil wars around the

world, and after door-to-door interviews found that "grievance — for

instance, oppression on the basis of ethnicity, religion, language, or

political belief — does not necessarily lead to open rebellion against the

government" (p. 38). Solving the problems of the initial oppression does

not mean conflict will cease. The reasons of association to a terrorist

cause are complex.

Terrorists use many methods to try to create support. One is to

start an action-reprisal-action cycle that aids the insurgency. A

spectacular act of terrorism, which makes the group seem more powerful

than they are, usually brings a huge response from the government that

legitimises the struggle and can be used as a recruiting tool.
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Stat±iis Kalyvas and Roger Petersen (cited in Lemann, 2001) show

that a majority of people usually choose sides after personally calculating

chances of survival rather than the nature of the grievance. As rational

actors basing choices on their needs, Kalyvas and Petersen, as well as

Fearon and Laitin, agree that severe poverty or the amelioration of it by a

local group can be a great incentive to choose a side. The religious

schools supported by extremists on the Pakistan-Afghanistan border feed

and house poor students. This has been referred to as a breeding ground

for terrorists. The intent of parents is to make certain their children are

sheltered and nourished. Local relationships, more often than not, are

extremely important. Whether invitational education can produce results

in areas referred to as zones of anarchy by Homer-Dixon may be a

dubious proposition. However, the need to foster better and trustworthier

relationships, especially at the level of the individual citizen, will be an

important part of the cure. There are many ways to develop the trust of

people in this situation. I am not implying that these people are not

affected by discriminatory policies by outside agencies that are not under

their immediate control.

This is an ingenious way to look at such a complex world problem.

Advancements in weaponry increase the power of terrorist entrepreneurs.

Along with the changes in human migration patterns that allow disparate

groups to meet in third party countries, the difficulties in detecting

underground movements is growing. It will take better ideas and
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communication to understand the conditions that cause international

fear and well-choreographed multidisciplinary action by nation-states

and global organisations to solve the problems of these conditions. What

are the values and knowledge that educational leaders must promote to

construct the core of ingenuity?

4.6 V is for Values and Knowledge

Novak (2002) writes that educational leaders must develop the

world of and for knowledge. Knowledge and values are described as

educational virtues. Virtues are defined as "steadfast pursuit of things

worthwhile in the face of temptation" (2002, p. 98). The parameters of

this world are set by John Dewey as he writes, "Learning is not wisdom;

information does not guarantee good judgment" (1933, p. 125).

Educational leaders must draw out this thoughtful distinction. Norah

Morgan (1994) writes:

for effective teaching and learning to occur, teachers

must structure their teaching to invite and sustain

that active participation by providing experiences

which "get them thinking and feeling," "get the

adrenalin flowing" and which generate in students a

need for expression. (Morgan 8& Saxton, 1994, p. 7)

Howard Gardner has the following ideas on how a teacher can

engage the student.
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4.6. 1 Multiple Entry Pointsfor Understanding

For the educator, Gardner (1999) prescribes three ways to use an

individual's learning style to enhance understanding of a topic. First,

because of the importamce of the introduction of a topic, the multiple

intelligences philosophy allows numerous points of entry for different

learning styles. These can be powerful attention-grabbers if the student

feels attracted by the means of introduction. As well, they can illustrate

different perspectives on topics. This attentiveness will enhance broad-

based understanding.

The second use of multiple intelligences is that they can provide

numerous apt analogies because, "models drawn from familiar territory

can also help students gain a first understanding of an unfamiliar

terrain" (1999, p. 187). Gardner also states that analogies can be limited

in the amount they can explain. He encourages discussing the

weaknesses of analogical simplification with students as an important

part of this teaching tool.

Gardner discusses the importance of multiple representations of

core ideas within his theory. Because "teaching will be considered

successful to the extent that these ideas have been grasped and can be

drawn on," Gardner re-emphasises the importance of core ideas (p. 187).

These core ideas are imperative because they allow people to create a set

of principles that will be considered a base for evaluating future

concepts. In other words, the core is a compass to guide people through
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new situations, academic aind social, which will provide proper life

bearing. ^i
'

Ethical or moral dilemmas are good ways to encourage core-of-the-

onion discussions. People inherently feel that discussions of core

questions speak to important issues. John Novak writes that the pursuit

of ethical fitness must be an artfully orchestrated dance, not within an

individual, and not just between teacher and learner, but also within an

educational community and all the relationships of that community.

4.6.2 Ethical Fitness ,. >

In the V of LIVES it is important to recognise that the judgment to

which Dewey (1933) refers is not so much about factual material; it is the

sensibility and thoughtfulness required to survive well and make good

decisions in our complex world. It speaks of Homer-Dixon's prudence,

and of Rushworth Kidder's (1995) discussion of ethical fitness in How

Good People Make Tough Choices. Likening the ability to make good and

moral decisions as a training process born of character-firming

experiences, Kidder writes, "Ethics is not blind impartiality, doling out

right and wrong according to some stone-cold canon of ancient and

immutable law. It's a warm and supremely human activity that cares for

others to want right to prevaiF (p. 59). Kidder continues that ethical

fitness is reflective dialogue, "part of our survival kit for the future where
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intuitions are prepared to lead to resolutions that make the world a

better place" (p. 76). v

Kidder illustrates research about the formation of values and the

nature of the types of dilemmas we often face. Concerned with the

choices we must make when presented with a right versus right question

(situations when there are potentially two positive outcomes), Kidder, in

different words, discusses the importance of the educational development

of a person's core. An individual's ability to react when right versus right

dilemmas are presented is an important thing to develop in education.

When we are ready to recognise and activate deeply held moral beliefs

that are central to our core understanding, then we are better prepared

to make the tough choices we might possibly face (p. 108).

4.6.3 Values of Truth, Beauty, and Morality

Strengthening the core for ethical fitness is reinforced by the three

standards of Gardner that I discussed earlier ~ truth, beauty, and

morality. Educators ought to encourage discussion of these three

fundamental concepts. Using these concepts as worldwide educational

themes, it may be possible to develop a personal and planet-wide system

that would lead to better sharing and transferring of knowledge. This

could develop the fundamentals of a shared planetary wisdom. The

themes of truth, beauty, and morality are inherent to every person and

culture. It could be said that providing educative experiences that allow
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students to discover important core ideas, which they can use to make

distinctions that make a difference, is the big picture goal of every school

day. Similarities and differences between peoples drawn out by using

truth, beauty, and morality provide for multiple entry points into topics.

These references can trigger the moral discussions that maike people

ethically fitter. Ethical fitness becomes the foundation for a global

mindset.

Being ethically fit will help identify the importance of the

spirituality of ingenuity. Using the spirit of living within the planet people

will reflect on the processes and problems of the ingenuity gap. The

following section will discuss five perceptual practices relevant to

perceiving our ecological conditions. Values and wisdom about the planet

will be created and inculcate people with a sense of the spirit of

ingenuity.

r .

"
'

,"1

4.6.4 Tools ofEcological Perception to Develop the Spirituality ofIngenuity

In "The Skill of Ecological Perception" in Ecopsychology (1995)

Laura Sewall writes:

Perception, consciousness, and behaviour are as

radically interdependent as the rest of our

biosphere. Thus, perceptual shifts alter

consciousness, consciousness alters behaviour, and

even unconscious leanings alter perception. Given
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our blatant need for ecologically conscious and

consistent behaviour, the development of skilful

ways of seeing offers a direct path consciousness

intervention and behavioural change, (p. 203)

Sewall describes five perceptual practices that aim to affect the

entirety of the sensory experience in order to meaningfully alter

behaviour. The five perceptual practices are, as follows: one, learning to

attend, or mindfulness within the visual domain; two, learning to perceive

relationships, context, and interfaces; three, developing perceptual

flexibility across spatial and temporal scales; four, learning to reperceive

depth; and five, the intentional use of imagination. Sewall writes that

these perceptual practices help us develop and enhance ecological

consciousness by "extending our narrow experience of self... that leads to

identification with the external world" (p. 204). This is imperative because

it will allow better communication between "in-here and out-there" (p.

203). We have become numb to the aesthetic and natural pleasures of the

earth, as well as the integral connection we have to it. Awareness of the

importance of understanding and cultivating this intimate connection to

the planet means we must educate so as to affect our sense of being

within the ecosphere, not that we are simply operating on the planet.

Developing this spirituality will fabricate the rich ties within the core of
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the onion, placing the planet in the conscious and unconscious forefront

of our minds. v

Learning to attend is the first step in developing ecological

perception. Sewall states that there are two types of attention,

endogenous and exogenous. Learning to be mindful of internal desires,

needs, and priorities is endogenous attention. It can be problematic if

people always select information "to be consistent with expectations and

familiarity, endogenous attention may reinforce habitual judgment,

dislike, and denial" (p. 205). Nurturing our understanding of our internal

desires can help prevent the habits of quick judgment. Sensibility about

what we are feeling and why, requires conscious participation and

recognition. Sewall illustrates prudence when she writes that "it takes a

moment" (p. 205) to see things clearly. Sewall is another thinker who is

exhorting people to consciously encourage and practise a slower and

more reflective pace of life for understanding.

Exogenous attention refers to the way people view new and

different things that arrive into our visual world. Although this is a

somewhat automatic skill, developing a purposeful awareness about

trying to comprehend and see is difficult. As most people see naturally,

without thinking and little difficulty, it can be an onerous task to be

mindful of the magnificence of the visual world. Sewall also describes the

brain research that suggests the brain can learn how to better see and
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that training can influence our visual perception. Describing Nobel Prize-

winning research by Hubel and Wiesel (1977), Sewall writes:

the visual system structure, or neural networks,

determine our perceptual tendencies. Thus, by

strengthening particular synapses, and

consequently particular neural pathways, our

attentional choices not only select and enhance

specific information, but also influence the ways we

categorize visual input. It is therefore important to

become conscious of where and how we direct our

attention. (1995, p. 205)

It is important to teach people where to place their attention, and

how they do so. Appendix B describes a simple exercise that illustrates

the importance of slowing down so to enhance visual skills. According to

Buddhist monk Thich Nhat Hanh, the cultivation of this wakeful

presence is the first step towards developing spiritual awareness (Sewall,

1995, p. 207). To improve problem solving, putting people in the position

of being able to be mindful of what they see is important. Mindfulness

can be encouraged and entrenched by strengthening the neural skills and

perceptuad brain capability with which people are bom. As illustrated in

chapter 2 of this thesis, if people do not use these neural pathways and

functions, then the brain naturally prunes the unused faculties.
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Step two in developing the wisdom and knowledge of an ecological

spirituality is to better perceive the relationships between things. As ours

is a consumptive and materialistic culture, "we readily perceive things

and are relatively insensitive to the relationships between them" (p. 207).

Observing nature is a good way to illustrate the differences from

perceiving objects to perceiving relationships or context (p. 208).

Examining water moving over land, a bee in a garden, or campers in a

forest allows us moments to watch interactions and inclusive

relationships rather than solely examining self-contained and quantified

things. Exploring and observing these forces is "the essence of creating a

mutually respectful relationship between ourselves and the non-human

world" (p. 209).

The third step to ecological spirituality is the development of

perceptual flexibility. Relinquishing expectations so as to allow a

freshness of vision is important to Sewall because it encourages listening.

This is essential to the spirituality of ingenuity; understanding that the

forces of the earth are of a scale unequal to those forces that affect

human life requires shifts of perspective. The flow between one belief and

another may be a slow journey. Spending tirne within nature will increase

recognition of slow changes to a landscape, tree, or drainage system so

"the perception of interrelatedness may become increasingly accessible,

and perhaps, unavoidable" (p. 211). This correlates with Gardner's (1999)
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idea that evolution is the topic best suited to discussing and teaching

truth. i"

Long-term changes within the planet are real. Perceptual flexibility

will also develop a capability to observe and respect the time scale of the

more-than-human world. Experience sensing the conditions of nature will

"provide the opportunity to predict the ways in which human-scaled time

interacts with the pace of the Earth's processes" (Sewall, 1995, p. 212).

There is undeniable relatedness between destruction of the environment

and fitting the environment into short and profit-oriented human time

scales. Developing a consistent foresight and strategy to examine changes

within nature allows for better consideration of the planet to enter into

decision making.

Step four in developing ecological perception, as described by

Sewall, is better recognising that we are within, held by, and always

touched by the earth and the air. It is imperative to encourage people to

feel that "we are within a biosphere as opposed to on a planet" (1995, p.

212). Sewall offers hiking into a canyon as a good educational tool to help

illustrate depth. Not only does it dramatically create a sense that we are

within a natural body, being in a canyon can affect the scale of perception

richly. Air and winds can change and our relationship to the sun will be

affected. Feeling embedded within the earth can produce "a notable,

sensual experience of being 'part of,' within something magnificent and

much vaster than ourselves" (p. 213).
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Intentionally using imagination is the fifth step in developing

ecological perception. It is important to incorporate more-than-human

imagery into education because "the images we cany, or the visions we

create, are significant determinants of subjective reality and choice, and

consequently, our world's future" (p. 214). Allowing children to use their

imagination is a way to combat the numbing effects of television and the

controlled and directed imagery that is such a part of our lives today.

Taking students out into nature and letting them create their own stories

may be the only antidote to the speed and pace of disempowering cultural

phenomena. Whether it is lying on pine needles brought into a classroom

or going down to the beach and walking barefoot in sand and waves,

leaders must encourage imagination-building opportunities that enhance

the ability to see the more-than-human world. Peeking into natural

moments will help develop the core of the onion. Nature relaxes the

intensity of the world. Lessons learned from it encourage the sense that

we share something wondrous. Encouraging the use of imagination

throughout life has also been identified as an important trait of

leadership.

Looking at our more-than-human world also provides good

references for Gardner's truth, beauty, and morality. We can see truth

within nature by looking at what is happening around us. Natural beauty

can be breathtaking and readily inspires people to express their own

feelings and motivation. Morality is evident in nature; we see that human
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actions affect our ability to thrive within our home. Human activity also

affects other species and the biosphere's ability to survive. A sense of

spiritual connection will be developed if the worth of natural relationships

is expressed and more visible within education. Because these are

common themes for all people and they affect all ecosystems, educating

for ecological perception could go a long way to creating an

understanding about the interdependent relationships of the

interconnected global society. This understanding is necessary in order to

problem solve.

Sewall (1995) has described important educational steps in order to

develop the spirituality for ingenuity. This sense of spirituality will

enhance the ability to factor in the long term when solving problems.

Almost all of the problem-solving and decision-making techniques used at

work today facilitate the economic paradigm and underlying unconscious

cultural psyche of society. Creating the educational momentum that will

allow society to develop a spiritual philosophy and sensibility that will

enhance the development of the core of the onion is the most important

aspect in closing the ingenuity gap.

Social will cannot emerge from a vacuum. It may be impossible to

create the wisdom and values of spirituality in our self-reverential world.

The ingenuity paradigm is trying to countenance the selfish predilections

of humanity. Without attention to the needs of the core and the wisdom

associated with the discovery of a sense of spirituality, it will be near
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impossible to encourage the passion to not only protect our home, but

also ourselves. Taking the steps to generate the social will to include the

consequences of the destruction of our home into problem solving will

become even more difficult. The ingenuity gap will continue to grow.

4.7 E is for Educational Institutions

Novak describes the five Ps, people, places, policies, programmes,

and processes, as the foundations of the school ecosystem (2002, p.

132). The five Ps are intrinsic to all organisations and they are the way

decision-making institutions will close the ingenuity gap. Some of the

quotations of the following section specifically reference educational

institutions. I use them in the spirit that they would contribute and

benefit all institutions that are trying to enhance their ability to improve

their factors of problem solving ~ matter, work, and ideas. Leaders in all

institutions note the strength of the five Ps in order to develop a

consistent strategy dealing with growing complexity and the pace of

burgeoning problems. The 5Ps allow individuals to work in concert to

solve problems. Problems can be personal, organisational, community or

worldwide. The 5Ps are a framework for organising cohesive social will; a

direction for individuals and organisations to follow.
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4. 7. 1 People

Because "inviting educational leadership depends on people

creating, sustaining, and enjoying positive interpersonal relationships,"

developing a strong sense of collegiality is important (Novak, 2002, p.

132). People in organisations must "sense that one's colleagues are doing

the right thing in the right way for the right reason (aind if not, it can be

talked about), and this is what enables an educative community to

sustain itself and flourish" (p. 133).

This sensibility evolves from Dewey's attitudes of open-

mindedness, whole-heartedness, and responsibility. Focussed on

developing the same appetite about solving the problems of the

organisation, people would begin to derive a shared idea that their goals

are the same and the direction on how to get there is together along the

same path. Just as the interconnectedness of the neural pathways allows

brains, and correspondingly bodies, to function, people and their

interdependent relationships are the pathways, the brain, of an

organisation.

The six Cs that helped facilitate communication were illustrated in

the I section. Good communication practices allow people to develop the

ideas that make up the rest of the Ps. Successful experiences in decision

making create a strong culture of problem solving; this is important to

close the ingenuity gap.
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4.7.2 Places

Places ought not be considered merely the buildings of education,

our homes, or workplaces; we should think of our place as the planet.

Because our senses receive constant and tangible feedback about the

reality of our environment, "these senses can be dulled or put off by the

institutional tone of a school or the lack of upkeep" (Novak, 2002, p.

133). To close the gap individuals and organisations must encourage the

understanding that they share this planet. Efforts to protect the planet

are powerful messages, as are messages of neglect.

4.7.3 Policies

The policies and rules that govern the workings of an organisation

"tell you about the rulers" (Novak, 2002, p. 134). Because development of

a social will is so important to closing the ingenuity gap, Novak writes

that many "should be involved in formulating, implementing, and

evaluating the mission statement and the written and unwritten

directives and codes used to regulate the ongoing functions of individuals

and organisations" (p. 134). Encouraging the development of these

principles will encourage a sense of fairness that will pervade decision

making.
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4. 7.4 Programmes

Just as it is so important in the school to analyse the "intention

and consequences of the formal and informal strategies that are

established to meet the wide spectrum of needs of students" (Novak,

2002, p. 134), it is imperative for all organisations to understand that

their programmes affect many. As with fairness discussed in the policy

section above, Gardner's (1999) principles of truth, beauty, and goodness

augment decision making. By basing decisions on these three guiding

principles a strong sense of ethical fitness will energise the organisation.

4.7.5 Process

Because it is important to pay attention "not only to what gets

done (intended and unintended), but how it gets done, inviting

educational leaders see how the process is really the product in the

making" (Novak, 2002, p. 134). This is the prudence that Homer-Dixon

(2000) implores us to use in our decision making. Wisdom obtained

through experience will "live on in the habits and memories of those who

participated in the process and those who were affected by the product"

(Novak, 2002, p. 135). Leadership is based on sharing the goals of the

process and making the results of the changes beneficial.
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4. 7. 6 Communication

In the people section of the five Ps I discussed the importance of

communication. In our conversation of March 28, 2002, Homer-Dixon

noted that the lack of large-scale forums to discuss the core issues that

affect us is troubling, and contributing to the gap. The system has

become "gummed up" (personal communication, March 28, 2002), and to

avoid this continuing paralysis, values must be continuously discussed.

Stakeholders, those who have vested interests in a particular area or

factor of economic production, often move in to deny the flow-through of

a worthy change. Homer-Dixon presents the system as a straight-line

continuum: brains to science to markets to politics. Those who chose to

gum up the system tend to reside on the overlap of those who care and

those who are motivated. These "fanatical carers" can hijack the agenda

with their special interests. To ungum the system, issues about core

values must be placed in context within a large public forum. This

forum, I proposed earlier, could be Slow Food. Developing a system

where core values and social will for produce wise policy is a cornerstone

of ingenuity theory.

4. 7. 7 Bettering Institutional Communication

Enhancing communication is to be able to solve problems better.

In The Tipping Point, Malcolm Gladwell (2000) discusses the idea of

transactive memory (p. 187). A simple definition of transactive memory, a
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term coined by Daniel Wegner, is that a great deal of important

knowledge is not stored inside one person's brain. Whether couples or

corporations, all structures "create an implicit joint memory system,

which is based on an understanding about who is suited to remember

what kinds of things" (p. 188). In families or firms, certain people are

better able to, and thus enlisted, to store specific information. Individual

expertise leads to a continued development of that specific niche.

Efficiency is inevitable "when each person has group-acknowledged

responsibility for specific tasks and facts...each domain is handled by the

fewest capable of doing so, and responsibility for that domain is

continuous over time rather than intermittently assigned by

circumstance" (p. 190).

Gladwell uses the example of Gore Associates to illustrate how this

works in an organisation. Gore is famous for manufacturing Gore-Tex

water-resistant fabric applications, and produces numerous other high

tech developments. Gore's policy of limiting employees in one building,

office, or factory to 150, is an excellent example of creating an

environment for transactive memory to flourish. Allowing transactive

memory to flourish is responsible for the innovation, excitement, and

satisfaction of Gore employees and of their product ability according to

Gladwell. Ingenuity is created because of company size.

Because we do not want to limit the size of any community to 150

people, this thesis will now venture into stage five of LIVES.
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4.8 S is for Society and Eklucation

"Educated imagination means using the constructive power of

imagination to build creative structures based on what we know to get

closer to the earth rather than the stars,** (p. 66) wrote Northrop Fiye in

1963. John Novak (2002) writes about getting down to this level as

leading the school outside. This "is about facing the larger issues that

inform both school and society in terms of savouring, understanding,

and bettering the educational quality of life for all" (p. 146).

This is an appropriate section to combine the wisdom of Dewey,

Homer-Dixon, Gardner, and Novak. All four leaders, in their own way,

have contributed to the debate about making better contributions to

society. Dewey was a seminal figure who wrote for decades about the

need for better education. In Experience and Ekiucation, Dewey (1938)

wrote extensively on the "organic connection between education and

personal experience" (p. 25), describing the quality of the experience as

being integral to good education.

This emphasis on the need to experience empirical and tangible

happenings ties well with Homer-Dixon's reliance on realism to explain

ingenuity theory. Data are collected and awareness about cognitive

limitations, complexity, and experiences gently mould the prudence

required to allow people to slow down.

Slowing down so as to uncover grand topics in a rich and deep

manner is the modem tack Howard Gardner brings to this discussion.
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His contemporary work enhances the legacy of Dewey, and provides the

disciplined methods and tools to dig deep so to bury the ingenuity gap.

The leadership espoused by Novak ties these theorists together.

Extensive work on the need for ethical personal leadership at all levels is

the impetus for developing strong personal cores. With this asset, people

could create the forums and instigate the movements necessary to

generate positive social will.

The combination and balance of these four provides leadership

necessary to continue the societal dialogue and community interaction.

Ingenuity creates more than just better ideas. It is not a tinkering with

the status quo. Forums at the local and global level would ask the big

questions necessary, enabling citizens to really dig into the problems.

These four leaders have provided the method to close the gap. A

standard cliche exists: "Think globally, act locally." Although this is an

appropriate saying, "Thinking locally and acting globallj^ better reflects

the state of the world today, and how we must attack problems of

ingenuity. If something is adversely affecting family, our community, or

us, we must create the mechanisms necessary to solve the problem.

These mechanisms can be shared worldwide. If there are good things and

policies in the world, we must create the forums where people can access

the proper information, tools, and expertise. Small-scale local ingenuity

can be applied on a global scale. This will spread good solutions

worldwide, and close the ingenuity gap.
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4.8. 1 Making the Personal Educational Connection with the Planetary

Important to remember is that globalisation, the ability to act over

the whole planet, allows people the lenses to see their

interconnectedness and interdependence with others on the planet. It is

not solely an economic phenomenon that is a negative influence that

widens the ingenuity gap.

Thomas Homer-Dixon (2000) writes, "That we must call on our

uniquely human capacity to integrate emotion and reason: to mobilize

our moral sensibilities, create within ourselves a sense of the ineffable,

and achieve a measured awareness of our place in the universe'' (p. 399).

Better definition of problems, solutions, and good ideas is the heart of

Homer-Dixon's ingenuity theory. It is not simple academic zeal to

establish a predominant theory of policymaking. It is not an effort to

tinker with the status quo, whether markets, sustainability, public

education, or security. Using ingenuity theory and the idea that the gap

must be closed is about defining an individual's sense of place on the

planet, and the relationships she or he must endeavour to understand

and sustain. Responsibility evolves from understanding; leadership

emerges from a sense of responsibility.
^

Creating better forums, international and local, requires

commitment. An example of a possible Canadian commitment for global

and democratic problem solving has been proposed by Lloyd Axworthy,

former Minister of External Affairs of Canada. To give citizens a voice,
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Axworthy, presently head of the Liu Centre for the Study of Global Issues

at the University of British Columbia, suggests creating an elected

Senate. Parties would propose a slate of candidates who combine

expertise in their field, along with a willingness to engage in multilateral

and transparent public debate for election. People would be elected for

12-year terms to the institution, renamed the House of the Global

Community. Elected officials would debate issues of planetary

importance and also be Canada's permanent representatives to global

agencies that define and plot the course of globalisation. This would

engender long-term focus on important topics. Axworthy states that he

was never satisfied with his ability to include the ideas of all stakeholders

when it came to crafting decisions or solving problems (Goar, 2002, p.

A30). This idea for the House of the Global Community includes many

aspects of problem solving defined in ingenuity theory, such as an

awareness of complexity and the need for stakeholders to use expert

experiences and prudence in a global environment to solve problems.

The expert experiences and ideas are the first step of Homer-

Dixon's (2000) problem-solving paradigm. As leaders in their field, the

problem solvers would have demonstrated disciplinary expertise.

Thinking and judgment will have been demonstrated throughout their

careers. Steps two and three, matter and energy, are still required.

Matter is the tools that are used to solve problems. Axworthy argues that

the already-established Senate and Canadian electoral process are tools,
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as well as the mechanisms for implementing policy. The energy of

r

decision makers is now required to create the House of the Global

Community. Elected officials would need to have the attitude and energy

to make a 12-year commitment. There will be public accountability

through the electoral process, yet much of the adversarial gumming up

will be eliminated because of the 12-year term and the lack of a

requirement to fulfill specific mandates of a riding or the need to sell

party memberships. The 12-year term would also allow elected members

the opportunity to examine complex problems with a long-term vision,

and the time to create the cognitive and physical experiences that would

allow for better perspectives and awareness about the problems. It would

be an organisation connected to society, one where the processes of

communication would have to be open because of the global mandate

and domestic accountability.

The knowledge and values of these elected officials would help

solve the problems in their fields of expertise and give the problems a

platform for discussion. This would help define and articulate social will.

Responsibility to the Canadian people will create an enhanced sense of

purpose to act in domestic and global concert. Individual skills and

leadership would be the cornerstones of being nominated to a slate of

candidates. After election, the sense of responsibility to all of Canada

enhances the authority of the forum to represent Canada in global
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organisations. Reciprocally, the elected officials would also bring the

concerns and reality of the worid to a Canadian level. **

Implementing this forum will not be an easy task, of course. It is

an idea that uses our existing supply of ingenuity — institutions, experts

and their skills, global forums ~ and proposes solutions where ingenuity

is required. The decision making would be more accountable and

multilateral, bringing knowledgeable people into problem-solving forums

while co-ordinating Canadian and global policy.

The LIVES model is a good structure to examine the different

educational relationships that affect ingenuity, and ways to close the

ingenuity gap. Communication and educating so as to better understand

complexity are central to each relationship. The processes described in

this chapter are necessary but not sufficient to educate for ingenuity.

Hopefully these processes develop the opportunities and experiences that

facilitate the development of better awareness of the ideas, tools, and

energy we can harness to solve problems. The educational processes and

relationships of the LIVES model encourage the development of prudence

that is intrinsic to the creation of wisdom and sense of spirituality

necessary to close the ingenuity gap.

4.9 Risk and Reward in Trying to Move Society

Don Ursino, retired Professor Emeritus at Brock University, in a

lecture on January 30, 2001, said, "Telling isn't teaching, listening isn't
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learning." To gain tJie attention of somebody requires risk, desire, and
i

time; the time of your energy and the time required for your good efforts

to be absorbed. Leaders must take cognitive, societal, educational, and

organisational risks in order to close the ingenuity gap. Stepping outside

the bounds of the conventions of entrenched thought and ease of our

society is something that I have advocated with nearly each point of this

thesis. So has Homer-Dixon (2000), and as well, John Novak (2002) with

his LIVES theory. Gardner and Dewey are respected not only for their

excellence and rigour, but also their breakthroughs. There is greater risk

if we do not try to energise the social dialogue.

In this thesis I have proposed that educating for individual

ingenuity, and then finding a way to wield it, is integral to creating

organisations that will provide the pragmatic solutions to the problems of

new conditions. Homer-Dixon has discussed the need for improved

organisations and Novak has described some processes that individuals

and organisations can use to make decision making more effective by

making organisational relationships function more smoothly.

Educating individuals who have leadership and thinking talents

along with the ability to work well in organisations is a fine balance. I

have noted the discrepancy between Gardner's (1999) call for disciplinary

expertise and Homer-Dixon's admonishment that specific expertise can

eliminate the ability of people to make the emotional and experiential

links necessary for broad-based problem solving. Malcolm Gladwell, who
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underscored t±ie importance of transactive memory, has also written

about the myth of individual talent. In many ways, Gladwell (2002)

echoes Homer-Dixon's ideas that the new youthful managers of today are

not experienced enough to understand the potential mistakes of their

actions and the way they operate.

Gladwell writes in The New Yorker (July 22, 2002) that the failed

corporation Enron and McKinsey, the consulting firm that controlled the

hiring at Enron and encouraged such a corporate culture, were not able

to measure for the human traits necessary for successful survival. The

growth in the problems was also exponential. As soon as one lie was told,

an even bigger one had to be created. The lack of understanding about

the business and organisational structure illustrates a self-imposed

complexity about the corporation itself. Homer-Dixon (2000) identified

complexity and nonlinearity as inherent parts of the growing gap. He also

suggested that measuring for ingenuity is an important goal of his work.

Enron failed, not in spite of its talent, but because of it (Gladwell,

2002, p. 29). After offering inexperienced graduates of prestigious schools

inordinate sums of money, "more than they think they are worth" (p. 29),

the top corporation-wide managers at Enron encouraged an open market

system for its employees. It was imperative to destroy the idea that a

fixed organisation could be successful so "anyone could apply for any job

that he or she wanted, and no manager was allowed to hold anyone

back" (p. 33). This often created numerous vacancies, as certain
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departments would be raided when managers, who were free to do as

they pleased, searched out employees for their new projects. Even the

consultants from McKinsey did not seem worried that "the self-fulfillment

of Enron's star employees might possibly be in conflict with the best

interests of the firm as a whole" (p. 33).

This quotation is prophetic. This applies to any unit. Just as a

well-functioning organisation needs a cohesive operating philosophy to

create the momentum to achieve its goals, society must organise better

to identify its problems. Whether in a family, school, corporation, or

society, selfish interests can cause disruption and unhealthy upheaval. A

great social energy is required to close the ingenuity gap. Fundamental to

that energy is a sense that we must operate better together; we must

create the worldwide social will to act to solve problems. To educate for

ingenuity is much more than teaching and creating experiences that

encourage individuals to think outside the box. We must also be aware

that the box itself needs repairs. It will be risky, but necessary, for

leaders to try and shape the momentum to overcome the problems of

discovering solutions while paying attention to possibly unforeseen

results.

By combining the works and operating philosophies of Dewey and

Gardner into Novak's system of educational relationships, perhaps our

society can begin to answer the questions posed by Homer-Dixon (2000)
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in The Ingenuity Gap. The questions are large and there are many of

tiiem, yet, at our disposal we have the tools to create better institutions.

To encourage development of the institutions of our planet,

leadership is imperative. Chapter 5 explores the International

Baccalaureate (IB). As a programme that started outside the boundaries

of convention but is now entrenched worldwide, leaders have defined the

IB and the International Baccalaureate Organisation has helped reshape

education. Before discussing the IB, it is important to quote Novak on

the aims of educational leadership. Certainly, this quotation could

symbolise the cry of many people who have advocated for change, but

were rebuffed. Later, their ideas were proven to be true. Novak writes,

"Remember this book is about ideals that can be made manageable. The

key test for educational leaders is to take these ideas and show how they

can be sources of sustained imaginative acts of hope" (2002, p. 154).

The International Baccalaureate is one such hope.





CHAPTER FIVE: INGENUITY AND THE INTERNATIONAL

BACCALAUREATE iT

5.1 Chapter 5 Statement

In Chapter 5 I examine the history of the International

Baccalaureate (IB) and possible connections to educating for ingenuity.

After a brief introduction to the history and structure of the IB and the

IBO (International Baccalaureate Organisation), some of the processes

involved with the implementation of the IB at E. L. Crossley Secondary

School in Fonthill, Ontario will be described in this chapter.

5.2 Why the International Baccalaureate is Important

The IB is an important educational programme to examine for

several reasons. First, many IB students are expected to become global

leaders. They are being primed to be aware, capable, and vigilant to

understand concepts and hopefully resolve problems. Second, many IB

students receive special status upon entering university, such as

advanced standing or additional credits. This allows them to access the

top organisations and institutional facilities available in the world. It is

expected that students' IB experiences have provided insight, educational

ability, and the awareness to thrive in the world.
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5.3 History of the International Baccalaureate
I

The IB has been an officially credited high school graduation

programme since 1967. Universities around the world have come to

recognise the IB as an international benchmark of a well-rounded high

school education. The International Baccalaureate Organisation (IBO)

has undertaken great efforts to make the equivalent-to-the-last-2-years-

of-high-school course of study representative of many countries' ,

education standards. Presently, this special programme is offerred in

nearly 1,000 schools (public and private), in more than 100 countries.

Worldwide standards and educative ideals are created and co-ordinated

within the IBO by an international panel of educators.

The IBO is based in Geneva. Diplomatic and business people, after

the Second World War, developed and implemented this idea of a

standardised worldwide high school graduation programme and diploma.

The idea was to provide the children of a global and increasingly mobile

labour force a consistent education when they were forced to move

around the world and attend numerous and different schools. Children

needed some form of credentials to enter university, so parents sought to

create an educational process that would travel to different countries and

be accepted as a sufficient standard of excellence.

The process was organised and refined by co-ordinating educators.

In 1967 the IBO was created and worldwide standards instituted.

Schools offering the IB have proliferated with the trends of globalisation.
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As corporations and international organisations continue to take

employees further afield, the number of IB-granting schools has

continued to grow. Although this thesis discusses only the high school

IB, there is now an IBO-affiliated programme for Grades 7 and 8. The

recognised quality of an IB education has fuelled the extension to

younger grades. Importantiy, the high school IB diploma is now

recognised for developing students who tend to succeed in university.

Some universities grant immediate second year standing to IB graduates.

Brock University will grant up to three first-year credits.

5.4 Structure of the International Baccalaureate

The IB curriculum consists of six classroom subjects and three

other project-type courses. Students must take 240 hours of classroom

instruction in three of the subjects. It is mandatory for the student to

choose from the six subject areas. In the other three subjects, students

must complete 150 hours of classroom work. Students do have options

within each subject area, except for the language course of their mother

tongue. The three project-type courses are facilitated by teachers and

worked on outside the classroom.

The first two subjects of the curriculum are language courses.

Language One is a course based on the mother tongue of the student.

Subject material includes literature and language. Language One is set

up by the IBO in order to acconmiodate any student in any language. A
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list of texts is selected by the IBO panel so as to represent an

international range of knowledge. Local teachers are allowed to choose

any 15 of these texts (11 texts for the 150-hour course), and use them

over the duration of the academic period.

The second course is Language Two. It is study of a non-mother

tongue language. Language Two is often a widely used global language

that is not the mother tongue of the student. The ability to communicate

well has been integral to the discussion of ingenuity throughout the

thesis. It is paramount in Novak's (2002) LIVES model for the leader to

be able to use and develop communication channels through all five

levels in the model. Ability to communicate in numerous languages can

be a key to understanding and developing awareness.

Social science and the humanities form the third of the six subject

areas. The goal of this course, which is the student's choice from several

offerred classes, is to examine a subject from numerous conceptual

angles and compare topics cross-culturally. This subject aids in the

development of a global perspective. An international reading list of a

wide range of authors on the student's subject of choice (history,

sociology, and geography, among others) provides different views when

compared with perspectives from the student's own culture. Creation of

an international vision, which can evolve from reading different historical

and sociological perspectives on events, is similar to Gardner's stance on

the need for education to facilitate many deep looks at topics through
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numerous eyes. The historical recorder is to be the objective eye of

perspective. Reading impressions from different perspectives is critical to

the IB programme.

A class in an experimental science is also a required subject area

within the IB, as is mathematics. These are subjects four and five. The

teaching of science and math is not restricted to specific technical aireas,

but encompasses a wide variety of topics and thinking angles about both

disciplines. This neatly fits Gardner's (1999) educative ideal of truth

evolving from an understanding about definitive scientific evidence and

measurement. Science and math teachers are encouraged to examine

and delve into problems from students' environments. Local discoveries

can then be compared with worldwide scientific and mathematical data.

The sixth and final subject can be art, computer science, classics,

drama, design and technology, or any other course from the above five

sections. In these subjects discussions about beauty can take on a

fundamental role. Examining questions about beauty, the meaning of

life, and how to express those notions and feelings help facilitate the

development of the student's core. It is here a student can begin to seek

answers by first understanding topics intrinsic to the passions of her or

his life.

Three other project-type courses are vital to the educational

success of the IB and for students' growth. A 2-year interdisciplinary

course on the Theory of Knowledge (TOK) is to be a reflective time out
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during the rigours of the programme. Students are encouraged to use

this course as an opportunity to explore other disciplines, transcend

different subject areas, and unify some of their thoughts. Encouraged to

explore philosophy, international ideas, and diverse perspectives,

students can use the concepts learned in the TOK course and apply

them to all facets of their educational and personal life. The TOK course

provides students with tangible faculties for critical thinking, as well as

an appropriate introduction into some factual philosophical tenets and

knowledge. Not only does the course provide some historical

philosophical background, students are also encouraged to probe

modem political and social dilemmas. Writing and speaking about their

personal experiences and emotions they feel about these dilemmas is an

integral part of the TOK course. This course, in any culture or language,

gives students new insights for personal and educational growth and

wisdom. The TOK course is the main core-of-the-onion aspect of the IB.

Discussions about Gardner's important principles of truth, beauty, and

morality combine with the experience building inherent to Deweyan ideas

about thinking. As big issues are discussed and students are encouraged

to develop their judgment, the IB creates an opportunity for youth to

begin to develop an ethical fitness about how they and their groups

ought to operate in our world. It is a course about getting to the core of

the onion; this is integral to better problem solving to close the gap.
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Independent research, called tJie Extended Essay, is the second

special project. Students are encouraged to select a subject they are

interested in and further their scholarship with a 4,000-word paper. This

is a project where the students can develop an appreciation for digging

more rigorously into a topic. This echoes Gardner's (1999) sentiments

about disciplinary expertise. The more in-depth thinking people can do

about a topic, the better it is for them to further their awgireness on the

subject. Diligent effort is required to produce the Extended Essay.

The final component of the three project-type areas is the CAS

activity course. CAS, an acronym for creativity, action, and service,

usually consists of one major outside-of-school experience/project,

selected within certain parameters. It can be volunteer, education, or

sports related; importantly, it is to be an activity-oriented, hands-on

project wherein the student and other participants can be enriched

outside the classroom. The requirements of the IB CAS project are much

more rigorous and detailed than the recently legislated Ontario

standards. Benefits to the student and the involvement of the whole

community are usual outcomes of this educational challenge.

5.5 Who are the Students?

Even though a motto for such a rigorous high school education

could be: "a mind well formed...not a mind well-stuffed" (Tookey, 1999, p.

53), I recognise that the IB diploma is not a programme for all
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adolescents. However, it is not solely for gifted students. The IB

programme is crafted to allow highly motivated students, who like

learning and school, a chance to flourish under extra challenges

designed to stimulate all facets of their educational experience.

That the IB is not open to all students is unfortunate. Because the

programme is quite rigorous there are academic standards required for

participation. E. L. Crossley Principal Randy Daly said that he wished he

had stressed the option for all students to take an IB course without

becoming full participants in the programme (personal communication,

February 22, 2001). The IB could be a vehicle to create a common

planetary perspective. However, more people must have the opportunity

to participate in such an educational programme. This is an important

tool to close the ingenuity gap because leaders need people to try to

understand the problems facing them and the effort needed to find

solutions. It is simply easier to be aware of a paycheque from a

corporation than try to create a better global management system for an

institution. Perhaps the difficulty of trying to cajole ingenious ideas into

the realm of the general populous and provincial education policy is a

product of the complexity of the world. Maybe the IB, by making it such

a special and demanding programme, actually contributes to this sense

of a lack of control for so many. Even participating IB students must feel

daunted by the amount and complexity of ideas they must process and

try to understand in this education.
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5.6 Is the International Baccalaureate Working?

I
Postman and Weingartner (1973) write that a school must

"realistically assess what the students will need to know in the future,"

and "balance the future economic needs of its students with their

emotional needs as fully functioning adults" (p. 4). This is critical for the

school to succeed as an institution.

Are school leaders sufficiently trained for administering and

teaching the IB? IBO has implemented worldwide teacher training. This

training emphasises the necessity of teaching and promoting, in class

discussions and study, an international perspective. There are rotating

teacher workshops held during the school year and a permanent training

centre in New Mexico where educators can go during the summer for

longer training sessions. Learning and sharing with fellow IB educators

from around the globe instills IBO perspectives and goals in the teachers

so they can better impart them to students. This is an important point to

recognise: The adjustments the IBO has continually made are responses

to worldwide influences. Responding to new ideas offerred by

international educators, renewing the commitment to an international

vision, and reaffirming the global perspective that must be brought to

every classroom are the fundamentals of the IB educator training

sessions. New curriculum and teaching aids are produced annually;

these adlow teachers to reinvigorate their own lesson plans with more

current and relevant topics. This is important to develop international
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awareness throughout the staff, which instills common community and

global underpinnings for ingenuity. W

5.7 What the IBO Said Ahout a Local School

It is interesting to note that E. L. Crossley Secondary School,

located in Fonthill, Ontario, was commended for excellence and

implementation of the IB after the final IBO check. However, one of the

few IBO concerns raised was that the school population, and community

itself, was too white and Anglo-Saxon. Principal Daly mentioned that the

IBO recommended that the student make-up be more international and

diverse (personal communication, February 22, 2001). It is an honest

and true observation by the IBO about this area. Asked how the school

and students were dealing with this, Principal Randy Daly and Mr.

Stewart Simpson (teacher of drama and the TOK course) both discussed

the international connections created on the Internet (personal

communication, December 15, 2001). Students participate in IB

chatrooms and an exchange programme with France has also been

initiated. Many Crossley students have also participated in overseas

exchanges with Japan. A good international atmosphere of opportunity

has been engendered in the school. Not only are they getting a chance to

express themselves internationally, students are gaining an engaged

international perspective to their awareness. It is as though their

connected classroom is the planet.
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5.8 Positive Aspects of the Programme

Hayden and Wong (1997) noted it is this sharing with students of

other cultures, working, learning, and living day-to-day, which really

underscores the value of international education in a global perspective.

Creation of a mini-planet, where the students are engaged and

challenged, would enhance their confidence to feel they will also be

empowered adult actors capable of meaningful planetary participation.

The International Baccalaureate does an excellent job of setting the table

of a world perspective and instilling awareness about the complexity and

diversity of the planet. Rigorous academic study produces the beginnings

of the disciplinary expertise that Gardner (1999) believes is an essential

facet of good education. The TOK course balances the possibility of a too-

narrow disciplinary zeal with large emphasis on prudence and the

comprehension that other understandings are imperative to problem

solving. Experience is fostered through the CAS course and students see

what their efforts can do within a community.

As an educational experience, the IB has a flavour of

internationalism and rigour that today's standard education in Ontario

cannot match. There are international students' meetings during the

summer. In August of 2002, IB students from 20 countries met at Upper

Canada College in Toronto. The IB students discussed ways of bettering

communication between their different schools. Improving

communication was important to the students in order to share
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information about the reality of their lives. There is a keen enthusiasm so

as to be able to understand the complexity of the issues facing them and

their societies. Along with this increased awareness, the students are

hoping to develop a sense of their similarities so they can foment an

international social will that will allow and encourage them to act

together on issues and problems that affect them as students, and as

global citizens.

If students, and people in general, continue to act upon

stereotypes, regardless of new information presented, are we doomed to

emotionally trundle through arguments viscerally attached to

convictions? Or is there hope, as Csikszentmihalyi writes in Flow (1990),

that each succeeding generation is able to produce its own and evolved

consciousness? The IB does not eliminate or answer all inherent

problems and questions, but a capacity to create a new sense of

globalism is fostered. A spirit of their internationally interconnected

world allows them the first step of awareness of their potential on the

planet, and the planet's potential too.

In 1925, G.K. Chesterton, in Everlasting Man wrote, "A dead thing

can go with the stream, but only a living thing can go against it"

(www.chesterton.org). I still need to do much work to understand if the

IB is flowing with or against the current. Whether or not the IB is

softening the impact of globalisation is debatable. The process to

establish the programme and the initial and ongoing communication
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necessary to make it thrive is a foundation of the mutual respect and co-

operation imperative to create a more engaged world. Definitively, the "

students are exposed to the knowledge and values and the traits

associated with creating disciplinary expertise. Staff members are

required to facilitate meaningful instruction and participation. Teaching

the IB is a great chance for teachers to feel they are really getting

through because of their chance to work with academically motivated

youth. The advantage of dealing with students and parents who are

aware and keen to absorb a challenging and a potentially mind-and-

opportunity opening experience is evident. Parents are not resistant to

changes in policy and curriculum. Students are eager to participate.

For educational leaders, this is empowering and satisfying. This,

perhaps, is the greatest characteristic of the IB programme. People

involved tend to want to learn, do well, and better themselves. After

experiencing many international perspectives, students are apt to feel the

whole earth is the stage for life, precisely because they are more engaged

and aware due to their participation in the IB.

Within the 33 years of the existence of the IB programme, there

seems to be a greater consciousness and growing awareness that people

must protect the planet and understand our cosmological connections.

The recent 500 years are but a microdot of earth and universe time. We

have started to take the first steps towards incorporating an

international logical-rational perspective of the world. If the IB experience
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can strive to include more sensorial, nature-oriented perspectives of our

planet, then people will be even better capable to think of the planet as

our only home. This evolved consciousness can be the legacy of today's

IB students. People will be able to act, work, and live within the finite

and modem confines of our mutual co-existence.

A sense of the spirit of globalism and international citizenship

allows participating youth the first step toward awareness of their

potential on the planet, and the planet's potential too. After this stage of

awareness, gap-reducing ideas can be contemplated, and people

invigorated who are then able to create ameliorating structures,

products, and organisations.





CHAPTER SIX: PERHAPS, THIS SCHOOL?

6. 1 Chapter 6 Statement

Chapter 6 proposes a model for a school based on tJie discussions

in this thesis and personal experience, but not limited to both. To

illustrate the characteristics important to the educational philosophy of

the school, I introduce the "four humble eyes." Intelligence, intuition,

inventiveness, and inspiration are the four factors that will define the

core-developing education of my model school. All four, it will be argued,

should be developed and refined throughout our lives, all practised with

a great dose of humility. It will be a constantly challenging journey to

manage the enthusiastic innocence and prudence associated with

humility.

After describing the four humble eyes, I discuss the spirit in which

the topics of the school will be uncovered. Through anticipation

(introductory enthusiasm), participation (physical experience), and

recollection (development of expert recall), the school will thrive.

The spirit of the school will centre on Hugh Brody's (2000) sense of

collective individualism. Through experience and opportunity, individuals

are considered to be responsible for their actions. Personal experiences

are used to enrich the group. Hopefully the experiences at the school are

harnessed to make the students more ingenious in any organisation or

endeavour in which they participate and are required to make decisions
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and solve problems. This collegia! attitude of personal responsibility is

imperative to the success of this educational model. «

An examination of the school's proposed daily activities,

educational instruction, extra-curricular opportunities, living

arrangements, and community endeavours, follows discussion of the four

humble eyes. This chapter concludes with a section on the educative

ideal that I hope this school warmly and richly embraces, as well as

projects for students and the community.

6.2 Four Humble Eyes

I have fashioned a personal selection of characteristics, based on

research and personal experience, which I feel are integral to educating

for ingenuity. These are the characteristics I want to encourage, foster,

and strengthen in my model school. I call them the four humble eyes of

ingenuity. The word eye is used instead of the letter "I" because I want to

reinforce the notion that people can use ingenuity to see. Intelligence,

intuition, inventiveness, and inspiration are four skills and tools that can

be used to close the ingenuity gap. It is important that people see

complexity of the ingenuity gap and the four eyes help to do that. The

four eyes are also instrumental for identifying ways people can solve

problems in order to close the ingenuity gap. Humility is about

individuals recognising a need to slow down and put the brakes on living

to consume the world. Humility is also the sense of the spirituality of
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ingenuity. People must understand that they are within the world.

Humility also stresses that people or organisations cannot solve

problems singularly, a worldwide sense of problem solving must be

developed. Humility helps eliminate the tendency for hubristic actions.

Being humble helps slow the growth of the ingenuity gap and bring

perspective to crises of our personal, professional, and philanthropic

cores that arise within our lives.

Eye one is intelligence. Leaders ought to strive to impart some

important facts and have students discover many others for themselves.

The acquisition of these facts will strengthen the core of the learner. This

is the intelligence of ingenuity. Relevant facts, information, and

knowledge are the power of ingenuity. Facts show the growth of

complexity and nonlinearity of problems on the planet. They aire the

essence of the truth of which Howard Gardner (1999) writes. Behind

truth and the data associated with factual information, individuals and

organisations will gain a sense that their intelligence is malleable as facts

can and do change. It is this sense of malleable intelligence that is so

important. It is the heart of lifelong learning, which is ultimately a tool

for growth. Individuals and organisations must be keen to the fact that

changes occur and they must continuously strive to be aware of the

information that arises from the problems of new conditions. The school

is trying to encourage this.
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Second, the ability to appraise these facts and then apply them to

the proper situation is imperative for gap-closing measures to be

successful. Intuition then, is eye two of ingenuity. This is sensing that a

gleaned understanding can be correct and must be applied. Combining

these facts with the emotional faculties of the brain is a fundamental

aspect of problem solving. The processing that occurs in the frontal lobe

makes our comprehension of problems distinctly human. A selection of

well-researched facts and the integration of human emotion and

perspective is key to intuition. This also coincides with the role of the

historian as described by Gardner (1999). After time and reflection the

historian must explain the evidence of the past. This was identified as

imperative to understanding morality, or goodness. Gaining the wisdom

of perspectives helps students to create a strong awareness about how

perspectives come into play when making decisions. These perspectives

shape the goals of our society. Incorporating awareness of different

perspectives is important for organisations and individuals, as the new

structures created for ingenious decision making must be based on

society's goals determined by the social will.

Crafting a solution still requires an open-minded ability to exaimine

the situation, and experiment with different possible strategies.

Inventiveness, eye three, is the ability to create something new out of

information and experience. Experience allows the brain to continue to

strengthen neural connections. Continued usage of brain connections is
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important because this keeps the possibility open that a brain can still

perform a task it was genetically programmed to be able to do. By

continuously creating experience the functions of the brain will help

people stay capable of inventing solutions using their tools and rich

experiences. Not only about creating things, inventiveness is also about

teachers being energetic and conmiitted to find an educational spirit to

help new learners understand old concepts, as well as encouraging old

learners to gain valuable knowledge from new ideas. John Dewey (1933)

refers to the importance of three attitudes. Inventiveness springs from

open-mindedness to the ability to be able to do something different, co-

ordinated with a whole-hearted sense that through diligent and

responsible effort, good and better things will be created through

organisational and individual inventiveness.

Inspiration is the fourth eye. It could be considered genetic, a

product of the temperament with which a person is bom. I do not know if

the capacity for inspiration or the ability to be inspired is an original

neural connection wired in the brain. Perhaps it is a product of parental

involvement and educational environment. Inspiration is as inherent to

living and ingenuity theory as any other of the four eyes. Inspiration was

talked about as an integral facet of teachers using multiple intelligences

to get students excited about a topic. People need to be inspired, not

necessarily with popular tales from television, but with stories of

struggles with core questions, and with examples of ingenuity success.
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There is difficulty in trying to accommodate all these things into a tidy

theory; the racing complexity of the world makes things messy. John

Novak (2002) writes that the leader is not there to inspire, but to draw

out the intrinsic motivation within each individual with whom the leader

comes into contact. From this internal inspiration youth and adults may

generate the energy to work that extra bit. Whether it is trying to

overcome the inertia of popular intransigence, or solving a rigorous

scientific equation, the proper and perhaps small addition of elbow

grease to the problem will make it resolvable. Inspiration must be the fire

for the future.

The final characteristic is, perhaps, unteachable. Humility is a

sense of the spirit, a way of living. It is imperative that humility is

present as people tackle their understanding of the past, an awareness of

the present, and positive belief in their ability to contribute to make the

future better. The other four factors must always be applied with a great

spirit of humility. Believing that we are within a larger ecosystem in an

incomprehensible universe is an important part of humility. There is a

relationship within all systems of earth. Believing that we are but a part

of a sacred dance and balance within these relationships is important.

Understanding that humans have the responsibility to manage our

affairs well because we have the power to affect things drastically is also

humbling. Yet living with that ambiguous complexity also includes a

belief that through personal intervention and learning, people can better
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themselves and the world. Effort and respect are worthwhile

characteristics and traits, as is believing that the ideas of others are

valuable and meaningful. Questions of and from the core are important,

and humility is an invaluable characteristic as we struggle to answer and

define those questions throughout life. Humility could be equated with

innocence in the sense that it is always prudent to examine the potential

of other ideas, opportunities, or evidence. This sense of innocence is not

naivete, but it is a strong belief and operating philosophy that, as an

individual, you can make things better through hard work and trying to

understand well. It could be called a combination of the three Deweyan

attitudes: responsible and whole-hearted open-mindedness (1933). With

an enhanced sense of humility, prudent decision making will be fostered.

6.2. 1 Four Humble Eyes in the Philosophical Light ofEducation

How are the four humble eyes represented within the model school

where educating for ingenuity is the goal?

These four humble eyes — intelligence, intuition, inventiveness,

inspiration, and humility — are at the heart of educating for ingenuity at

this school. Gaining an understanding and awareness of any situation is

imperative in trying to solve any of the numerous problems of our planet.

Using the four humble eyes will encourage people to explore problems

from all angles of their experience. Hopefully, youth exposed to learning
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and living in this school are to be global actors who create the

institutions, policies, and practices for a better interdependent world.

To instill these characteristics through this educational experience,

I propose each topic be uncovered in the following manner: Anticipation,

participation, and recollection will be the methods with which the four

humble eyes are pursued.

6.3 Anticipation, Participation, and Recollection

This is a simple example of a metaphor I would use in the school to

get to the core, to try and show what is important. The three nouns I now

add to this thesis could be the motto for the exploration and focus of

topics at the school: anticipation, participation, and recollection.

Participation is the physical act of doing and experiencing.

Participation is centred between the mental activities of anticipation and

recollection. This educational sandwich is integral to the philosophy of

the school.

Melding Gardner's three educational tenets of truth, beauty, and

goodness, to these ideas is worthwhile. Anticipation is the inspiration

and background knowledge a teacher or parent can provide before a

child or student begins an activity or subject. This draws out the

intrinsic motivation inside a learner. There is beauty inherent in

anticipation. It ought to be inspired by questions such as: What sounds

good and interesting about the idea? Why should we attempt to learn,
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decipher, and explore tJiis? How can we go about preparing for and doing

this task? A child's extemporaneous thinking can be beautiful to witness.

Beauty lies in the anticipated expectation of getting to be better at

something, which is always aesthetically pleasing to a developing soul.

Truth is a combination of the physically participation in an activity

and the mental experiences we feel during participation. What do we

actually physically learn, know, feel, and experience as we participate?

What was real about it? Why is the idea or activity as such? Truth will be

found in rolling the activity through the hands and physically

experiencing and sensing the concept, or swishing the idea through the

brain, trolling for common threads of applicability. Understanding that

ideas can be integrated develops a sense of interdependent

interconnectedness, not only with other experiences but also to different

people and the planet. Truth is more than the facts and physical

sensations associated with an activity.

Finally, morality will emerge post-participation. Thorough

examination of activities, along with the truths and actual experiences

digested, will allow students and teachers the opportunity to discuss the

variety of cultural, political, social, and economic implications. By

reflecting upon actual experiences and creating a constant critical eye for

learning, this will aid the students in establishing their own ethical

fitness. This establishes an essential guide for decision making. This trip
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into the core of the onion is necessary to build the skills that allow an

individual to contribute to the social dialogue. r

6.4 The Spirit of Collective Individualism

What kind of school could I imagine with the four humble eyes

developed through anticipation, participation, and recollection? The

atmosphere and spirit I will foster and develop at the school has been

called "collective individualism" by Hugh Brody (2000, p. 7).

Brody, the author of numerous works about his years of life

experiences in Canada's Arctic, called the ideal community relationship

collective individualism. He noted that cultural anthropologists and

linguists had made a grave mistake when they described the people and

relationships of the Arctic. The following error is one not only of

observation, but it also has spiritual significance too. Brody, in The Other

Side ofEden (2000), noted that settled societies, academia, and

bureaucratic decision makers have considered hunter and gatherer

societies around the world to be nomadic. Since the advent of permanent

settlement, all social groupings from tribal units to villages to

megalopolises have been considered stable and immovable. This is

backwards, Brody writes. Hunter and gatherer societies, although

associated with large expanses of land where they move around and hunt

according to season or environment, do not change lifestyle

environments. Hunters and gatherers stay put. Since the advent of
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agriculture, which has spurred people to discover more land to put under

their respective dominion, whether for resources, colonizing, or market

share, these "settled" communities are inhabited by a transient

population. For Brody, who has spent more than 30 years in the Arctic

living in a traditional way and learning the intricacies and spiritual

intent of the nuances of the language and environment, "their [hunters

and gatherers] genius is integral to human potential, their skills are

appropriate to their lands, and their rights no less because their

numbers are small" (p. 7).

Brody describes this way of living, interacting with others, and

understanding the theoretical and philosophical core of the onion as,

collective individualism. People are respected as individuals. Together,

there is a group function and spirit, to which each person must

contribute and honour. This is the spirit necessary to close the gap.

Individuals must be aware of what they can do, revelling in their ability

to contribute, always being aware of their responsibility to their

community, humanity, and their planet. As described by Amason et al.

(1995), a community-oriented philosophical style encourages "effective

teams to enjoy a culture that allows their members to speak freely and

challenge the premise of other members' viewpoints, without threat of

anger, resentment, or retribution" (p. 29). This is the spirit of learning I

want to foster at this educational institution.
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Brody also notes t±iat tJie hunter and gatherer lifestyle defines an

unhurried approach to events. Of course there are times where speed

and quick thinking is required, but the inherently slow pace of life is

beneficial. This pace is positive as it allows relationships to grow and

prosper without the emotional intrusions from uncontrollable external

factors. This special environment is also evaporating from these native

communities. Brody felt it important to describe collective individualism

in this most recent work because of its impending demise. Hugh Brody's

collective individualism provides the school a philosophy upon which to

operate. Furthermore, the spirit of collective individualism encourages

new public forums and existing democratic institutions in order to

welcome and foster disciplined debate based on the expert responsibility

of individuals and the goals of the organisation and community.

All people associated with the school — students, staff, parents,

community liaisons, supporters ~ will be encouraged to foster the spirit

of collective individualism. The school will promote experiences that allow

an individual to gain disciplinary expertise. In combination with

experiences that encourage students to harness the different disciplinary

expertise of other, leaders of the school can educate for people to learn

better ways to solve problems. Facilitating and developing the collective

energy available from responsible individuals who are attuned to each

other and their planet is the goal of this school. Educating for ingenuity

is being a part of the process that helps students develop a sense of their
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own supply of ingenuity. Students will understand the tools they have in

order to become pragmatic problem solvers. With awareness of their tools

and supply of ingenuity students can participate collegially and

collectively so as to play a significant role in organisational decision

making.

6.5 The School

My vision of a school has been formed through fortunate

experiences, at home and overseas, and with programmes involving a

variety of interactions with many peers. Indeed, it is these experiences,

which still edify me today, that have allowed me to create my life and

some opportunities for others through a shared international intimacy

with friends.

Interdisciplinary education is intrinsic to the school curriculum. In

an interview for the Internet magazine Uncommon Good (2002), Homer-

Dixon emphasised the importance of a well-rounded education as

imperative to the development of ingenuity.

Because the problems that affect the growth of the

ingenuity gap are fundamentally inter-disciplinary,

we should be educating our children to create novel

solutions to problems, drawing on ideas from lots of

different places. We should be encouraging a lot of

experimentation and risk-taking in developing
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solutions to problems (2002, a

www.uncoinmongood.net) f

Through the system of interdisciplinary education that is described

below, the school would try to educate for ingenuity. The success of this

interdisciplinary education is based on the disciplinary expertise taught

and elicited through experience. It is important to educate and encourage

students to learn beyond superficial conceptual understanding. Good

and rigorous grounding in conceptual, artistic, and scientific aspects of

truth, beauty, and morality is the hallmark of instruction at the school.

Interdisciplinary education encourages the development of awareness

about the connections between subject areas where the students have

learned.

It is unrealistic to begin discussing the idea of this school without

stating that, somehow, it is necessary to have a significant pool of funds

to operate a capital plant budget for buildings and facilities. Funds for

staffing and education materials for the school are also necessary. The

school would prohibit corporate sponsorship that disallows any type of

educational activity or prevents other corporations from donating.

Whether this is possible to do, with such capital required, I do not know.

Would school officials be vigilant enough so the ideals of the school

would not be compromised? I believe it is possible to preserve this

operating stance.
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Envisioning a diverse student body is one thing, achieving it

another. Through the success and promotion of the school, an objective

would be to have as many students as possible from overseas, as well as

a strong contingent from the community where the school is located. The

student body ought to include girls and boys of different backgrounds.

Students and staff would live together in homes. This is an important

part of learning; sharing daily routines so as to gain a lifestyle peek into

the ideas of other cultures. Education would flourish in different ways.

The development of friendships and socialising away from the classroom

would add to the lifestyle and learning tools associated with educating for

ingenuity.

I do not envision this as traditional student housing. Staff (and

their families if possible) and students would reside together. Students

and staff would cook, clean, and live together, resembling a family unit

as much as possible. Perhaps this would reduce overall tension and

alienation, and students and staff would certainly have better insight

and a desire to see everyone succeed and have a life-enhancing

experience. These accommodations will hopefully energise conversation.

A lifestyle based on sharing and eating together will enhance the

investment of time the students and staff share in one another. Staff

must be enthusiastic and diligent enough to cultivate the art of

conversation. The July-August 2002 edition of Utne Reader pronounced

that the power of talk was the revolutionary way to bring about social
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change. By sharing personal ideas and learning to listen to and respect

the conversations of others, "they can let go of their attachments to a

particular outcome" (Utne, p. 9). This is the learned humility of sharing

lives and experiences; it engenders the prudence to wade through the

complexity of bedevilling global and personal issues and problems.

Students and educators and leaders are going to begin to share the

experiences that develop the ideas and energy and tools that will close

the ingenuity gap. The living accommodations and school campus would

try to create atmosphere of a conversational lab where anything is

possible.

Staff would be energetic in leading and teaching; they would be

experts in their field or well-rounded educators. An ability to create an

atmosphere of enthusiastic anticipation, keen participation, and rigorous

recollection would summarise the qualifications I hope to have in the

educators and administration at the school. Indeed, anticipation,

participation, and recollection are the three most important things, in my

mind, for an educator, parent, and mentor to show and create for those

whom they are influencing.

The IB well covers the ideal of an interdisciplinary classroom

curriculum. Formal classes at this school would be structured along

similar lines as the IB and the project-type classes. The TOK course

would be an excellent way to structure core-building discussions about
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experiences at the school, the influence of the media, and tools on how to

foster and energise the same spirit outside the walls of the school.

I would also include an outdoor educational requirement. This

would be an important new experience for many. Not only based on

individual and Outward Bound team-type rigorous adventure, I would

hope to make camping, hiking, canoeing, and wilderness exploration a

regular individual and group exercise and activity at the school.

Ultimately, outdoor explorations would engender a feeling that we are

within nature and that we can gain and learn so much from

understanding the balance of these relationships of the planet. These

experiences will hopefully eliminate the idea that nature is outside us,

separate from our existence. Regularly venturing within nature and

staying within different ecosystems will bring positive experiences that

will reinforce that people are of nature. Strength and the meaningfulness

of the spirituality of ingenuity are derived from nature. The school will try

to eliminate the feeling that going outside and away from human

convenience has no meaning. Being within nature grants core-building

and edifying strengths of life.

Important within the school would be an ongoing discussion of

what David Abram in The Spell of the Sensuous (1997) refers to as the

sensorially sensuous. Abram writes that we have, first through the

codification of the alphabet and now with technologies, encouraged a

withering of our animistic spirit. We have lost our oral traditions, and as
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humans, misappropriated our sense of place in land, space, and time.

The alphabet has rendered time linear. People are encouraged to feel that

progress must come as time passes and new earth-altering technologies

are implemented. Soon it will be gene and body-altering modifications

that regularly used to alter us physically, as well as the relationships

within the world. I would use The Spell of the Sensuous as a text so

students could compare the relationship and role of language and

phenomena of today to that of our ancestors. A sense of wonder and

exploration of our integrated world are also fostered by reading The Spell

of the Sensuous.

Volunteer work on a regular basis would also be part of the activity

schedule. Volunteer service would be on an ongoing basis, rather than a

project-type experience. The school would establish a relationship with a

local charity or organisation to do work in the neighbourhood. It is

imperative that students, even those from abroad, realise the

responsibility that arises from residence. Play and participate in your

surroundings. Students would also be encouraged to foster other local

and international charitable relationships of their choosing.

Students would be encouraged to teach and direct tasks. Some

possible topics could be an introduction of the problems of the student's

own country and organising events to raise funds and awareness.

Regular participation in a local Amnesty International chapter would be

another possible effort.
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The above ideas introduce the great learning opportunity involved

with a diverse student population. Students can share and teach within

their courses the important facts they wish to share about their home.

What better than to have a Russian student discussing perestroika, an

Indian student sharing the importance of Mahatma Gandhi, or a South

African student teaching Xhosa. Teachers would be encouraged to let the

students choose certain novels or themes to be discussed; the teacher

must be a great facilitator. As part of the school's daily routine, a

different student would begin every day with a 3-minute speech. Topics

are free for each student to choose.

Travel would also be a part of the curriculum. A core educational

experience, which I believe so important, is reciprocal educational

exchange. Having the ability to reside in another country or culture, or

be immersed in a new language for a young person can be invaluable.

This is a perspective-enlarging experience, and usually beneficial. There

are many international exchange programmes, and, although difficult, it

is possible to make group travel and overseas educational experience a

part of this school's curriculum.

Exchange can illustrate that it is not always important to learn

about where one is going, but it helps people understand from where

they came. As students will be asked about their home, family, domestic

politics, religion, their likes and dislikes and what they believe in, they

would be energised to find their core and articulate their feelings.
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On a smaller scale, bus trips to different schools in nearby areas,

and interaction with the students and people of those communities

would be encouraged. Depending on the expertise and experiences of the

teachers, the location and styles of interaction would differ, yet the

themes would remain universal.

Hopefully the school would be in a position to sponsor a refugee

family each year. First-hand evidence of real world problems would

emerge from the obligations of sponsorship and interaction. It would be

an excellent opportunity to discuss the root causes of displacement and

demonstrate to the students how there are less fortunate people in the

world. The value of special chances is an important lesson to teach.

The ideals of Slow Food, and a daily pace that encouraged and

allowed it, would be intrinsic at the school and within this educational

life. Within each home there would be a kitchen, and the family units

would prepare meals together. Breaking bread and sitting down together

at the beginning and end of the day is important to a family (the

educators' children would benefit too). Mealtime table talking is

imperative so as to generate understanding and ideas. Before the advent

of fire, human ancestors used to scoff their share of the kill and go under

a bush to eat all alone. Fire brought people in a circle to eat and share

talk. From this era humanity has flourished for many reasons, one of

which is, importantly, the bringing together of people to talk at the table.

The predominance of the microwave in the kitchen, along with busy
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scheduling, has increased the tendency for eating hurriedly and alone.

Slow Food-influenced food preparation, cooking, and eating will generate

conversation; idea sharing, and hopefully understanding too, will

proliferate at the tables of the residences. The school would also have a

garden and greenhouse; taking care and growing the food together would

also be co-ordinated.

The school would also attempt to harness natural energy and

generate its own, for power and educational purposes. Small-scale wind

turbines have proven effective recently; a series of turbines could be

placed around the campus. Solar panels will be used for a great deal of

the trickle down energy requirements. People can jump on an exercise

bike and pedal to create any small bursts of energy they need (such as

blending a milkshake or warming up leftovers). Co-ordinating a

composting system will enhance the school's greenhouse and gardens.

Together, these projects would amount to ongoing scientific and lifestyle

education, hopefully contributing to the creation of habits of

sustainability that are necessary to further awareness about an

individual's role in protecting our environment. Perhaps more

importantly, these habits will encourage a deeper and more spiritual

connection to the flows of and from the different relationships of nature.

As we gain so much from these elemental connections of our world,

understanding and feeling them better aids in developing an

understanding of the spirituality of ingenuity.
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Not only with food, but also within science and other experiment-

oriented fields, relationships with local business and agriculture could be

engendered to encourage co-ordinated school and community

participation. By encouraging local participation, we would instill a pride

within the community about the school, and in the students about their

relationship and status within the community.

It may seem that there is too much going on in the school to allow

the children the time to learn and study. Ursula Franklin, University of

Toronto academic, addressed the importance of creating individuals who

can work effectively in real human environments. On the CBC One radio

show Ideas (Luecht, 2000) Franklin stated the dilemma as the following:

"We must stop producing sausages in our education system. We must

educate each and every child as a whole child."

Homer-Dixon recognises this need to slow down the educational

process so learners can begin to comprehend in their own way what is

happening around them and how it is occurring. Whether gifted, average,

or with special needs, our educational system is becoming a factory

system where the speed and consumerism of every day rule. Schools

were once the place where students "slowed down to learn," away from

society's hectic pace. Pressures are now immense for children to be wee

adults, maximising their schedule, focusing their attention and energy on

numerous in-school and out-of-school activities.
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This slowing down was earlier documented as necessary to re-

engineer a commitment to closing the ingenuity gap. The goal with

slowing down is not to become lazier. It is to enhance the ability to

understand better, so to communicate to get to better problem solving.

Novak, paraphrasing John Dewey, writes that through communication,

communities are formed (2002, p. 120). Slowing down allows educators

to take students to farms where they can see how life slowly evolves. A

visit to a factory can show the processes on how things are made.

Students can begin to grasp the work, materials, and numerous ideas

that it takes to have something come to fruition. Not everything is a

quick and interactive advertisement.

The inviting family school, according to Novak, celebrates,

respects, and educates for the unique qualities of the individual, a co-

operative spirit, and a sense of place (p. 122). This contrasts with the

standardised uniformity, centralised control, and impersonal settings of

a factory-type educational system (p. 120). Communication is central to

all the relationships that will make this school flourish. Any type of

organisation, whether it is a family unit, corporation, or the United

Nations, must promote good communication and share information co-

operatively to solve problems. Creating ingenuity through leadership is

based upon the teaching relationships of the five levels of the LIVES

model. The individual must question her or himself and teach the ways

in which he or she can develop a strong core. Questioning must be open
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and honest as tJie student must juggle the importance of the emotions of

reason and passion as it related to his or her experiences and ability to

problem solve. Communication is integral to the interpersonal

relationships in order to promote the spirit of the school and the essence

of the development of the spirit of education. Teachers will draw out

meaningful association with experiences and knowledge derived from the

education of the school. Then, the teachers can describe the options for

the students to choose from in how to wield their education. It is

important to note that the students and staff have already had many

experiences and communication from others throughout their lives

before arriving at the school. These will influence the students and staff

at the school as well. People must establish a sense of communication

within their relationship to the knowledge and values that are taught,

learned, and to be used in closing the ingenuity gap. Students must try

to understand how to apply these knowledge and values in a local or

global setting outside the school. A sense of place is developed by

positively promoting the structure and building of the institution.

Communicating those ideals within and outside the institution defines

the place. Society must communicate so as to focus upon the ideals and

values identified as integral to its development. Communication and

respect are intrinsic to identifying, promoting, and establishing these

core strengths as important to society as well as the school.
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This school would not be an educational sausage factory. Hopefully

this school would promote the development of leaders for ingenuity.

Bennis and Thomas also cited neoteny as a quality of overriding

importance in leaders. Neoteny is "the retention by adults of youthful

qualities, the wonderful attributes of curiosity, playfulness, eagerness,

fearlessness, warmth, energy, a willingness to take risks, a hunger for

knowledge" (cited in Coyle, 2002, p. A21). This youthful zest seems to be

slowly being driven out of education. Standardised tests and curriculum

requirements even for students in kindergarten are making school a

place to bear rather than enjoy. Because each child learns in her or his

own way, playful lessons will encourage personal exploration and

eliminate rote memorisation. Claxton's important stage of curiosity on

the path to learning by osmosis is a good example of neoteny (1997, p.

113). The serious, yet childlike zeal to explore is a tool to be harnessed to

facilitate the development of ingenuity. The remarkable and

unmistakable exuberance of youth will be used and hopefully the

students at the school will learn to develop, encourage, and exploit these

characteristics throughout their lives.

In class the students will be gaining, through coursework, some

pieces of conceptual and factual information that will allow them to gain

a basis for knowledge and wisdom. Other activities and experiences will

allow them insight into some of the processes of interaction, and living.

In combination with international issues being raised in class and in the
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routine of daily interactive life, a resilient global and life awareness will,

hopefully, slowly emerge. Hayden and Wong (1997), as noted in chapter

5, wrote that sharing with students of other cultures, and working,

learning, and living day-to-day, underscores the value of international

education in a global perspective. Developing the atmosphere of a mini-

planet, where the students are engaged and challenged, would enhance

their confidence. Hopefully they will feel empowered as leaders capable of

meaningful planetary participation.

6.6 The Educative Ideal

I hope this school allows students to explore the world because of

an acquired and earned sense of safety that encourages ease about

themselves and within the planet. The following is, perhaps, the most

wonderful and naturally beautiful thing I have ever seen. Several years

ago, while on the southwest coastal comer of Australia, where the Indian

and Southern Oceans meet (you can actually see both wave trains crash

into one another as they merge at Cape Leeuwin), I went on a whale

watching tour. As summer takes flight and turns her back, many whales

migrate from the fertile Antarctic waters and head north to a spot near

Tonga for a warmer winter and better feeding. If lucky, you can see

several species of whale, and usually the young will be along too. Well,

on my good and fortunate day, a blue whale and her single offspring

happened by. Blue whales are extremely rare. We followed for a time,
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drifting and coming as close as we thought proper; but really, it was

whatever mum would allow. The naturalist on board was appropriately

descriptive at times, while remaining respectfully quiet as we, awestruck

viewing this treasure, watched. After a while mum sensed her calf was

tiring. As they dove, she subtly nestled closely underneath her baby,

and, using her air hole, vacuumed her child on to her generous body. Off

they swam, the calf now a safe and resting rider upon mum, their

journey continuing.

The aim of this school is to provide the same ride.





CHAPTER SEVEN: SUMMARY

7. 1 Hope for Ingenuity Theory

Ingenuity, ingenuity theory, and the idea of the necessity of closing

the ingenuity gap are concepts presented by Thomas Homer-Dixon

(2000) in a meaningful and hopeful way. Developing better methods of

problem solving is not a new idea; evidence presented in this thesis

illustrates that thinkers and theorists, throughout time and in different

packages, have been pondering how to make our societies, our

institutions, and us better. The possibility of ingenuity theory taking hold

within education and decision making is a powerful one. Using

intelligence, intuition, inventiveness, inspiration, and humility is just

another way of stating that we must pursue ingenious applications of the

ideas, energy, and tools at our disposal. Our ideas, energy, and tools,

used within an organised strategy, can facilitate the closing of the

ingenuity gap. Organising this strategy within our interconnected and

interdependent globalised reality is the responsibility and burden of

pragmatic problem solvers. An awareness of the integrated and

sustaining relationships between humans and nature must infuse

problem solving. Finally, we must hurry up and get on with this task, all

the while fostering a slower, more reflective, and more prudent values-

infused lifestyle.
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7.2 Battie for the Idea of Ingenuity

This battle of ideas is not a new one. In the past couple of decades,

the primacy of business interests seems to have overridden all others.

Evidence of great disintegration and breakdown within our globalised

world is overwhelming and often dishearteningly chilling. People who

have moved from traditional rural agricultural existences to the city in

hopes of securing a better paying job tend to live in cramped urban

conditions, ironically at the bottom of the ladder of economic prosperity.

In this world of marked individualism, the individual has been torn from

traditional communities to toil for others who often make huge and

disparate profits. It is imperative to prevent superficiality and

isolationism from leading the way in our interconnected world.

Superficiality and isolationism encourage platitudes and a capricious

and arbitrary use of power by globally dominant governments,

institutions, and corporations. Closing the ingenuity gap requires a

balanced focus between individual rights and awareness about less-

fortunate sectors of society who need a helping hand.

Ingenuity theory is now part of the battle of ideas. Perhaps it will

take a rising up of the voices of those feeling and understanding the

effects of the ingenuity gap to cajole the efforts of decision makers. I

wonder if a change to include ingenuity theory and the ideas of Homer-

Dixon in the mainstream will be seen as just part of the ebb and flow

between generations? Maybe more drastic natural and human-instigated
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disasters must occur to spur people to change. Homer-Dixon consistently

pushes for forums to take the opinions and struggles of many groups

into consideration before the nonlinear complexity bomb of problems

explodes irresolvably.

Ingenuity theory elucidates the emotions for many who see and feel

emotional detachment from the large corporate nature of society. People

see a clear gmd planet-saving need to foment an operating philosophy to

solve the problems created by voracious appetites of a single mindset.

Homer-Dixon's ingenuity theory and operating paradigm could be the

method to integrate concerns in order to close the ingenuity gap. Will

people sense that crises exist, let alone that they are self-made and

resolvable? If we feel threatened by continuous technological onslaught

and environmental catastrophe, then perhaps we will act.

It takes individual leaders to define and articulate with conviction

where we can go, and the joint efforts of people in organisations to

energise the social will to direct problem solving. Many leaders still play

the same old style of game where one last push through the barbed wire

defences of their adversary declares the winner. They are not ingenious

thinkers interested in the pragmatic problem solving necessary to close

the ingenuity gap. Our global reality is at the stage where it is imperative

to realise that practical problem solving by educating for ingenuity must

become a main goal and focus of institutions. Long term, and ultimately

concerned with the core of students and citizens, educating for ingenuity
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will not result in courses designed for ranking but for creating people

who can access the tools, knowledge, and values required to solve

problems. An educational system where fostering ingenuity is the goal

could be a way to develop the individual and collective skills, awareness,

and structures to affect problem solving and decision making positively.

Ingenuity theory is not a different tack on a never-ending ocean

voyage. It proposes a different kind of vehicle with which we will travel

the world. To make the compelling changes that would close the gap, it

will take a reprioritising of the goals of governments and societies. As the

oft-stated cliche tolls, "if you are not part of the solution you are part of

the problem," leaders must encourage ingenuity gap-closing measures to

lower the disaffection of growing and dangerously cynical electorates.

7.3 Changelessness

Which would come first, new schools, or the educated awareness

that would instigate the government to allow for a change to educating

for ingenuity? There is a potentially crippling perception of

changelessness associated with the problem. For many, the latest theory

is always a panacea. There seems always to be hope that humanity can

be changed with some paperwork and political say-so, regardless of

position on the political spectrum. It is fantastical to believe that one

theory, on paper, could and ought to be implemented to make things

better, simply because of its newness. Ingenuity theory is the same in
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that sense. It is my hope that the ideas presented in this thesis could be

considered as a basis for a less partisan method to solve problems.

Ingenuity theory does not deny the inherent difficulty of changing

the system. Indeed, ingenuity theory is built upon the complexity of

problems and the awareness that changing the system is so difficult.

Homer-Dixon reiterates that we must try and change the status quo with

the materials we can access, work we can do, and the ideas we can

generate.

Ingenuity theory makes a strong case for the importance of the

greater good. Greater good must be built upon on individual effort and

successful articulation of societal goals. It seems as though this has been

a regular axiom throughout much of recorded history. Building for all

stakeholders on our planet, Homer-Dixon (2002) talks of ungumming the

system to take away some of the damaging advantages that small groups

have at their ready to increase their sway and power.

The human side to this theory is echoed in the three educational

philosophers examined. The ability of all stakeholders to play a role

echoes the sentiments of Dewey and Gardner. Both theorists talk of

creating the experiences that will allow individuals to develop their

abilities in order to be the best for the whole. Developing the educational

processes for individuals to perform well in organisations is where Novak

advances the educational model for ingenuity; his LIVES model (2002)

strikes a chord for developing the skills that enhance the positive forces
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of individualism witJiin a community context. Structuring education in

such a way brings us back to Homer-Dixon. Educational leadership

brings us prudence and awareness, allowing us to become fully human

in our world.

7.4 Spirituality of Ingenuity

In Chapter 2 I encouraged ingenuity to become a theory that

embraced our more-than-human world. I implore Homer-Dixon to

discuss living in both worlds; the logical-rational and natural-magical, so

as to illustrate the need for people to understand the problems of the

ingenuity gap. With better awareness about our place and role on the

planet, people will be able to delve into the core of the onion with greater

thoughtfulness. This realisation provides strong backbone for decision

making.

This backbone about the resonance of our more-than-human

world evolves from tying education and experience within this realm to

Gardner's (1999) three tenets of education — truth, beauty, and morality.

First, truth can be learned and gained from the natural-magical world.

There is much scientific evidence that has been garnered from studying

things such as water currents to spider webs. Many people understand

the engineering uses and impacts of earthquakes and the need to prevent

erosion. People learn data but also gain a sense of wonder as we stroll
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through a billion butterflies, Monarchs that have made their migration

from Canada to Mexico.

Truth illuminates the how of natural wonder; beauty lets us regard

it in awe. A sense of timeless strength and beauty emerges from

observing the sunlight peek over a peak in the Himalayas and purple up

the snow. It is reassuring to realise that this sunrise has occurred for

millennia. Strength also comes from accepting beauty, revelling in it, and

then accepting the powerlessness associated with it. We cannot control

natural phenomena, and we cannot own them. There is a complexity in

trying to describe feelings of warmth as a generous blanket of a breeze

envelops. Beauty in nature, we are of it.

Morality is partly about respecting our spot on the planet, along

with the scores of other organisms. Teaching that violence is necessary

against other species is a wrong and harmful notion. Yet, violence in all

its forms continues to be a difficult and seemingly natural and genetic

part of our identity (Morris, 1967). Engendering a spirit of alternative

resolution for our needs from an early age for all levels of disagreement is

an important step in developing morality. Guaranteeing that future

generations will have the opportunity to revere nature is imperative to

develop a sense of the moral obligations we have to earth and the people

who follow. That can mean preserving EUesmere Island as untouchable

to anything other than natural forces, and it means ensuring clean
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water. Letting nature live vibrantly is a moral question; we gain so much

from it.

The four factors of ingenuity are directly affected by our greater

sense of the natural world. It is complex to try to explain the phenomena

of nature. Science and words have been slow to describe the sense that

there are things we see and feel that affect us greatly, yet they are so

difficult to substantiate. Our brains certainly process those feelings and

sights, so they are real. Experience is the stuff of life that furthers the

purpose of life. We can use experiencing as a way to deepen

understanding and disciplinary expertise. In that sense, outdoor

experiences enhance our sense of nature. A great problem of our world is

an inability for people to experience nature and reflect within it. Fewer

and fewer people live within nature, and fewer are healthy and fit enough

to do so. Slowing down so as to reflect in and about nature is difficult for

many people. We are often overwhelmed by marketed superficial

sentiment and this hinders opportunities that will take us to explore the

core of our feelings. Nonlinearity creates an inordinate burden on

problem solvers to catch up to the growing pace and intensity of change.

This continuous exponential growth is draining as people do not have the

time to examine meaningful core-related thoughts.

What can we do to encourage a sense of the spirituality of

ingenuity? As we forget and lose our sense of place, it is important to

begin to preserve specific ties to a spot. Returning from overseas, being
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in my home and with my family tJiat is reassuring and good. It is

essential to try and articulate the extraordinary sensations we feel when

we go out for a walk, run, or cross-country ski. For me it is familiar

winter woods, lakeshore sunsets, the wind in my face at the golf course,

bicycling at Mud Lake that make my calm and relaxed breathing in and

of the stories of my natural surroundings in Port Colbome. I have a

decades-long sustaining home place and space with a pace that is

reassuring.

Perhaps this is a revenge effect for the globalisation and the rights

of the individual so predominant in our world. We have lost a sense of

our ties to the land. Because we can do as we please and move freely

about the world, has globalisation encouraged arrogance about where we

are now and increased the focus on where we want to go? Is this

contributing to chaotic complexity? Encouraging ties to the dirt around

where we grew up is impossible for many who know and learn not a

natural thing in their urban neighbourhood. Educating for ingenuity

must include the wonder of outdoor programmes.

If we cannot understand how nature works, then we must create

the sensibility that nature is intrinsic to our lives. We must create the

understanding that it is humans and the planet together. Perhaps the

secret may be this: The planet should be declared a park. I am not saying

that any natural thing cannot be disturbed or destroyed. I am

encouraging the fostering of a mindset that wherever we are, we ought to
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be able to sense that we are treading on natural ground. It does not have

to be considered untouchable or religiously sacred; we need to learn to

always understand nature as something special, more-than-human, and

we may not be able to find it anywhere else. Indeed, the thin atmosphere

that envelops our planet is unique. Without it, we do not exist.

Developing this sense of imagination of always being within nature will

be beneficial. Even when we are in urban environments, we can imagine

the layers of the earth and air we breathe when we close our eyes. For

ingenuity's sake, it will be important to believe that we can close our eyes

to see.

7.5 Some Good News

A striking feature of ingenuity theory is that Homer-Dixon is not a

panaceaist; he is a realist with broad-based and rich ideas about how to

make things better, for good, not for power. This idea is not associated

with the changelessness and meaninglessness that is assumed and felt

by many today. Homer-Dixon's work is not anti-globalisation, but it is

pro-problem solving the bad effects of our converging, yet disparate

world.

In our conversation, Homer-Dixon stated that he believed ingenuity

must be measured (personal communication, March 28, 2002). Others

have proposed that there ought to be a better way of measuring

important factors within our lives. The Northwest Environment Watch
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has proposed a living quotient based on 10 different measurements, such

as health, food, environment, social stability, work, and vacation, all of

which intrinsically affect us each day. The city of Portland uses these

measurements to analyse policymaking (Northwest Environment Watch,

2002).

In scientist David Suzuki's (2002) book Good News for a Change

(written with Holly Dressel), compelling improvements are noted. Instead

of doom and gloom, Suzuki states there are many examples throughout

the world of people, municipalities, and corporations trying new ways of

doing things and adapting new technologies of conservation. From water

purification and pollution prevention, to better urban planning and

family friendly vacation policies, Suzuki believes that the evidence of

change for the better is taingible. To make these changes permanent and

a worldwide option, Suzuki writes that grander demonstrations of social

and political will are imperative. Developing the social will that will allow

decision makers to close the ingenuity gap can only be slowly

accomplished over time.

People are recognising that we must adjust technology to fit

human nature. Professor Kim Vicente of the University of Toronto was

awarded the McLean Prize in 2002 for outstanding basic research in the

field of human factors engineering. The jury gave the prize stating, "How

we interact with all technology in the coming century will be in part

dependent on Vicente's ideas" (Schiller, 2002, p. Al). Vicente's field of
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expertise is human factors engineering as it specifically relates to
r

complex systems and human interaction with technology. Bad design

has been accepted as a weakness or a human inability to adapt to

technology. However, in reality, Vicente states, "The people who design

technology systems aren^t trained to think of the human factor. They

don't get it. But once you open your mind, you see bad technology fits

eveiywhere'* (Schiller, 2002, p. Al).

It is important that there be better communication between those

who are enthralled by technology and those who feel tyrannised by it.

Vicente has been directly involved in simplifying machines that

administer drugs to patients. There have been numerous deaths in many

institutions that have been blamed on the people operating these drug-

administering machines who have inadvertently mismanaged the

concentration of drug levels. Yet, after Vicente's work, simplifying the

number of programming steps from 27 to 12, drug-concentration errors

were completely eliminated and programming errors were cut in half.

People must recognise that the extra bells and whistles of technological

gadgets are often unnecessary and contribute to their daily stress.

As the first engineering professor to ever be awarded the prize,

Vicente is a leader in the growing worldwide effort to solve human needs

through technological application. There are ingenious leaders who are

grasping the problems of complexity. They are producing the good ideas

that will help us close the ingenuity gap.
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I do not know how to order the immediate and specific changes

required. Encouraging the necessary prudence for understanding that

changes are needed for our planet must be at the top of the to-do-to-

close-the-gap list. Our growing interconnected interdependence makes

placing prudence in all our institutions, every day, a priority. Perhaps a

first step would be a global declaration of interdependence. Declaring not

only interdependence with each other, but also our interdependence on

technology as well as the natural systems that define our ecosystems

would define a great statement. Just as we attack other things with the

same single-minded voracious focus we rush about the day without

thinking about our flow with the planet, we surely can work with the

same intensity to close the ingenuity gap. There are small victories being

won in many places everyday. It is necessary to be optimistic and focus

on doing something to build the wave ourselves.

7.6 Michael

I will end with a good story. My nephew Michael has had cochlear

implant surgery. It has been a resounding success. (This thesis will not

address the contentious-for-some dilemma and debate between signed

and spoken language, and the idea that hearing disabled children ought

to stay that way. It is important to note the following: As improved

diagnostic techniques and technologies allow doctors to better

understand and determine hearing ability at earlier ages, cochlear
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implants will become more common and a routine surgery.) Not bom

completely deaf, Michael had some hearing, but by his 4th birthday,

December 15, 2001, there were no audio waves evident in either ear.

After several appointments and tests, medical and behavioural, he

became a candidate for cochlear implant surgery in January of 2002.

Lucky for our family was the fact that the expert at Toronto's Hospital for

Sick Children, Dr. Papsin, had received extra budget for 10 surgeries.

Michael received his implant on March 21, 2002.

Dr. Papsin said that cochlear implant surgery is the second most

effective procedure, in terms of cost and human benefits, in Canadian

health care. For a cost of $72 000 for all facets of the care (not including

the speech therapy afterwards), Michael has become "not disabled"

according to Dr. Papsin. Dr. Papsin refuses to sign disability forms for

income tax credits for any of his cochlear implant patients. He said the

cost of the surgery and therapy is easily outweighed by the combined

benefits Michael will contribute in the future and the elimination of

special needs requirements. These include the elimination of many costs,

such as: alternative schooling and special needs access throughout his

adult life. Also, Michael will, hopefully, become an adult who pays his

regular taxes receiving the same breaks as everyone.

This is a surgery that, now routine in Canada, speaks volumes

about closing the gap. The main requirement was helping people to hear

in order to communicate better in so many aspects of life. If we examine
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what the Australian inventor of this procedure used to create the first

cochlear implant, it was, as follows: some electrical materials, ideas

about the workings of the brain and otic nerves, and the elbow grease of

experimentation and hard work. This inventor solved a problem, and the

technology continues to improve. Now, I understand this affects nowhere

near as many people as those that eat fast food daily, nor does it make

drinking water safe, but it has given a boy from Port Colbome a new and

potentially core strengthening way to be and express himself. He can

hear what others have to say, what the planet says back to him, and

what he can voice to others. We are lucky to be healthy to get this far;

the evolutionary phenomenon of the human brain allows us the curiosity

and ability to further explore.

On April 24, 2002 the cochlear implant was turned on. Michael's

smile, first to the sounds sent by computer and then our voices, was

wonderful and wide. Although there is much therapy needed to rewire

the neuronal hearing pathways, Michael is going to get a chance to better

understand who he is, because he can connect better and understand

more with many people on different levels. He can explore the core of his

onion better; I hope diving further into truth, beauty, and morality. And

hopefully, this will strengthen his resolve to care, reflect, and savour, so

to make distinctions that make a difference.

To slow down, to really affect ourselves, our options, our

possibilities, our planet, it is imperative we find out, explore, and
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challenge who we are. In many instances people define tJiemselves by

what they are not, rather than by what they are. It is easy to be

intolerant or vindictive, to continuously worry about what you do not

have. So often leaders use contrasts and comparisons to divide. Let us

encourage the development of understanding our similarities and shared

assets in order to get on with the fundamental tasks of problem solving. I

have tried to show that educating for ingenuity is not solely about the

institutions and knowledge applied within formal and informal decision-

making organisations. It is also about individuals coming to grips with

the challenges and complexity of their world and the environment around

them; courage, tools, and leadership that come from extra-organisational

education are imperative to developing ingenuity.

Perhaps ingenuity is like love. Both seem to flourish when people are

strong and courageous because they feel they can be confident and

selfless while sharing with others, rather than trying to have, hold, and

own people and things with all their might. If anything, I hope this thesis

has contributed to encouraging the reader to reflect, savour, and act

upon what they can do and share, to communicate often, and to try to

lead to enhance ingenious thinking. Your supply of tools is the greatest

and most advanced in the world. Please hammer harder and louder for

ingenuity.
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Appendix A

Slowfood Manifesto

The International Movement for the Defense of and the Right to

Pleasure officially came into being on November 9, 1989 at the Opera

Comique in Paris.

Its Manifesto was endorsed by delegates from Argentina, Austria, Brazil,

Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Spain,

Sweden, Switzerland, United States and Venezuela.

The Official Manifesto

Our century, which began and has developed under the insignia of

industrial civilization, first invented the machine and then took it as its

life model.

We are enslaved by speed and have all succumbed to the same insidious

virus: Fast Life, which disrupts our habits, pervades the privacy of our

homes and forces us to eat Fast Foods.

To be worthy of the name, Homo sapiens should rid himself of speed

before it reduces him to a species in danger of extinction.
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A firm defense of quiet material pleasure is the only way to oppose the

universal folly of Fast Life.

May suitable doses of guaranteed sensual pleasure and slow, long-lasting

enjoyment preserve us from the contagion of the multitude who mistake

frenzy for efficiency.

Our defense should begin at the table with Slow Food. Let us rediscover

the flavors and savors of regional cooking and banish the degrading

effects of Fast Food.

In the name of productivity, Fast Life has changed our way of being and

threatens our environment and our landscapes. So Slow Food is now the

only truly progressive answer.

That is what real culture is all about: developing taste rather than

demeaning it. And what better way to set about this than an

international exchange of experiences, knowledge, projects?

Slow Food guarantees a better future.

Slow Food is an idea that needs plenty of qualified supporters who can
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help turn this (slow) motion into an international movement, with the

little snail as its symbol.
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Appendix B .*

An Educational Exercise

The following is an educational exercise t±iat can be used to draw

parallels to awareness of the world around you. It neatly illustrates the

importance of exploring the world with an open mind. Kate Cassidy,

Director of the Community Adventure Training Initiative (CATI) of Brock

University, recommended the exercise as meaningful and worthwhile.

Create a discovery walk for the group. While outdoors is usually better,

you can set up a course inside a building. After reaching a designated

starting point, the only instructions you give to the group are to go to the

end of the path and to return along the same path. While giving the

instructions, hand an egg and a spoon to all participants. After they

return, each person is asked what they saw, to describe the details of

their journey, and what it meant to them.

Most people carry the egg in the spoon regardless of not being told

to do so. This affects their walk greatly and they are unable to describe

what they see along their journey. It is an effective tool and metaphor for

life. It is also a good entry point to illustrate that people cannot hear and

see even simple things when they are focussed on such a task. If they

can explore the path without regard to the egg and spoon, perception

improves. Those that cany the egg on the spoon but go slowly and do not
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worry how fast tJiey finish tend to be able to enjoy the path and describe

many things in detail.

People learn that small, daily tasks can place stress on our ability

to perceive around us. Also elemental to awareness is the speed at which

tasks are performed. This too, is illustrated in this exercise. If we avoid

the unnecessary distractions of every day, we can see and remember

things more clearly and enjoy them with less stress. Second, slowing

down, even partially within a hectic and busy schedule, allows for better

concentration and awareness. The benefits of this educational exercise

contribute to developing ingenuity and closing the ingenuity gap.
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